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Abstract 

A lightning strike to a transmission tower and resultant overvoltages are severe threats to the stable 

operation of electric power systems. The precise estimation of accidents and cost-effective 

countermeasures against lightning is indispensable. This thesis proposed a transmission tower and a line 

model to analyze lightning transients in power systems. Back-flashover (BFO) analyses of transmission 

lines were performed by the presented models. The BFO characteristics were clarified, and the 

effectiveness of transmission line surge arresters (TLSAs) for reducing lightning accidents was analyzed. 

The presented tower and line model can consider the non-transverse electromagnetic (non-TEM) 

characteristics of lightning-struck transmission towers and lines. When lightning strikes tower top or 

overhead line, the electromagnetic field spherically expands from the lightning-struck point. The TEM-

mode, which is assumed in existing transmission tower and line models, cannot fully explain this 

initially dynamic non-TEM characteristic and resultant insulator voltages. This thesis revealed the non-

TEM characteristics by the finite difference time domain (FDTD) analysis. The non-TEM characteristics 

of the lightning-struck tower and line include 1) gradually rising characteristics of the tower surge 

impedance with time, 2) gradually rising self and mutual surge impedance of transmission line with time 

and the time delays in mutual couplings corresponding to the separation distances, and 3) significant 

wave attenuation along the tower. The presented tower and line model takes into account these 

characteristics. The insulator voltages computed by the presented model were thoroughly validated by 

referencing the FDTD-computed voltages and measured voltages at actual towers reported in the past. 

Existing transmission tower and line models could have underestimated the insulator voltages. 

Practical BFO analyses in high voltage (HV) and extra-high voltage (EHV) transmission lines 

were performed using the presented models. The flashover (FO) model based on the leader progression 

method (LPM) was optimized for the HV line. The generalized FO model and the TLSA model 

represented by the nonlinear resistance were utilized for the BFO analyses. The analyses revealed that 

the BFO characteristics depend on the power frequency voltages: in case the negative lightning strikes, 

the BFO occurs preliminary at phases with the positive power frequency voltages, while there is a 

possibility of BFOs at phases with the negative voltages. The analyses also identified the significant 

dependence of the minimum lightning current causing a lightning failure on the power frequency 

voltages, and the dependence clearly explained the BFO characteristics observed in an actual HV 

transmission line reported in the past. The reduction of the lightning fault rate by installing TLSAs was 

further analyzed for HV and EHV transmission lines. The optimum arrangement of TLSAs for any 

transmission line can be determined based on the presented models and the methodologies. 

The presented models can be implemented in any circuit simulator. The models and methodologies 

provide a high-speed and accurate estimation of the lightning performance of transmission lines. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Lightning Related Accidents in Transmission Lines 

A lightning strike to a transmission tower or line is one of the most severe threats to the stable and safe 

operation of electric power systems. The lightning strike causes temporary voltage drops, power outages, 

and damages to power transmission equipment such as transformers. Overvoltages generated by 

lightning strikes to the transmission systems should be estimated precisely, and cost-effective 

countermeasures should be prepared [1]–[3]. 

The lightning-related accidents in transmission lines can be categorized into three: 1) shielding 

failure and subsequent shielding failure flashover (SFFO), 2) back-flashover (BFO), and 3) mid-span 

BFO [3]. These events can cause power outages and initiate accidents in power plants, substations, or 

consumer equipment. Fig. 1.1 shows the concept of each phenomenon. The shielding failure occurs 

when the lightning directly strikes phase conductors and can result in the SFFO in case the voltage of 

an insulator exceeds the withstand voltage. Since the overhead grounding wires (OHGWs) fail to attract 

the lightning, they are called the “shielding failure.” The BFO occurs due to a lightning strike to the 

tower top or OHGWs. The voltage of the transmission tower rises when lightning strikes the 

transmission tower top or the OHGWs. In case the voltage of an insulator exceeds the withstand voltage, 

Upper phase conductor

Middle phase conductor

Lower phase conductor

OHGW

Ground

Shielding failure

Surge

SFFO BFO

Mid-span BFO

 

Fig. 1.1 Shielding failure and subsequent SFFO, BFO, and mid-span FO initiated by a lightning 

strike to a transmission tower or line. 
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the discharge occurs from the tower side to the phase conductors. Since the discharge occurs from the 

un-energized tower side under the normal power-system operation, this discharge is called the “back” 

flashover. The insulator voltages are determined by the characteristics of the transmission tower, line, 

grounding, lightning channel, and lightning current in the BFO case. The mid-span BFO occurs due to 

a lightning strike to the mid-span of the OHGWs. The mid-span BFO rarely occurs since the withstand 

voltage between the OHGW and phase conductor is higher than that of the arcing horns at nearby towers. 

SFFOs and BFOs can cause the line to ground fault. 

The BFO occurs even in transmission lines with properly designed OHGWs because the 

lightning strikes to transmission tower top or OHGWs cannot be avoided. In other words, the BFO can 

occur in any overhead transmission system and threaten its stable operation. Therefore, the estimation 

and reduction of the BFOs have been one of the primary interests in power systems protection. 

The transient characteristics of the transmission tower and line are one of the most critical aspects 

for discussing the BFOs. Aspects that characterize lightning transients in transmission lines include 

occurrence probability of lightning and characteristics such as the current waveforms and magnitude 

[4]–[11], shielding efficiency of OHGWs [12]–[15], discharge characteristics across insulators and 

arcing horns [16]–[21], corona discharge [22]–[24], tower footing characteristics [25]–[27], and surge 

response of a transmission tower and line itself [28]–[37]. Cost-effective countermeasures against 

SFFOs and BFOs are indispensable for reducing the probability of lightning-related accidents below the 

acceptable rate. The countermeasures include installation of appropriately designed OHGWs for 

reducing SFFOs, reduction of the tower footing resistance, extension of arcing-horn length, and 

installation of transmission line surge arresters (TLSAs) for BFOs [1]–[3], [38]. Above mentioned 

aspects should be speedily and accurately evaluated using analysis methods for preparing optimal 

countermeasures. The transmission tower and line characteristics are among the most critical aspects in 

estimating the occurrence of the BFOs because they preliminarily determine the insulator voltage that 

is responsible for the occurrence of BFOs. 

1.2 Overview of Lightning Surge Analysis Methods 

The lightning surge analysis method can be divided into two groups: 1) theoretical approaches based on 

the circuit or electromagnetic analysis using simplified models, and 2) numerical approaches based on 

the numerical circuit or electromagnetic analysis using complex models. Each analysis approach has its 

advantage and disadvantage. Considering the features of each analysis approach, the numerical circuit 

analysis has potential and advantages on the practical analysis for evaluating the lightning performance 

of transmission lines compared to other approaches.  

The theoretical approaches are suitable for discussing the basic characteristics of the electrical 

component or the lightning event (e.g., [28], [29]). However, the approaches themselves usually have 
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limitations to perform practical analyses, such as the lightning surge analysis of the transmission lines 

considering several towers and the FO across arcing horns. Note that equivalent models of electrical 

components can be derived based on the theoretical approaches, and they can be utilized in numerical 

approaches. Furthermore, the theoretical approach can be utilized for checking the reliability of the 

numerical approaches. 

The numerical approaches comprise numerical circuit and electromagnetic analyses. The circuit 

analysis by electromagnetic transient (EMT) simulators has long been used for lightning surge analysis 

of transmission lines. The representative simulators include Electromagnetic Transients Program 

(EMTP) [39], Alternative Transients Program (ATP) version of EMTP [40], PSCAD [41], eXpandable 

Transient Analysis Program (XTAP) [42], and others [43]–[45]. A transient phenomenon of transmission 

towers and lines, and other lightning-related phenomena such as BFOs, can be analyzed using EMT 

simulators with appropriate numerical models [46]–[49]. They require small computational resources 

and thus are suitable for analyzing lightning surges considering various conditions with iterative or 

statistical calculations. However, the circuit analysis method bases on a transverse electromagnetic 

(TEM) mode of wave propagation. An event with dynamic electromagnetic changes, such as a lightning 

strike to a transmission tower, cannot be accurately analyzed. Approximations have been applied to non-

TEM characteristics, or these characteristics have been neglected in the conventional circuit models 

(e.g., [30], [31]). 

Alternatively, numerical electromagnetic analysis (NEA) is suitable for analyzing the event with 

dynamic electromagnetic changes, such as the lightning strike to the transmission tower. The NEA 

method solves Maxwell’s equations directly, and hence they do not require the TEM-mode assumption. 

The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [50], method of moments (MoM) [51], finite 

element method (FEM) [52], partial-element equivalent-circuit (PEEC) method [53], and hybrid 

electromagnetic model (HEM) [54] have been employed for lightning surge analysis [55]–[59]. 

Especially, the FDTD method has been employed in practical lightning surge analyses owing to its 

simplicity, flexibility, and time-domain solution: analysis of grounding electrodes, lightning 

electromagnetic pulse (LEMP) propagation analysis, analysis of a lightning strike to telecommunication 

towers, overvoltage analysis on distribution systems, and wind power generators [60]–[75]. The method 

has also been applied to practical lightning surge analysis of transmission towers and lines considering 

imperfectly conducting ground, BFOs in a TLSA installed line, corona discharge, power frequency 

voltages, and substation entrances [76]–[80]. However, the method requires a massive amount of 

computational resources. Besides, its modeling process is rather sophisticated compared to circuit 

analysis methods.  

Lightning surge analysis requires a large number of transient analyses taking various conditions 

into account. In addition, the statistical analysis considering the distributions of lightning parameters 

and others is sometimes performed (e.g., [47]). For the practical investigation of the lightning surges, 
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the circuit analysis that can incorporate the non-TEM characteristics of transmission towers and lines 

has the potential and advantages. 

The above numerical circuit and electromagnetic analysis methods are validated if the 

experiment using actual objects or scale models or the observation of lightning events at actual objects 

[32]–[36], [81], [82] are available or can be performed. The experiment or observation using the actual 

objects takes enormous cost and time, and there is difficulty in controlling the experimental or 

observational conditions. The scale model experiment requires a lower cost than that using actual ones, 

but it is usually challenging to maintain the measurement accuracy of the very fast transient responses. 

Nevertheless, those invaluable results always provide insights for understanding lightning surge 

characteristics, and the numerical models should be carefully validated using them. The validated 

numerical models become further reliable, and they are employed for evaluating the lightning 

performance of transmission lines. 

1.3 Objectives and Scope of the Thesis 

The primary objective of this thesis was to reveal the non-TEM characteristics of the lightning-struck 

transmission tower and lines taking advantage of the FDTD method, and to propose the circuit models 

of a transmission tower and line considering the characteristics for evaluating the lightning performance 

of transmission lines. The FDTD method was adopted since it is one of the most validated NEA methods 

for lightning surge analysis by comparisons with actual measurements, in addition to its flexibility in 

three-dimensional time-domain modeling. Then, taking advantage of the circuit analysis method, 

lightning surge analyses were performed considering multiphase BFOs under various conditions, such 

as the simultaneous power frequency voltages and arrangements of TLSAs. The occurrence 

characteristics of BFOs were discussed and clarified for the sake of an optimal lightning protection 

scheme. Note that the lightning surge analysis was also performed by the existing circuit analysis models 

for practical discussions on systems under operation, which have been designed based on them. 

The followings are the structure of this thesis. In Chapter 2, the non-TEM characteristics of the 

lightning-struck transmission tower and line are revealed using the FDTD method and the circuit 

analysis using tower and line models represented by lossless distributed-parameter lines. Existing 

transmission tower and line models are overviewed subsequently from the viewpoint of the inclusion of 

non-TEM characteristics. The experimental approaches on actual towers and small-scale models are 

deeply referenced during the discussion. Chapter 3 proposes TEM-delay transmission tower and line 

models representing the non-TEM characteristics in the circuit analysis method. They are validated 

based on the comparisons with the FDTD-computed insulator voltages and those measured at actual 

transmission towers reported in the past. In Chapter 4, BFO phenomena in a 77-kV transmission line 

are discussed with referencing observation results in the past. The characteristics of the BFO occurrences 

depending on the power frequency voltages are clarified. Chapter 4 further discusses the performances 
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of each circuit model, such as transmission tower and line models and FO models, and the effect of 

current waveforms on the BFO occurrence. In Chapter 5, the performance of TLSAs for high voltage 

(HV) and extra-high voltage (EHV) transmission lines is discussed based on the proposed circuit models. 

Chapter 6 concludes this thesis. Appendix A1 and A2 briefly describe the fundamentals of the FDTD 

method and the numerical circuit analysis method. 

The presented models can be implemented in any EMT simulator. The BFO analysis performed 

based on the presented models reveals BFO characteristics of vertical double-circuit transmission towers 

and the effectiveness of TLSAs for reducing lightning accidents. The models and the analysis 

methodologies provide a high-speed and accurate estimation of the lightning performance of 

transmission lines. 
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2 Non-TEM Characteristics of 

Lightning-Struck Transmission Tower and Lines 

The TEM-mode wave propagation assumed in the circuit analysis theory cannot fully explain an 

electromagnetic field generated by a lightning strike to a transmission tower top or overhead line. This 

is because the electromagnetic field generated by the lightning strike varies dynamically, but the TEM-

mode wave propagation assumes a steady-state electromagnetic field, i.e., plane wave propagation. Thus, 

the dynamic non-TEM characteristics of the lightning-struck tower and line have to be revealed, and 

circuit models of transmission towers and lines should consider these characteristics. Fig. 2.1 illustrates 

a conceptual figure of TEM wave assumption and electromagnetic field generated by the lightning strike.  

t = 0 t = t't = t' t = t' t = 0 t = t'

Earth surface

Image region

 

     (a) TEM-mode assumption                  (b) non-TEM waves                   

Fig. 2.1 Conceptual figure of the TEM-mode assumption and the electromagnetic field generated 

by a lightning strike to the transmission tower and line (non-TEM waves). 

The TEM-mode assumes the steady-state electromagnetic field about the vertical direction, as 

shown in Fig. 2.1 (a). Circuit parameters, such as capacitance and inductance per unit length and 

resultant surge impedance, are derived based on this assumption. Then, the transmission line is modeled 

by a distributed parameter line model [1]. The model can consider the wave propagation and the time 

delay about the horizontal direction along the line. However, the self and mutual surge impedances of 

an overhead line are almost constant in the TEM-mode transmission line model, except for the 

frequency-dependent characteristic due to the skin effect. Besides, the model neglects the time delay of 

mutual coupling among the transmission lines due to the non-plane electromagnetic field propagation. 
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The electromagnetic field generated due to a lightning strike to the transmission tower or line is 

initially different from that assumed in the TEM mode, and its modeling is indispensable for the 

lightning surge analysis. The electromagnetic field is radiated spherically from the lightning-struck point, 

as shown in Fig. 2.1 (b). As a result, both the transmission tower and line surge impedances can have a 

dynamic time dependence. Furthermore, the mutual coupling from one line to the others has a time delay 

corresponding to the separation distances. Due to the above reasons, the conventional circuit analysis 

model assuming the TEM-mode cannot precisely estimate the insulator voltages of a lightning-struck 

tower. The electromagnetic field distribution gradually converges to that assumed in the TEM mode. 

Thus, the modeling of the TEM-mode formation process is indispensable for accurately analyzing 

lightning transients in transmission towers and lines. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the TEM-

mode assumption provides satisfactory solutions for fast transients, such as switching surges. 

In this chapter, the non-TEM characteristics of the lightning-struck tower and line are discussed 

based on the FDTD analysis and the circuit analysis using basic TEM-mode models. The discussions 

reveal the differences between TEM and non-TEM characteristics and show the requirements of the 

circuit analysis models for precisely estimating insulator voltages of the lightning-struck towers. The 

latter half of this chapter thoroughly overviews existing transmission tower models from the viewpoint 

of the inclusion of the non-TEM characteristics. 

2.1 Numerical Electromagnetic and Circuit Analysis for Clarifying Non-

TEM Characteristics 

2.1.1 FDTD analysis model for computing insulator voltages 

FDTD analyses were performed for computing the voltages across the insulator strings considering non-

TEM characteristics of a transmission tower and line. The FDTD method enables us to analyze the 

dynamic electromagnetic fields by directly solving Maxwell’s equations numerically, though it requires 

massive computational resources. This section provides the FDTD analysis conditions and models. 

The FDTD computations were carried out using Virtual Surge Test Laboratory (VSTL), 

developed by Central Research Institute Electric Power Industry, Japan [2]. The latest version was 

reported in [3]. Using VSTL, in [2], [4], a surge impedance of a single horizontal conductor was 

computed, and the computed result agreed with an experimental result. Besides, the analysis with VSTL 

reproduced a surge experiment using a 4-m vertical conductor system. Further, in [5], a small-scale 

experiment of a lightning strike to a transmission tower at a substation entrance was reproduced. For the 

actual scale experiment or measurement related to transmission systems, the accuracy of the VSTL was 

verified by a surge experiment of a 500-kV transmission tower in [6], [7], a measured lightning surge 

intruding a 77-kV air-insulation substation was reproduced in [8], and measured switching surges at an 

EHV substation was reproduced in [9].  
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The overall FDTD analysis space is shown in Fig. 2.2, and Table 2.1 summarizes the FDTD 

analysis conditions. A 500-kV vertical double-circuit transmission tower with a height of 76 m was 

located on a perfectly conducting plane. The perfectly conducting plane enables us to neglect the 

frequency dependence of the tower and line due to the earth-return impedance and the imperfect ground 

reflection at the tower foot. Under this ideal condition, we can clarify the non-TEM characteristic of the 

tower and line. The analysis space was 600 m × 600 m × 400 m in x-y-z directions and was enclosed by  

600 m

600 m

300 m

400 m

Double circuit 

transmission line

OHGWs

Perfectly conducting

ground

TL model

vch = 100 m/s  

Lightning strike to

(1) center of the tower top

(2) ground-wire crossarm

y

z

x

    

                                    (a) FDTD analysis space                       (b) FDTD tower model 

Lightning strike to
(2) ground-wire cross-arm
     of the second circuit

Lightning strike to
(1) center of the tower 
      top

E-field output plane 

E-field grid (1 m × 1 m)

OHGW

x

y

z

11.5 m  

(c) Top view of the FDTD analysis space. 

Fig. 2.2 FDTD analysis model of a lightning strike to a transmission tower top. 

Table 2.1 FDTD analysis condition for calculating step-like current response. 

Analysis space 600 m × 600 m × 400 m 

Boundary condition  

(except for the bottom surface) 
Liao’s second-order absorbing boundary 

Bottom surface Perfectly conducting plane 

Cell size 1 m × 1 m × 1 m 

Time step 1.55 ns 
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Liao’s second-order absorbing boundary [10] except for the bottom perfectly conducting ground plane. 

The space was uniformly divided into cubic cells of 1 m × 1 m × 1 m. 

Modeling methods of the transmission tower and line models are described. Fig. 2.3 (a) shows 

the shape of the model transmission tower, and Fig. 2.2 (b) shows its FDTD analysis model. The cross-

arms, main legs, and bracings were modeled in detail by thin wires using the staircase approximation 

method [11]. The thin wire is represented by forcing the electric field along line zero [4]. The 600-m 

long transmission line was attached to the absorbing boundaries, and thus they are interpreted as two 

semi-infinitely long lines seen from the tower. The OHGWs were grounded via the tower model. Fig. 

2.3 (b) shows the arrangement of the OHGWs and phase conductors. The phase conductors were 

composed of four-bundled conductors with a separation of 0.5 m, and a single conductor modeled them 

since their radii were smaller than the cell size. The radius reqp of the single conductor was determined 

based on the geometrical mean distance (GMD). The radius of each OHGW and the equivalent radius 

of the phase conductors were implemented in the FDTD analysis using the thin wire representation 

method, which modifies the permittivity and permeability surrounding the wire [4]. The computation 

time step was set to 1.35 ns, which is 0.7 times the upper limit of the Courant stability condition, to 

avoid numerical instability due to the thin-wire approximation [12]. Note that the applicability of Liao’s 

second-order absorbing boundary to the thin wire representation method in the presented case has been 

shown in [6]. 

The voltage across the insulator string was defined by the electric field between the phase 

conductor and the tip of the tower cross-arm. Each distance between the cross-arm and phase conductor 

was set to 4 m. No capacitor or resistor was connected across the insulator including its arcing horn, i.e.,  
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Fig. 2.3 Configuration of the transmission tower and line for FDTD analysis. 
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its terminals were open-circuited. The voltage of the tower top and the phase conductor was evaluated 

as the gap voltage between the terminal and a horizontal voltage reference wire connected to the 

absorbing boundary. The current flowing into the OHGWs was defined by the magnetic field 

surrounding the wires. The current flowing into the tower was calculated by subtracting currents flowing 

into four OHGWs from the injected current. 

The lightning channel was modeled by a transmission line model with a current propagation 

speed of 100 m/s and implemented in the FDTD analysis by a phased-current-source array [13]. As 

shown in Fig. 2.2 (a) and (c), two lightning-struck point cases were analyzed: (1) lightning strike to the 

center of the tower top, and (2) lightning strike to the tip of the tower top cross-arm. The basic 

characteristics of the transmission tower and line are discussed based on the first case, a lightning strike 

to the center of the tower top. However, the lightning rarely strikes the center of the tower top but usually 

strikes the tip of the tower top cross-arms or OHGWs. The effect of the asymmetrical strike of the 

lightning on insulator voltages of the struck-side and the other side is discussed based on the second 

case, a lightning strike to the tip of the tower top cross-arm. 

A step-like current having a time constant of 50 ns expressed by the following equation was 

injected into the tower top: 

 ( )
( )

( ) ( )

0 0

1 exp 50 ns 0
in

t
I t

t t

 
= 

− − 

  (2.1) 

The step-like current can reveal the high-frequency characteristics of the tower and line, which are 

essential for lightning surge studies. At the same time, the step-like current does not cause numerical 

instabilities in the FDTD computation by reducing the current change rate di/dt at the wavefront 

compared to the ideal step-current. The current magnitude was normalized to 1 A because the analysis 

did not include any nonlinearity. 

Note that in [6] and [7], a similar tower was studied using the FDTD method in a similar 

condition except for the perfectly conducting plane. This FDTD analysis reproduced a surge experiment 

performed for an actual 500-kV tower. In this chapter, the perfectly conducting plane was selected to 

obtain the pure characteristics of the lightning-struck transmission tower and line due to the TEM-mode 

formation. The frequency dependence of the tower and line due to the skin effect and the earth-return 

impedance are not considered. 

2.1.2 Basic circuit analysis model for computing insulator voltages 

TEM-assumed simple circuit models of a tower and line were employed for comparison with the FDTD 

analysis. The various models presented as of today, which will be overviewed in Section 2.2, were not 

utilized here because this chapter aimed to clarify the non-TEM characteristic of the transmission tower 
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and line struck by lightning. The discussions based on differences between the FDTD analysis results 

and those by the most basic circuit analysis model can reveal the non-TEM characteristics. 

The transmission tower was represented by a lossless distributed-parameter line having a surge 

impedance ZT of 202  determined based on the modified Jordan’s formula [14] considering the 

weighted-average equivalent radius. The modified Jordan’s formula is provided by (2.14) shown in 

Section 2.2 and discussed there with other surge impedance formulae. The tower model was divided 

into four sections to obtain the voltage at the upper, middle, and lower cross-arm joints, as shown in Fig. 

2.4. It should be noted that the cross-arms were not explicitly considered in this model. 
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Fig. 2.4 Circuit model of a simple TEM-assumed transmission tower and line model. 

The transmission line was represented by a lossless multiphase transmission line model. The self 

and mutual surge impedances of the line were given by the basic formula assuming infinitely long 

lossless lines above a perfectly conducting ground [1]. The four-bundled phase conductor was 

represented by a single-phase conductor using the GMD as was done in the FDTD analysis. The lossless 

line was selected following the assumption employed in the FDTD method. 

The current, given in (1), was injected into the top of the tower by an ideal current source. The 

tower grounding impedance was set to 0  since the perfectly conducting ground was assumed in this 

analysis. The wave propagation speed along the tower, velT, was set to the speed of light in free space, 

c0. Table 2.2 summarizes the circuit parameters. The table shows the surge impedance of the 

transmission line seen from the tower: the combined surge impedance of the OHGWs Zgw and the 

combined mutual surge impedance between the OHGWs and phase conductors, ZmU, ZmM, and ZmL. These 
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impedances can be directly used for discussing the step-like current response of the lightning-struck 

tower and line. Table 2.3 shows the surge impedance matrix of the studied transmission line. 

Table 2.2 Parameters of a transmission tower and line for circuit analysis method using the basic 

models. 

Combined surge impedance of OHGWs, Zgw 173  

Combined mutual surge impedance between 

OHGWs and phase conductors, ZmU, ZmM, ZmL 

67.1  

50.0  

37.1  

Tower surge impedance, ZT 202  

Tower footing impedance, Zgr 0  

Wave propagation speed, velT 300 m/s 

Table 2.3 Surge impedance of the studied transmission line in ohm. 

 G1 G2 U1 M1 L1 U2 M2 L2 

G1 577 114 155 109 79.1 114 91.1 69.4 

G2 114 577 114 91.1 69.4 155 109 79.1 

U1 155 114 349 144 96.3 131 110 83.2 

M1 109 91.1 144 338 131 110 113 93.7 

L1 79.1 69.4 96.3 131 324 83.2 93.7 93.3 

U2 114 155 131 110 83.2 349 144 96.3 

M2 91.1 109 110 113 93.7 144 338 131 

L2 69.4 79.1 83.2 93.7 93.3 96.3 131 324 

The combined surge impedance is derived by taking the following impedance as an example: 

the surge impedance of the OHGWs and the mutual surge impedance between the OHGWs and the 

upper phase conductor in the first circuit. The OHGWs voltages, VG1, VG2, and the upper-phase conductor 

voltage, VU1, can be derived by each current IG1, IG2, IU1, and the surge impedance [Z0] as: 
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Since the OHGWs are short-circuited by the transmission tower, the voltages VG1 and VG2 are identical, 

and hence the following relations can be derived: 
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where [K]T is the transpose of the matrix [K]. The surge impedance matrix is reduced and each 

impedance is combined by substituting (2.3) and (2.4) into (2.2). 
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Finally, the combined surge impedance of the OHGWs and the combined mutual surge impedance 

between the OHGWs and the upper-phase conductor are derived by considering that there are parallel 

two OHGWs and vertical double-circuit transmission lines seen from the tower: 

 011 0121
,

2 2
gw

Z Z
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=   (2.6) 

 012 0231
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2 2
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Z Z
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Other combined mutual surge impedances shown in Table 2.2 can be derived in the same manner and 

utilized for discussing the tower and line responses by a traveling wave theory based on the TEM mode. 

2.1.3 Discussions on tower and line characteristics 

A TEM and non-TEM characteristics 

This section discusses transient characteristics of the lightning-struck transmission tower and line 

computed by the FDTD method and the TEM-assumed simple circuit analysis model. The discussed 

case is the lightning strike to the center of the tower top. The discussions in this section clarify the 

following non-TEM characteristics of the lightning-struck tower and line: 1) gradual rise of the tower 

surge impedance with time, 2) gradual rise of the self and mutual surge impedance of transmission line 

with time and time delay of mutual coupling among the lines corresponding to their separation distances, 

and 3) significant attenuation of traveling waves along the tower. 

Following three significant differences between the waveforms computed by the FDTD method 

and the simple circuit model are observed from Fig. 2.5, 

(i) Rise times of the voltages of the tower top and phase conductors and those across the insulator 

strings; 

(ii) Initial undershoot and height-dependence of peaks of voltages across insulator strings; 

(iii) Decay of the voltages and the ground wire current and increase of the tower top current after the 

arrival of ground reflection. 
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(a) Current 

 

(b) Insulator voltage 

 

(c) Voltage of the tower top and phase conductors 

Fig. 2.5 Step-like current responses of the 76-m high transmission tower computed with the FDTD 

method and a TEM-assumed simple circuit analysis (CA) model, in case the lightning strikes the 

center of the tower top. 
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The difference (i) shows that the surge impedance of the tower and lines struck by lightning has 

a gradually rising characteristic. The voltages shown in Fig. 2.5 (c) computed by the circuit analysis 

method have the same rise time as the injected current. The same rise time is observed because the 

distributed-parameter lines with the constant surge impedance represent the tower and lines in the TEM-

mode assumption. The traveling wave theory based on the TEM-mode propagation provides the tower 

top voltage VT until the arrival of ground reflections as 

 ( ) ( ).T gw

T in

T gw

Z Z
V t I t

Z Z
=

+
  (2.8) 

On the other hand, the voltages derived by the FDTD method have a longer rise time. The slowly-rising 

voltage characteristic can be explained by the spherical expansion of the electromagnetic field with time 

from the lightning attached point (center of the tower top in the present analysis case). The surge 

impedance of the tower and the self-surge impedance of the transmission lines do not converge to TEM-

mode values at least until the reflections from the ground return to the tower top or each conductor. As 

shown in Fig. 2.5 (a), the surge impedance of the tower and the OHGWs seem to have almost the same 

time-dependence since the splitting ratio of the tower top and ground wire current, IT and Igw, is almost 

constant until the reflections from the ground arrive at the tower top (around 0.5 s). 
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The gradually rising tower surge impedance with time can be derived based on the 

electromagnetic field theory [15]–[19]. The theory and the derived surge impedance will be discussed 

in Section 2.2. The gradual rise of the tower surge impedance has been observed in surge experiments 

using actual towers [20]–[22] and scale models [23]. The gradual rise of horizontal conductor surge 

impedance has been shown in [24] based on a small-scale experiment. The transmission tower and line 

circuit models should consider the gradually rising characteristic of the tower surge impedance and the 

self-surge impedance of the transmission line. 

The difference (ii) shows that the mutual coupling among transmission lines has gradually rising 

characteristics, and they are generated with time delays corresponding to their separation distances. Fig. 

2.5 (b) shows that the voltage across the insulator strings at the upper phase is the lowest and is the 

highest in the lower phase (VU < VM < VL, where VU, VM, and VL are upper-, middle-, and lower-phase 

insulator voltages, respectively) in the circuit analysis. In contrast, in the FDTD analysis, the opposite 

order is obtained (VU > VM > VL). The voltages computed by the circuit analysis also show an initial 

undershoot. In the circuit analysis, the voltages at each arm are the same (VAU = VAM = VAL, where VAU, 

VAM, VAL are voltages of upper-, middle-, lower-phase cross-arm, respectively) at which the voltages 
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attain their peaks. Besides, in the circuit analysis, the mutual surge impedance between the OHGWs and 

upper-phase conductor is the highest, and that between the OHGWs and lower-phase conductor is the 

lowest (ZmU > ZmM > ZmL, where ZmU, ZmM, ZmL are mutual-surge impedance between the OHGWs and 

upper-, middle-, lower-phase conductors, respectively) because of the TEM-mode assumption (see Table 

2.2 for the specific impedances). The mutual couplings among lines are generated simultaneously. As a 

result, as shown in Fig. 2.5 (b), voltages across insulator strings have the initial undershoot and become 

the highest in the lower phase and the lowest in the upper phase. For instance, the traveling wave theory 

based on the TEM-mode propagation gives the upper-phase insulator voltage until the arrival of 

reflection from the ground as 

 
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )1 0 ,

U AU pU

T T mU gw

V t V t V t

Z I t l c Z I t

= −

= − −
  (2.11) 

where l1 denotes the length from the tower top to the upper phase cross-arm, note that the attenuation of 

the downward traveling voltage is not considered here. The initial undershoot seems not to affect the 

lightning surge analysis results as long as the voltages peaks are computed with sufficient accuracy. 

However, this anti-logical characteristic can significantly affect the analysis of an extremely high-speed 

phenomenon, such as the multiphase BFOs. In the FDTD-computed results, the mutual coupling 

between the OHGWs and phase conductors are initially lower than those derived in the TEM-mode 

assumption (see voltages of upper to lower phase conductors, VpU, VpM, and VpL, in Fig. 2.5 (c)), and they 

are generated with time delays corresponding to the separation distances.  

The height-dependent voltages across the insulator strings and the initially low mutual coupling 

characteristic have been reported in literature, from experimental results using an actual tower [20] and 

computational results by NEA methods including the MoM and the FDTD method [6], [25], [26]. The 

time delay in mutual coupling definitely occurs since the lines are spatially separated. The circuit 

analysis model of the transmission line should consider the gradually rising mutual surge impedances 

and the time delays corresponding to the separation distances of lines. 

The difference (iii) shows the significant attenuation of the traveling waves along the 

transmission tower. In the FDTD analysis, the tower was put on a perfectly conducting plane to clarify 

the propagation characteristic of traveling waves along the tower. Following this assumption, the 

grounding impedance for the circuit analysis was set to zero. In the circuit analysis, the voltages, such 

as the tower top voltage, VT, and voltages across insulator strings, VU VM, and VL, quickly decay zero. 

The tower top current, IT, is doubled quickly just after the arrival of the ground reflection owing to the 

zero-grounding impedance. For instance, the upper-phase insulator voltage after the arrival of the ground 

reflection and until reaching this reflection to the tower top is derived by the traveling wave theory based 

on the TEM-mode propagation as 
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 (2.12) 

where Vup is the upward traveling voltage along the tower,  is the attenuation constant and set zero in 

the present study, and gr is the reflection coefficient at the tower base and –1 (the short-circuit condition 

can be applied to the tower base due to the zero-grounding impedance). However, in the FDTD analysis, 

the voltages gradually decay, and the tower top current gradually increases after the arrival of the ground 

reflection. In case the lightning current with a realistic wavefront, such as 1 s and 2 s or longer, is 

injected, the circuit analysis yields much lower voltages than those by the FDTD analysis due to the 

significant attenuation of traveling waves, as shown in Fig. 2.6. 

 

(a) 1-s current responses 

 

(b) 2-s current responses 

Fig. 2.6 1-s and 2-s linearly rising step-current responses of the 76-m high transmission tower 

insulator voltages computed with the FDTD method and a TEM-assumed simple circuit analysis (CA) 

model, in case the lightning strikes the center of the tower top. 
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These gradual decay of voltages and increase of currents were considered or interpreted to be 

caused by “apparently high grounding impedance,” which was first identified in [27] by an experiment 

using a conical conductor. In this understanding, the reflection coefficient initially has a lower magnitude. 

However, the gradual decay of voltages is actually owing to the attenuation of (especially upward) 

traveling waves along a vertical object [28], [29]. From the theoretical viewpoint, therefore, the voltage 

decay should be represented by the wave attenuation characteristic as provided in (2.12), not by 

damping resistor-inductor parallel circuits [30], [31], by an inductive grounding impedance or controlled 

voltage sources for voltage adjustment [6], [25], [26], [32]. These representations adopted in existing 

tower models are overviewed in Section 2.2. The circuit analysis model should consider the significant 

attenuation characteristic along the transmission tower by the propagation characteristic. 

Comparisons between the FDTD analysis results and those derived by circuit analysis using the 

basic TEM-mode model and discussions on them have revealed that a circuit model of a transmission 

tower and line should incorporate: 

(i) The gradual rise of the tower surge impedance with time; 

(ii) The gradual rise of the self and mutual surge impedances of transmission line with time, and the 

delay of the mutual couplings corresponding to the separation distances; 

(iii) The significant wave attenuation along the transmission tower. 

A circuit model of transmission towers and lines considering the above characteristics will be presented 

in the next chapter. 

B Effect of lightning strike points 

The effect of lightning strike points on the insulator voltages is discussed in this section. The insulator 

voltage of the lightning-struck side circuit becomes higher than those of the other side circuit due to the 

electromagnetic shielding by the tower and the further distances. 

The FDTD analysis was performed considering a lightning strike to (a) the center of the tower 

top and (b) the ground-wire cross-arm of the second circuit. In these analyses, lightning currents having 

constant rising-time of 1 s and 2 s, which have been used in lightning protection designs, were 

injected. Fig. 2.2 illustrated the lightning strike point. The FDTD analysis computed the voltages across 

insulator strings at both sides of the line. 

If lightning strikes the center of the tower top, insulator voltages on both sides are identical as 

expected (see Fig. 2.7 (a)). On the other hand, when lightning strikes the ground-wire cross-arm, higher 

voltages are generated across insulators located on the lightning struck-side (see Fig. 2.7 (b)). Table 2.4 

summarizes the peak voltages of the insulators in case lightning strikes the ground-wire cross-arm of 

the second circuit. The maximum difference between the voltages of the struck side and the other side 

is 6.6%. This difference is not so significant but can affect the BFO phase. In [33], it has been shown 

that the 2% variation of the FO voltage can result in the BFOs in different phases. Note that the 
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magnitude of the voltage across the insulator when the rise time of the lightning is 2 s is lower than 

that of 1 s since the surge impedance of the transmission tower and line just after the lightning has 

time-dependent characteristics. 

The voltage difference is further discussed by the electric field distribution. Fig. 2.8 shows the 

distribution of electric field strength in the x-z plane of the FDTD analysis space generated by the 1-s 

rising current at a time of 0.16 s after the current injection. If lightning strikes the center of the tower 

top (Fig. 2.8 (a)), the electric field propagates symmetrically. In contrast, when lightning strikes the 

ground-wire cross-arm of the second circuit (Fig. 2.8 (b)), the electric field is more intense on the struck-

side, and the field is weakened on the other side due to the shielding effect by the tower body and farther 

distances. This difference in the spatial distribution of the electric field results in the difference in the 

insulator voltages shown in Fig. 2.7. The circuit analysis model of the tower with cross-arms, which can  

 

(a) A lightning strike to the center of the tower top 

(voltages of strike side and the other side are overlapped). 

 

(b) A lightning strike to the tip of the ground-wire cross-arm. 

Fig. 2.7 Insulator voltages generated by a lightning strike to the center of the tower top and the tip 

of the ground-wire cross-arm. 
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Table 2.4 Insulator voltages generated by a lightning strike to the ground-wire cross-arm of the 

second circuit with lightning currents having a rise time of 1 s or 2 s. 

Rise time of current  Phase Struck side [V] Other side [V] Difference, % 

1 s 

Upper 37.7 35.2 6.6 

Middle 32.2 30.7 4.4 

Lower 26.3 25.4 3.6 

2 s 

Upper 26.9 25.3 5.6 

Middle 23.0 22.1 3.9 

Lower 18.7 18.1 3.3 

 

10–2<        10–1         100         101          <102 

 2 2 V mx zE E+   

 

           (a) Center of the tower top      (b) Tip of ground-wire cross-arm     

Fig. 2.8 FDTD-computed distribution of the electric field strength on an x-z plane around the tower 

at t = 0.16 s generated by the 1-A peak current. 

equivalently represent these asymmetrical insulator voltages initiated by the spatial distribution of the 

electric field, can further enhance the validity of the circuit analysis in discussing lightning surges. 

2.1.4 Requirements for circuit analysis model 

The differences between the TEM and non-TEM characteristics of the lightning-struck transmission 

tower and line have been discussed. The characteristics of the transmission tower and lines, which a new 

circuit analysis model of them should incorporate, are summarized as follows: 1) the tower surge 

impedance should have the gradually rising characteristic with time, 2) the self and mutual surge 

impedance of the transmission line should have the gradually rising characteristic with time, and the 

mutual coupling among the lines should have time delays corresponding to their separation distances, 

and 3) the traveling wave along the tower should attenuate significantly. A model considering the above 

three characteristics can represent the non-TEM characteristics, i.e., dynamic electromagnetic 

characteristics, and the resultant insulator voltages in the circuit analysis. In addition, the insulator 
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voltages on one side of the tower can be different from those on the other side depending on the 

lightning-struck point. A circuit model that can represent these voltage differences can further enhance 

the accuracy and usefulness of the circuit analysis method. 

2.2 Overview of Existing Transmission Tower Models 

This section overviews various kinds of transmission tower models presented as of today from the 

viewpoint of the inclusion of the non-TEM characteristics. Comparative studies of some of the models 

within the circuit analysis were performed in, e.g., [34], [35]. The transmission tower models can be 

categorized into six: 1) simplified models based on the surge impedances derived by the distributed-

parameter line theory, electromagnetic field theory, or surge experimental results, 2) a multistory tower 

model, 3) a multi-section distributed line model, 4) models based on the numerical electromagnetic 

analysis, 5) frequency-dependent line models, and 6) non-uniform line models. Based on these models, 

insulator voltages of the lightning-struck transmission tower and line have been analyzed.  

In this section, “tower models” are overviewed because the modeling of a transmission tower or 

a vertical conductor has been the primary interest of the research. The reason is that the per unit length 

parameters cannot be calculated for vertical conductors, while the TEM-mode assumption provides 

those for horizontal transmission lines. Nevertheless, the lightning-struck transmission lines can perform 

differently from those assumed in the TEM mode, as discussed in the previous section. 

2.2.1 Simplified model 

The simplified models include the lossless line model and the distortion-less model. The models are 

simple and can be easily implemented in EMT simulators. However, they neglect any non-TEM 

characteristic and resultant complicated insulator voltages of a lightning-struck tower.  

Fig. 2.9 illustrates the simplified transmission tower model. In deriving the surge impedances 

for the simplified model, the transmission tower is usually approximated to be a cylinder with height h 

and radius r or a cone with height h and base radius r. The distortion-less model considers the loss of 

the traveling waves along the tower by introducing the attenuation constant. The surge impedance of 

these models is derived based on the distributed-parameter line theory [14], [36], electromagnetic field 

theory [15]–[19], or empirical formula derived based on surge experiments [23], as reviewed later. The 

typical surge impedance of a vertical double-circuit transmission tower ranges from 100  to 300 . 

The typical value of the attenuation constant in the distortion-less model ranges from 0.7 to 0.9. The 

wave propagation speed is set to the speed of light in free space, c0, or around 70% and 80% of c0.  

Two types of surge impedances have been derived based on the distributed-parameter line theory. 

Here a vertical cylinder located above a perfectly conducting plane is discussed. The image vertical 

cylinder below the plane is estimated by the image theory, and the mutual inductance between the real 

and image cylinders is calculated by Neumann’s formula. Based on the relation between the mutual  
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Fig. 2.9 Simplified transmission tower model. 

inductance and speed of light in free space, the following surge impedances have been calculated: 
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  (2.13) 
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  (2.14) 

where h >> r is assumed in these formulae. The equation (2.13) is mentioned as Jordan’s formula [36] 

and (2.14) is mentioned as the modified Jordan’s formula [14]. The equation (2.13) is derived by 

assuming the real and image current have the opposite direction, while (2.14) is derived by assuming 

they have the same direction. In [37], the frequency-dependent characteristic impedance has been 

presented based on the opposite direction currents by considering the earth return impedance using the 

complex penetration depth [38]. 

Several surge impedances for towers have been presented based on the electromagnetic field 

theory approach. In the electromagnetic field theory approach, step, ramp, or other current responses of 

the equivalent cylinder or cone are calculated theoretically in the time domain. Then the peak voltage 

observed at a round trip time, t = 2h/c0, is mentioned as the surge impedance and implemented in the 

circuit analysis. Note that the surge impedance of the cylinder is time-dependent, but the surge 

impedance of the cone is time-independent because the spherical TEM-wave is generated in the cone 

case. Surge impedance formulae (2.15) and (2.16) are derived from the electromagnetic field theory 

based on the step- and ramp-current responses of a cylinder, respectively [16]: 
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Surge impedance formulae (2.17) and (2.18) are derived assuming the tower as a cone:  
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A lightning strike to a conical conductor is assumed in (2.17) [17]. The surge impedance given by 

(2.18) is one-half of the impedance of a biconical antenna. This impedance is used because the lightning 

strike to the mid-span of the OHGWs and resultant surge intrusion into transmission towers can be 

interpreted as the current injection into an inverted cone [39]. A weighted-average equivalent radius, req, 

of the transmission tower given by the following is sometimes utilized in the above-introduced formulae: 

 .
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r h r h r h
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The definitions of the above parameters are found in Fig. 2.9. 

The following is the empirical formula of the surge impedance of cylinder derived in [23]:  
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The empirical formula has been derived based on the step current responses of cylinders with various 

heights and radii. This formula can be interpreted as the modification of (2.16). Note that this empirical 

formula has been extended to the tower model by multi-section distributed lines introduced later. 

Among the above surge impedance formulae, (2.18) has been recommended in the CIGRE guide 

for lightning protection [40]. The formulae (2.13) and (2.20) can reproduce various surge experimental 

results performed by cylinders with slight differences, while other equations generally provide higher 

impedances or voltages [41]. Note that considering the time-dependence of a vertical object, the surge 

impedance measured in experiments at a round-trip propagation time, t = 2h/c0, can be smaller than the 

convergence value of an actual surge impedance. At the same time, the tower surge impedance depends 

on the definition of the tower voltage, though the insulator voltage can be defined uniquely [42]. 
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2.2.2 Multistory transmission tower model 

The multistory transmission tower model was developed based on the surge experiment performed by a 

62.8-m high 500-kV transmission tower [30]. The model comprises constant lossless distributed-

parameter lines and damping resistor-inductor parallel circuits, as shown in Fig. 2.10. The multistory 

tower model has been applied to transient analyses with TEM-mode-based transmission line models, 

namely, a constant line model or a frequency-dependent line model. The resistor-inductor damping 

circuits of the multistory model roughly represent the wave attenuation characteristics along the tower. 

The model does not consider the gradual rise of the tower surge impedance. In addition, the gradual rise 

of the self and mutual surge impedances a transmission line is not considered since the TEM-mode line 

model represents the transmission line. The model parameters, such as the tower surge impedance and 

resistor-inductor damping circuits, were determined to reproduce the measured insulator voltages by the 

multistory tower model connected with the transmission line model represented by Semlyen’s 

frequency-dependent line [43]. In the experiment, a step-like current or current with 3 s of wavefront 

was injected into the tower top via a coaxial cable.  
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Fig. 2.10 Multistory transmission tower model. 

Thanks to its ease of use and relatively high accuracy compared to the other models, the 

multistory tower model has become one of the most frequently and widely used transmission tower 

models for analyzing vertical double-circuit towers as of today. Japanese guidelines for calculating the 

lightning fault rate and performing the insulation design have adopted this model [44]–[46]. 

The parameters of the multistory tower model are determined as follows for reproducing the 

surge experiment performed using an actual 500-kV tower as mentioned above. The surge impedance 

ZT1 and ZT2 are set to 220  and 150 , respectively. The following formulae determine the resistance 

Rn and inductance Ln depending on the length of each section ln: 
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Strictly speaking, the original parameters of the multistory tower model cannot be applied to 

other towers. Applying the model to the specific tower requires a trial-and-error determination of the 

parameters by referencing the tower’s characteristics. For the 140-m high ultra-high voltage (UHV) 

tower model, the parameters have been tuned to ZT1 = ZT2 = 120 , and the attenuation coefficient g = 

0.7 based on the surge experiment [20]. However, for other towers, the parameter for the 500-kV tower 

has been generally used without confirmation. Need for confirmation to analyze other towers than the 

referenced towers and insufficiency for analyzing an HV transmission tower have been pointed out [1], 

[45]. Recently, adjustment of the model parameters based on the NEA method has been proposed [31]. 

In this model, the surge impedance of the tower is computed by the conical approximation, and each 

inductance is determined to reproduce the FDTD-computed voltage peaks by a trial-and-error process. 

This adjusted model can reproduce the FDTD-computed voltages, but the basic feature regarding the 

inclusion of the non-TEM characteristics is the same as that of the original multistory tower model. 

2.2.3 Multi-section distributed line model 

The multi-section distributed line model of a transmission tower was developed based on the empirical 

formula of the surge impedance [23], [47]. The model reproduced a step-current response of an actual 

500-kV transmission tower without overhead transmission lines. In this model, the transmission tower 

is represented by the main leg part model, bracing part model, and cross-arm part model, as shown in 

Fig. 2.11. The model parameters can be derived from the configuration of the tower. Hence, this model 

has been applied to several lightning surge analyses (but ignoring the basic assumption of the original 

model in some cases: applicable to vertical double-circuit transmission towers typically used in Japan). 

However, this model does not consider the non-TEM characteristics of the lightning-struck tower. 

The following empirical formula provides the surge impedance of the main leg part model: 
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Fig. 2.11 Tower model by multi-section distributed lines. 

The surge impedance formula (2.23) is an extension of (2.20), which is for the calculation of the 

cylinder surge impedance. The definitions of rtk, rb, r'b, dtk, db, and d'b are provided in Fig. 2.11. The 

surge impedance of the bracing is given by  

 9 .lk tkZ Z=   (2.24) 

The length of each bracing model is set 1.5 times longer than that of the corresponding main leg part to 

consider the effect of bracings. The authors noted that these formulae can be applied to standard vertical 

double-circuit transmission towers typically used in Japan. The surge impedance of the cross-arm part 

is given by  

 ( )
2

60ln 1...4 ,k
ak

h
Z k

r
= =   (2.25) 

where rak is one-fourth of the length of the junction of cross-arm and tower central part. 

The model parameters of the multi-section distributed line model can be determined directly 

from the tower shape as shown by (2.23)–(2.25), not by referencing the experimental voltages. Besides, 

the multi-section distributed line model is the only model that can explicitly consider the presence of 

the tower cross-arms in widely used transmission tower models. Due to these reasons, the multi-section 

distributed line model has been applied to lightning surge analysis with towers having various shapes 

[48]–[50]. However, the model does not consider the non-TEM characteristic of the lightning-struck 

transmission tower since it is composed of the lossless constant distributed-parameter lines. The lower 

insulator voltages can be derived for lightning current with 1 s or longer wavefront owing to the 

ignorance of the significant wave-attenuation characteristic. In addition, it should be noted that the 
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model is applicable to vertical double-circuit towers typically used in Japan because it is based on the 

experimental results for such towers. 

2.2.4 Tower models based on the numerical electromagnetic analysis 

Several tower models were proposed based on the numerical electromagnetic analysis results [6], [25], 

[26], [32]. In these models, the numerical electromagnetic analysis is performed for deriving voltages 

and currents at various points of the tower, and model parameters are determined to reproduce the 

numerical electromagnetic analysis results. The models partly consider the non-TEM characteristics of 

the lightning-struck tower and line, as mentioned later. However, the models have been rarely employed 

for practical lightning surge analysis because they require sophisticated modeling processes, such as the 

several times of numerical electromagnetic analysis, trial-and-error processes, and numerical 

convergence calculations. The models shown in Fig. 2.12 are briefly reviewed. 
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        (a) Model tower         (b) Modified multistory model     (c) Model with controlled voltage sources 

Fig. 2.12 Tower models based on the numerical electromagnetic analysis. 

The modified multistory tower model [25], [26] shown in Fig. 2.12 is reviewed. This model 

approximately considers the wave attenuation characteristic along the tower and the initially lower 

mutual surge impedance between OHGWs and phase conductors. The modified model circuit is similar 

to the multistory tower model shown in Fig. 2.10. However, the modified model does not have the R1L1 

parallel circuit between the tower top and upper-phase cross-arm. In addition, the model does have a 

tower footing model composed of an R5L5 parallel circuit and series-connected resistance Rgr.  

In the modeling process, a step-current response of a transmission tower is calculated first with 

the MoM. The tower surge impedance Zt1 is determined based on the upper-phase insulator voltage and 
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mutual surge impedance between OHGWs and the upper-phase conductor. Then, the surge impedances 

Zt1, Zt2, and resistance R2, R3 are determined so that the model can reproduce the initially lower mutual 

coupling between OHGWs and phase conductors and resultant insulator voltages. The values of R4, L4, 

and R5, L5 are determined by a trial-and-error process for reproducing gradual decay of insulator voltages 

and initially high grounding impedance, respectively. It can be considered that these elements, R4, L4 

and R5, L5, perform to approximately represent the significant wave attenuation along the tower. The 

inductance L2 and L3 are determined in the same manner as the multistory model (see (2.21)). As 

explained above, this model approximately represents the initially lower mutual surge impedances 

between the OHGWs and phase conductors and significant wave attenuation along the tower. The model 

was employed for the BFO analysis of a 500-kV transmission tower in [51]. 

The model with controlled voltage sources [6] shown in Fig. 2.12 (c) is reviewed. This model 

approximately considers the gradual rise of the tower surge impedance, initially low mutual surge 

impedances between the OHGWs and phase conductors, and the wave attenuation characteristic. The 

model requires the three cases of FDTD analysis and convergence calculation for determining circuit 

parameters, but the parameters can be derived systematically (no trial-and-error process is required). 

The circuit parameters, except for the transfer functions, are determined based on the FDTD-

computed voltages and current in the modeling process at first. The tower surge impedance Zt, wave 

propagation speed vel, tower top capacitance Ct, and tower foot model composed of R5L5 parallel circuit 

and Rgr, are determined based on the step-like current response of the tower computed by the FDTD 

method. The FDTD analysis considers the imperfectly conducting soil and tower foundations. This 

computation of the step-like current response is the first case of the FDTD analysis. The tower surge 

impedance Zt is derived based on the total surge impedance of OHGWs and the ratio of the FDTD-

analyzed tower current and the OHGW current. The wave propagation speed of each tower section, vel, 

is determined based on the round-trip time of the traveling wave, tower height, and length of the tower 

top cross-arm. The tower top capacitance Ct is implemented for considering gradually rising tower surge 

impedance. The R5L5 parallel circuit is implemented for considering the initially high grounding 

impedance, as included in the modified multistory tower model. It can be considered that this RL parallel 

circuit performs to represent the significant wave attenuation along the tower approximately and at the 

same time the characteristics of the foundations.  

The model parameters except for the transfer functions G(s) and Gk(s) have been determined by 

the above process. At this point, insulator voltages generated by 1-s and 2-s rising currents are 

calculated by the FDTD method (these are the second and third cases of the FDTD analysis) and circuit 

model without transfer functions. The model without the transfer functions roughly considers the 

gradually rising tower surge impedance and significant wave attenuation along the tower. However, the 

model cannot reproduce the FDTD-computed insulator voltages. 
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The transfer functions are introduced to reproduce the FDTD-computed insulator voltages. The 

transfer function, G(s), is introduced at first. The input for this transfer function is each phase conductor 

voltage, VpU, VpM, and VpL. The output suppresses the mutual coupling between the OHGWs and phase 

conductors: 

 ( ) ,
1

g

g

s
G s

s




=

+
  (2.26) 

where s is the Laplace operator and g is a time constant determined from the convergence characteristic 

of the tower current. At this point again, insulator voltages generated by 1-s and 2-s rising currents 

are calculated and compared with the FDTD-computed voltages. The circuit model at this stage is 

composed of lossless distributed line, lumped elements, and transfer function G(s). This circuit roughly 

considers the gradually rising tower surge impedance by the tower top capacitance Ct, significant wave 

attenuation along the tower by the R1L1 parallel damping circuit, and gradually rising mutual coupling 

between OHGWs and phase conductors by the transfer function G(s). However, the insulator voltages 

computed by this model still differ from those computed by the FDTD method. Therefore, the transfer 

functions Gk(s) are finally introduced for eliminating the difference between the voltages computed by 

the circuit model and the FDTD method. The input for these transfer functions is the tower current at 

each cross-arm position, IU, IM, and IL. The output adjusts the insulator voltages to reproduce the 

referenced voltages: 
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In the determination of Gk(s), numerical convergence calculations are performed. 

The tower model with controlled voltage sources considers the non-TEM characteristics except 

for the time delays in mutual coupling among the transmission lines corresponding to their separation 

distances (strictly speaking, the model does not consider the gradual rise of self-surge impedances of 

transmission lines and the significant wave attenuation characteristic along the tower). The voltages 

computed by this model precisely reproduce those computed by the FDTD method. Despite such 

accuracy and the modeling process that uniquely determines the circuit parameters, the model has rarely 

been employed in practical lightning surge analysis. This is because it requires three cases of numerical 

electromagnetic analysis and a relatively sophisticated modeling process. 

2.2.5 Frequency-dependent models and non-uniform line models 

The frequency-dependent models were developed in [52]–[54], and the non-uniform models were 

developed in [55]–[60]. These models consider the gradual rise of the tower surge impedance with time 

and the wave propagation characteristic along the tower. 
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The frequency-dependent model of the tower presented in [52] was developed based on the 

results of the surge experiment performed by the 500-kV transmission tower, which was referenced in 

developing the multistory tower model. This model considers the significant attenuation characteristic 

of the traveling wave along the tower.  

In the modeling, the step-current response of the tower top voltage is derived from the 

experimental results by using numerical Laplace transform. The tower surge impedance is determined 

as the constant value from the step-current response. The propagation characteristic along the tower is 

also determined based on the step current response considering the reflection of the traveling waves: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 21 exp 1 exp .k k k kp t t t   = − − − − −   (2.28) 

As described, this model requires reference voltages for deriving circuit parameters. This model was 

implemented into the ATP version of EMTP using Semlyen’s frequency-dependent line model [43], and 

the wave attenuation characteristic along the tower is introduced in the circuit analysis. The model 

reproduced the voltages across insulators of the 500-kV tower. A tower model presented in this thesis 

represents a transmission tower using the frequency-dependent line since this representation is 

theoretically straightforward compared to the RL parallel circuit approach adopted in the multistory 

tower model and the models based on the numerical electromagnetic analysis introduced above.  

The frequency-dependent non-uniform model in [53] is represented by the tower surge 

impedance Zt and propagation constant  + j given by 

 ( ) 1 2 ln 3
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where s is the Laplace operator, and j is the imaginary number, 1− . The parameters Zd, m, n, k1, k2, and 

k3 are determined based on the step response of the tower: the model also requires reference voltages to 

determine circuit parameters. The model can be interfaced with EMT simulators by approximating 

(2.29) by rational functions. Though the model considers the gradual rise of the surge impedances and 

wave attenuation characteristics, it has not been applied to practical lightning surge analysis. 

The frequency-dependent model presented in [54] is based on numerical electromagnetic 

analysis. The driving point admittance seen from the tower top is calculated by the MoM in the 

frequency domain at first. Then, the vector fitting technique [61] is applied to the admittance, and a 

rational function representing the tower is derived and interfaced with EMT simulators. Though the 

model considers the non-TEM characteristics of the tower as well as the tower footing characteristics, 

the insulator voltages cannot be evaluated. 
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Several non-uniform models presented in [55]–[60] are briefly reviewed. The model presented 

in [58] partly reproduced the measured insulator voltages of the transmission tower among the non-

uniform models. The model presented in [55] comprises cascaded non-uniform lines whose surge 

impedance varies exponentially with distance. Transient responses can be derived by the numerical 

frequency transform, but the model cannot be interfaced with EMT simulators. In [56], the tower was 

represented with a lossless line whose surge impedances varying depending on the height. In [57], the 

tower was represented by a non-uniform line, including frequency-dependent loss. These models can be 

interfaced with EMT simulators. However, they cannot reproduce the order of the insulator voltages 

(voltage of upper-phase insulator is highest, and that of the lower-phase is lowest). The model presented 

in [58] adapted the non-uniform model presented in [55] to Bergeron’s method [62]. Hence, this model 

can be interfaced with EMT simulators, and the model reproduced measured insulator voltages 

excepting the residual part. The models presented in [59] and [60] can consider the presence of the 

slanted part and cross-arms. The former reproduced the surge response of the scale model tower, and 

the latter reproduced the tower surge impedance without the overhead transmission lines. 

2.3 Conclusions 

The difference between the TEM and non-TEM characteristics of the lightning-struck transmission 

tower and line and resultant voltage characteristics have been discussed based on the FDTD analysis 

and circuit analysis based on the simplest tower and line models. The lightning-struck tower and line 

have the specific characteristics: 1) gradual rise of the tower surge impedance with time, 2) gradual rise 

of the self and mutual surge impedance of the transmission line with time and the time delays of mutual 

coupling among lines corresponding to their separation distances, and 3) significant wave attenuation 

characteristics along the tower. Besides, the insulator voltages of the lightning-strike side are up to 7% 

higher than those of the other side. The voltage difference is caused by the asymmetrical distributions 

of the electromagnetic field. 

Several transmission tower models have been presented as of today. The models include 

simplified models with constant surge impedances, the multistory tower model, the multi-section 

distributed line model, the models based on electromagnetic analysis, the frequency-dependent models, 

and the non-uniform transmission line models. Some models partly consider the non-TEM characteristic 

of the lightning-struck tower. However, they require several times of numerical electromagnetic analyses, 

a trial-and-error process in parameter determination, and sophisticated modeling processes. The 

multistory tower model has long and widely been used owing to relatively high accuracy compared to 

the other models and simplicity (the model does not require the reference voltages to determine circuit 

parameters as long as using the fixed surge impedance). However, the model does not consider the non-

TEM characteristics, and its applicability except for the referenced towers has not been confirmed. 
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Therefore, a new model, which can consider the non-TEM characteristics and can be quickly built from 

the tower and line configurations, will be presented in the next chapter. 
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3 TEM-delay Transmission Tower and Line Models 

In this chapter, transmission tower and line models, which can approximately consider the non-TEM 

characteristics of the lightning-struck tower and line, are presented. The non-TEM characteristics 

include 1) the gradual rise of the tower surge impedance with time, 2) the gradual rise of the self and 

mutual surge impedance of the transmission line with time and the time delays of mutual coupling 

among lines corresponding to their separation distances, and 3) the significant wave attenuation 

characteristics along the tower, as discussed in Chapter 2. Some of the existing models have considered 

the above characteristics partly, but no model fully considers them. One of the reasons is that the existing 

models have been developed by focusing on the tower characteristics and representing them in the circuit 

analysis. Therefore, the presented models in this thesis include transmission tower and line models for 

fully considering the non-TEM characteristics.  

The model named “TEM-delay” transmission tower and line model is presented in this chapter. 

The presented model can be derived from the configuration of the tower and line. The TEM-delay line 

model is presented firstly, and then the TEM-delay tower model is presented. The insulator voltages 

computed by the TEM-delay models are thoroughly validated by the FDTD computed voltages and 

voltages measured at actual towers reported in the past. 

3.1 TEM-delay Transmission Line Model 

3.1.1 Surge impedances 

This section proposes the surge impedance of transmission lines considering the TEM-mode formation 

process. As discussed in Chapter 2, the electromagnetic field spreads gradually from the lightning struck 

point, and it takes time to form the TEM-mode coupling between the OHGWs and phase conductors. 

Besides, the self-surge impedance of each line increases gradually to its TEM-mode value owing to the 

same reason. In the presented model, simple first-order delay functions express the self and mutual surge 

impedances with specific time constants determined from the configuration. This section shows the 

impedance formulae. Section 3.1.2 will present an implementation method for EMT simulators 

considering the time delay in mutual couplings. The validity of the presented model will be shown in 

Section 3.1.3. 

Here a multiphase overhead transmission line shown in Fig. 3.1 is discussed. The followings are 

assumed: the self-surge impedance Z0ii of a horizontal conductor converges to its TEM mode value with 

a time constant given by the conductor height hi divided by the speed of light in free space c0 as follows: 
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where hi, ri, c0, and s are the line height, line radius, the speed of light, and Laplace operator, respectively. 

The mutual-surge impedance Z0ij of horizontal conductors is assumed to converge to its TEM-

mode value with a time constant given by the separation between conductors, dij, and that between real 

and image conductors, Dij, with relevant weight: 
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where Dij is the distance between the ith real and jth image conductors, and dij is the distance between the 

ith and jth real conductors, as shown in Fig. 3.1. 

The first-order delay functions express the surge impedance because it can approximate the 

behavior that causes the gradual rise of transmission line voltages compared with the rise time of the 

injection current at the initial stage of the transient phenomenon. The validation will be shown in Section 

3.1.3. The surge impedances given in (3.1) and (3.2) can also be directly introduced into the EMT 

simulators using the recursive convolution technique [1], [2]. The self-component is generated by the 

contribution of the current flowing through the real conductor. However, the mutual component is 

generated by the contributions from spatially separated real/image conductors. Hence, two first-order 

delay functions represent the mutual component, and their time constants are set to be longer for the 

same distance than that of the self-component. 

ith line

Dij

dij

hi

ri

yij

rj

hj

jth line

i'

j'

 

Fig. 3.1 Multiphase overhead transmission line. 
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Fig. 3.2 shows the combined surge impedance of the OHGW Zgw and that between the OHGW 

and the upper phase conductor ZmU for the 76-m high tower studied in Chapter 2. The surge impedances 

were computed by the lossless TEM-mode assumption and presented formulae (3.1) and (3.2). The 

time-dependence of the lightning-struck transmission line is realized by the first-order delay functions, 

which set the surge impedances smaller in the high-frequency region. The verification of the TEM-delay 

line model in the time domain will be shown in Section 3.1.3 by the transient response of the overhead 

transmission lines alone and in Section 3.3 by the insulator voltages of the lightning-struck transmission 

tower and line. 

 

(a) Amplitude                           (b) Angle         

Fig. 3.2 Amplitude and angle of the combined surge impedance of the OHGW and that between 

the OHGW and upper phase conductor in lossless TEM-mode and those computed by (3.1) and (3.2) 

for the 76-m high tower studied in Chapter 2. 

3.1.2 Implementation method for circuit analysis 

The implementation technique of the transmission line model considering the time delays of mutual 

coupling corresponding to the separation distances is presented. In the circuit analysis method, the 

numerical transmission line model is categorized into the modal-domain [1], [2], and phase-domain [3]–

[6] models. The proposed model is implemented in the circuit analysis method using the phase-domain 

modeling for the following reasons. The self and mutual surge impedances of the proposed model are 

directly provided by the analytical formulae given in the phase domain; the physical distance between 

the conductors determines the time delays of the mutual couplings. The phase-domain modeling is more 

suitable than the modal-domain modeling for implementing the proposed TEM-delay transmission line 

model. 
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Let vs, vr, is, and ir denote the voltage and current vectors at the sending and receiving ends of 

the N-phase transmission line, respectively. The Bergeron solution in the phase domain can be expressed 

in terms of the Thevenin equivalent in the time domain as follows: 
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where Z0(t) is the impulse response of the characteristic impedance matrix, * denotes the matrix-vector 

convolution operation in the time domain. The voltages vp–s(t) and vp–r(t) provide the history and are 

obtained, respectively, as 
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where P0(t) is the impulse response of the matrix obtained by removing the one-way propagation time 

delay  of the line from the voltage propagation function matrix. The matrix P0(t) is a unit matrix in the 

present study because the attenuation and distortion of the traveling wave along the transmission line 

are not considered. 

Delayed currents isdel(t–td) and irdel(t–td) are considered to express the time delay of the mutual 

coupling of lines corresponding to their separation distances due to the spatial propagation of the 

electromagnetic field. By considering the mutual coupling delay, the voltage at the sending end is 

derived as 
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where L denotes the Laplace transformation, and the time delay term td corresponds to the line separation 

distance dij. The following equation provides the time delay td determined by the separation distance dij 

and the speed of light c0 in free space: 
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For instance, the ith element of the voltage at the sending end is derived as 
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The self and mutual surge impedances (3.1) and (3.2) of the presented model are provided by 

the analytical formulae expressed by the first-order delay functions. Upon applying the recursive 

convolution technique based on the trapezoidal rule, the surge impedance matrix Z0(t) in (3.3) is divided 

into the constant term Z00 and the time function term Z01(t). In the circuit analysis, the diagonal element 

of the constant term of the surge impedance matrix, Z'00, is represented by the lumped constant resistance. 

The product between Z'00 and the self-components of the current is(t) and ir(t), which do not include the 

time delay, is taken by this resistance. Controlled voltage sources vz–s(t) and vz–r(t) express (1): the 

product between the off-diagonal element of the constant term of the surge impedance matrix Z''00 and 

the delayed currents isdel(t–td) and irdel(t–td), and (2): the convolution between the time function term of 

the same matrix Z01(t) and the delayed currents as: 
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where 
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Note that, in (3.9), each element of the voltage source is calculated in the same way as (3.7). Each 

surge impedance matrix in (3.8) and (3.9), namely, the diagonal element of the constant term of the 

surge impedance matrix Z'00, off-diagonal element of the same matrix Z''00, and the time function term 

of the surge impedance matrix Z01(t), respectively, is provided as follows: 
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An equivalent circuit of the transmission line in the phase domain shown in Fig. 3.3 (a) is 

obtained from (3.3)–(3.9). This circuit considers the time delay of the mutual couplings and the time 
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dependence of the self and mutual surge impedances owing to the TEM-mode formation process by 

using the controlled voltage sources, vz–s(t) and vz–r(t), and the lumped resistance representing the 

diagonal element of the constant part of the characteristic impedance matrix, Z'00. This equivalent circuit 

can be implemented into EMT simulators having a controlled voltage source model. 

vs

is

vh–s

Z'00 vr

ir

vh–r

Z'00

 tdtd

 

(a) Thevenin equivalent 

vs

is

ih–sY'00

vr

ir

ih–r Y'00
 tdtd

 

(b) Norton equivalent 

Fig. 3.3 Equivalent circuit model of a transmission line in the phase domain considering time delay 

in mutual couplings: TEM-delay line model. 

The equivalent circuit model is modified to the Norton equivalent form because the distributed 

parameter lines are simulated by equivalent conductance and current sources in the nodal-analysis-based 

circuit analysis in general. The equation (3.8) providing the Thevenin equivalent is modified to (3.13) 

and the equivalent circuit of the transmission line in the phase domain using the Norton equivalent, 

shown in Fig. 3.3 (b), is obtained. 
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where Y'00 is the inverse of the diagonal element of the constant part of the characteristic impedance 

matrix Z'00. 

In case ATP [7] is used for the transient analysis, the presented TEM-delay transmission line 

model is implemented by the following method. The matrix Y'00 in (3.13) is modeled in the ATP 
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electrical circuit section. The current sources ih–s(t) and ih–r(t), which represent the self-components of 

the time-dependent term, all of the mutual components, and past histories of the other node, are modeled 

by MODELS-controlled current sources. MODELS is a programing language that can be interfaced with 

ATP [8]. 

3.1.3 Validation by FDTD computed voltages rises 

As an example, the transient characteristic of a 500-kV vertical double-circuit transmission line was 

analyzed. The voltage rises computed by the presented line model were compared with those computed 

by the FDTD method. The comparisons show the validity of the presented TEM-delay model. 

The FDTD analysis model is illustrated in Fig. 3.4 (a), and the transmission line configuration 

is shown in Fig. 3.4 (b). A transmission line consisting of two OHGWs and six-phase conductors was 

placed above a perfectly conducting ground. The FDTD modeling and analysis conditions were the same 

as those shown in Section 2.1.1, except that the transmission tower was removed and a 23-m long thin 

wire was inserted to connect the OHGWs in this case. The thin wire was installed to inject the 

symmetrical current into the OHGWs: the discussions on the voltage rise of the OHGWs and phase 

conductors become simplified.  

The presented TEM-delay line model and the conventional TEM-mode line model were 

employed in the circuit analysis. The surge impedance is derived by equations (3.1) and (3.2) for the 

TEM-delay model. The surge impedance of the phase conductors was calculated using the GMD in the 

same manner as in the FDTD analysis. The transient response was computed using the method described 

in Section 3.1.2. The step-like current was injected into the OHGW. 

The TEM-delay model can consider the initial TEM-mode formation characteristics, although 

the conventional TEM-mode model cannot. Fig. 3.5 shows the transient responses of the overhead 

transmission line calculated using the FDTD method and circuit analysis models, the TEM-mode model 

and the proposed model (TEM-delay). The calculation results by both circuit models and by the FDTD 

method all converge to almost the same voltages. However, in the results derived using the conventional 

TEM-mode model, the voltages of the OHGW, Vgw, and phase conductors, VpU, VpM, and VpL, increase 

instantly with the same rise time as the injected current. In contrast, the voltages derived by the presented 

TEM-delay model show a gradual rising characteristic than the injected current and show a time delay 

of mutual couplings corresponding to the line separation distances. Thus, the TEM-delay model can 

approximately represent the TEM-mode formation process of the overhead transmission line struck by 

lightning. The model will be further validated for computing voltage across insulator strings of the 

lightning-struck transmission tower in Section 3.3. 
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            (a) FDTD analysis space             (b) Transmission line configuration 

Fig. 3.4 FDTD analysis model for validation of the TEM-delay line model. 

 

Fig. 3.5 Transient response of the transmission line computed by the FDTD method and circuit 

analysis using the TEM-mode and TEM-delay models. 

3.2 TEM-delay Transmission Tower Model 

3.2.1 Model parameters 

Two types of TEM-delay transmission tower models shown in Fig. 3.6 are presented. The first model is 

the basic TEM-delay model represented by cascade-connected distributed-parameter lines with time-

dependent surge impedance and the wave attenuation characteristic having no cross-arms. This model 

can represent the characteristics of the lightning-struck transmission tower, the gradual rise of the tower 

surge impedance and the significant attenuation of traveling waves along the tower, as revealed in 

Chapter 2. The second model is the extended model having cross-arms with mutual couplings among 

TEM-delay FDTD 

Vgw VpU 
VpM 

VpL 

TEM 
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them. This model can represent the asymmetrical voltage distribution due to the off-center lightning 

strike, in addition to the non-TEM characteristics. Therefore, the extended model can be utilized for an 

in-depth analysis of lightning surges considering lightning-struck points and BFO phases. Nevertheless, 

it should be noted that the basic model performs accurately enough for considering the non-TEM 

characteristic of the lightning-struck tower. Firstly, the formulation for the basic model is provided, and 

then modifications for the extended model are provided in this section. 
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PT1(s), l1
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PT2(s), l2
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PT3(s), l3

ZT(s), 
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       (a) Model without cross-arms           (b) Model with cross-arms      

       (Basic TEM-delay model)           (Extended TEM-delay model) 

Fig. 3.6 TEM-delay transmission tower model. 

A Basic TEM-delay transmission tower model 

The surge impedance formula of the proposed tower model is discussed. The surge impedance of vertical 

cylinder or cone has been given based on the theoretical circuit or electromagnetic field theory [9]–[13] 

as overviewed in Section 2.2. According to the theory, the step-current response of a vertical cylinder 

rises logarithmically with time (e.g. (2.15)). Whereas in the presented model, the tower surge 

impedance is assumed to rise by the first-order decay with time. This expression is adopted because it 

can approximate the logarithmic increase in the time domain and can be directly interfaced with the 

circuit analysis method using the recursive convolution technique. As the convergence or steady-state 

value of surge impedance, the modified Jordan’s formula [14] is employed. The constant impedance 

formula for vertical cone [15], [16] is not employed since the step-like current responses of vertical 

double-circuit transmission towers measured as of today [17]–[21] clearly show the time-dependence. 

The impedance formula for the presented model is given as follows: 
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where hT, hU, and hL are total, upper, and lower tower height, dtop, dmiddle, and dbase are top, middle, lower 

tower width, respectively. The definitions are also found in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 3.15. The radii, rtop, rmiddle, 

and rbase are obtained so that the circuital cross-section of the circuit model should have the same area 

as the square cross-section of the tower has. The radius req is the weighted-equivalent radius of the whole 

tower.  

Steady-state surge impedance is 202  for the studied 76-m high tower in Section 2.1. If the 

step-current response of the tower is computed by (3.14), the maximum voltage that appears at the 

round-trip propagation time, t = 2T, is 175 V (= 202 × (1–e–2)). This surge impedance is higher than 

that reported in [20] because of the angle of the current injection wire [20], for instance. On the other 

hand, the impedance value is lower than that reported in [22], where the tower surge impedance was 

estimated using the surge impedance of OHGWs in the TEM mode. The rise time, 0.25 s (= 76 m / 

300 m/s), is almost consistent with that of tower top voltage shown in Fig. 2.5 (c). 

The step-response of the propagation function is given from the tower shape, and it is interfaced 

with circuit analysis using the recursive convolution technique. The current propagating upward along 

a vertical cylinder or cone is known to suffer significant attenuation due to the tangential electric field’s 

boundary condition at the conductor’s surface [23]. Along a vertical cylinder, both up-and down-ward 

propagating waves suffer attenuation since spherical TEM wave is not generated in either direction. 

Thus, the attenuation characteristic of both up-and down-ward traveling waves should be considered in 

the transmission tower model [24]. The step current response of each traveling wave is expressed as 

follows in the presented tower model: 
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The parameters of the step current response are determined considering the gradual voltage decay 

discussed in Section 2.1.3. Section 3.2.2 and 3.3 will show that this circuit model can sufficiently 

reproduce step-like current responses of a transmission tower and insulator voltages derived by the 

FDTD analysis and experiments using actual towers.  

The propagation characteristic along the whole tower provided by (3.15) is divided into four 

using an approximation method in the s-domain, such as the Padé approximation and the vector fitting 

technique [25], [26]. The division of the propagation characteristic is conducted because a transmission 
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tower should be represented by four cascaded distribute-parameter lines, as shown in Fig. 3.6, for 

deriving the voltages of each tower cross-arm. At first, the step current response given in (3.15) is 

transformed in s-domain, and its impulse response PT(s) is obtained by multiplying the propagation 

function by the Laplace operator, s (dividing the function pT(s) (= L{pT(t)}) by the step function, 1/s): 
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Then the propagation function in each section is derived considering the section length, and each 

function is transformed into a rational function using approximation techniques. 
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where k denotes section number. The step current response of the propagation function in each section 

is readily derived. The response can be interfaced with the circuit analysis method using the recursive 

convolution technique. Fig. 3.7 shows propagation characteristics of the 76-m high tower studied in 

Chapter 2 in the frequency domain for each section and that along the whole tower, given by the original 

functions and their approximations using the vector fitting. Note that characteristics of sections one to 

three are almost overlapped, and the original and approximated curves are also almost overlapped. The  

 

(a) Amplitude                           (b) Angle         

Fig. 3.7 Propagation characteristic of the TEM-delay tower model in the frequency domain (the 

original and approximated curves are almost overlapped). 
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characteristic of the whole tower is divided into four considering the length of each section. The 

parameters for each section of the studied 76-m high tower in Chapter 2 are given in Table 3.1 as an 

example. 

The presented TEM-delay tower model without cross-arms can be implemented into the circuit 

analysis method using a frequency-dependent parameter line model. For instance, the model is 

implemented in ATP using J. Marti’s frequency-dependent line model. 

Table 3.1 Parameters of wave propagation characteristic along the studied 76-m high transmission 

tower 

 line#1 line#2 line#3 line#4 

Tk1 0.0284 0.0312 0.0312 0.120 

Tk2 0.118 0.129 0.129 0.443 

Tk3 0.853 0.840 0.840 0.437 

Tk1 2.67×10–6 2.67×10–6 2.67×10–6 2.80×10–6 

Tk2 41.9×10–9 42.2×10–9 42.2×10–9 49.9×10–9 

Tk3 2.22×10–9 2.45×10–9 2.45×10–9 11.7×10–9 

B TEM-delay transmission tower model with cross-arms 

The modeling procedure of the TEM-delay tower model with cross-arms is similar to that of the basic 

model. The tower surge impedance is determined by (3.14). The propagation characteristic is 

determined following (3.15), but the coefficient Ta is reduced from 0.5hT/c0 to 0.1hT/c0 because the 

cross-arms, which distort the wavefront of traveling waves, are considered. The cross-arms are modeled 

by the TEM-delay line model since they are interpreted as horizontal lines. The self and mutual surge 

impedance of the cross-arms are determined by (3.1) and (3.2), and time delays in mutual coupling are 

considered by the method described in Section 3.1.2. The cross-arms in each side of the tower are 

modeled independently by the TEM-delay line model considering the mutual coupling among cross-

arms in each side (the mutual coupling from the lightning-struck side arms to those on the other side are 

not considered). In computing surge impedances of the cross-arms, their radii ri are given by (Si /)1/2, 

where Si is the area of cross-section of each cross-arm at the junction to the tower. The characteristics 

and validity of the TEM-delay model with cross-arms are discussed in Section 3.3.3. 

3.2.2 Validation by a surge experimental result 

The TEM-delay tower model without cross-arms is validated by referencing the result of a surge 

experiment reported in [20]. Fig. 3.8 shows the shape of the transmission tower used in the surge 

experiment. The tower is an 89.5-m high transmission tower with 6.5- footing resistance. The transient 

analysis was performed using the TEM-delay tower model and the multistory tower model shown in 

Fig. 3.9. 
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Fig. 3.8 An actual 500-kV transmission tower used for the experiment (adapted from [20]). 
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(a) TEM-delay model                 (b) Multistory model        

Fig. 3.9 Circuit model for analyzing tower surge response. 

The measured surge response of the transmission tower shows the gradually rising surge 

impedance and the significant wave attenuation along the tower. In the surge experiment, three types of 

current (step current, current with the rising time of 1 s and 3 s) shown in Fig. 3.10 (a) was injected 

by a pulse generator (PG) with internal resistance ranging from 150  to 200 , and tower top voltages 

shown in Fig. 3.11 (a) were measured. The current injection wire (a copper wire with a radius of 
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0.675 mm) was horizontally arranged via a 1000- resistor or wave-shaping circuit having an internal 

impedance higher than 1000 . A voltage reference wire was stretched between the test tower and the 

adjacent tower. Note that the ideal step current and the voltage response shown in Fig. 3.10 (a) and Fig. 

3.11 (a) were derived using the numerical Laplace transform [20], [27]. The tower top voltage generated 

by the step current shows a gradual rise and a peak at approximately 0.6 s. The voltages generated by 

the current with a longer rise time have smaller peaks observed subsequently. These measurement results 

show that the tower surge impedance has a slow rising characteristic with time, and the traveling waves 

attenuate significantly, as described in Chapter 2 and Section 3.2. 

 

(a) Measured (adapted from [20]) 

 

(b) Simulation 

Fig. 3.10 Injection current for surge experiment and simulation. 
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(a) Measured (adapted from [20]) 

 

(b) Multistory tower model a 

 

(c) TEM-delay tower model 

Fig. 3.11 Surge response of a 500-kV transmission tower. 

a The vertical axis range of (b) is different from that of (a) and (c) 
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The TEM-delay tower model can reproduce the observed tower surge response characteristics, 

while the multistory tower model cannot reproduce them. Fig. 3.10 (b) shows the current waveforms 

injected in the simulation, and Fig. 3.11 (b) and (c) show the circuit analysis results by the TEM-delay 

model and the multistory model, respectively. In the TEM-delay model case, both peak voltages and 

their occurrence time are reproduced with approximately a 10% difference or less. The TEM-delay 

model reproduces the TEM-mode formation characteristic of the transmission tower. On the other hand, 

in the multistory tower model case, the computed peak voltage is higher than the measured voltages. In 

addition, the model does not reproduce the delay of the voltage peak occurrence depending on the 

injected current in the measured waveform. The voltage peak dependence on the injected current is not 

reproduced because the multistory tower model does not consider the gradually rising characteristic of 

the surge impedance. Note that the surge impedance of the TEM-delay tower model was multiplied by 

0.7 because the current was injected horizontally in the experiment [20], but the model has been 

developed based on the vertical lightning channel.  

Although the TEM-delay tower model can reproduce the measured surge response of the tower, 

there is a deviation between the measured and the simulated waveform after the first peak. The voltages 

computed using the TEM-delay tower model show continuous oscillation due to the traveling wave 

reflection at the tower top and base compared with the measured voltages. In the experiment, the current 

injection wire was perpendicular to the tower and parallel to the ground [20]. In contrast, the TEM-delay 

model was derived assuming a lightning channel perpendicular to the ground. The difference between 

the measured and simulated results after their first peak voltage can be attributed to one or both of the 

following reasons: the traveling wave propagation characteristics in the tower might have changed, the 

potential of the voltage reference wire might have increased because of the electromagnetic field 

generated by the current injection wire. Nevertheless, the TEM-delay tower model can still express the 

non-TEM characteristic of the transmission tower. 

3.3 Validation of the Insulator Voltages Computed by the TEM-delay 

Tower and Line Models 

The insulator voltages computed by the TEM-delay transmission tower and line models are validated. 

For the validation, the followings are referenced: 1) surge experimental results performed using an actual 

500-kV transmission tower in the past [22], 2) FDTD computed insulator voltages generated by a 

lightning strike to the center of the tower top, 3) those by a strike to the tip of the tower top cross-arm, 

and 4) insulator voltages measured using an actual UHV transmission tower in the past [19]. 

3.3.1 Surge experiment on an actual 500-kV transmission tower 

The presented TEM-delay tower and line models are validated by the results of surge experiments 

performed at an actual 500-kV transmission tower in the past [22]. The TEM-delay model reproduces 
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the experimental results well. The conventional model has limitations in reproducing characteristics of 

the transient response of the transmission tower and line. 

The surge experiment was performed using the 89.5-m high 500-kV tower shown in Fig. 3.8 

[22]. In the experiment, the PG was used to inject surge current into the tower top, and the insulator 

voltages of the upper, middle, and lower phases were measured. The PG injected the current via an 

external resistor of 1000  or a wave-shaping circuit with an internal impedance higher than 1000 . It 

was shown in [22] that transient characteristics of the tower vary depending on the current injection 

angle, for instance. The transmission line had three OHGWs composed of one AC260 mm2 conductor 

and two OPGW260 mm2 conductors. The phase conductor was a four-bundled TACSR/AC810 mm2 

with a spacing of 50 cm. The other conditions were determined in accordance with [22].  

The circuit analysis was performed using the TEM-delay transmission tower and line models as 

well as the existing tower and line models. The basic TEM-delay tower model that does not consider the 

presence of cross-arms was used in this analysis. The analysis was also performed using the conventional 

models: the multistory tower model [21] with J. Marti’s frequency-dependent transmission line model 

[2]. The multistory tower model is one of the most widely and frequently used transmission tower 

models for towers taller than 30 m (e.g., [28]–[31]). For discussing the characteristics, the following 

three model sets were used:  

1) Multistory tower model with J. Marti’s frequency-dependent line model 

2) TEM-delay tower model with J. Marti’s frequency-dependent line model 

3) TEM-delay tower and line model 

Fig. 3.12 illustrates circuit analysis models. The earth resistivity for calculating the line constant for J. 

Marti’s frequency-dependent line model was set to 200 m [20]. A 6.5- lumped constant resistance, 

Rgr, modeled the tower foot in both circuit models. Since the voltages generated by a horizontal current 

injection were measured, the surge impedance of the TEM-delay tower model was multiplied by 0.7 

[20]. The step-like, 1-s, and 3-s rising currents with 1-A peak were injected by an ideal current source, 

respectively. 

Measured insulator voltages show the non-TEM characteristics, as revealed in Chapter 2. Fig. 

3.13 (a) shows the actual measurement results of the upper insulator voltages generated by the three 

types of injected currents. The insulator voltages gradually increase, and their rise time is longer than 

that of the injected current. The smaller peak voltages are generated as the rise time of the injected 

current increases. These characteristics indicate that the tower surge impedance itself has time 

dependence, and the mutual couplings between the OHGWs and the phase conductors are formed 

gradually. The insulator voltage does not drop to zero instantly after the peak due to the traveling wave 

attenuation characteristics along the tower. 
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(a) TEM-delay model                    (b) Multistory model 

Fig. 3.12 Circuit model for reproducing surge experiment performed using an actual 500-kV 

transmission tower performed in the past. 

The multistory tower model with J. Marti’s frequency-dependent line model can reproduce the 

peak voltages of 1-s and 3-s with a difference of 20% but cannot reproduce other characteristics of 

the measured waveforms. Fig. 3.13 (b) shows the insulator voltages calculated using this model. In the 

simulation results, each insulator voltage shows an initial undershoot because the upper-phase conductor 

voltage rises instantly due to the instant mutual coupling from the OHGWs to the phase conductor. 

Further, the insulator voltages attain their peaks just after the current injection in the case of the step 

current injection and at approximately 0.6 s (= (89.5 m + 79.0 m) /300 m/s) in the case of injection 

of 1-s and 3-s currents. The voltages attain their peaks in that way because the multistory tower model 

and the frequency-dependent transmission line model do not consider the gradually rising characteristics 

of the tower surge impedance and that of the self and mutual surge impedance of the transmission line. 

The initial deviation of the step current response from the experimental result can affect the analysis of 

a phenomenon accompanied by extremely steep voltage changes, such as the BFO. The measured peak 

voltages are reproduced with a difference of approximately 20% in the injections of 1-s and 3-s 

currents.  
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Fig. 3.13 Upper insulator voltages measured at an actual 500-kV tower and their simulation results. 
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The multistory tower model with the TEM-delay line model can reproduce the non-TEM 

characteristics of the transmission line. However, the computed insulator voltages become higher than 

the measured voltages. Fig. 3.13 (c) shows the insulator voltages calculated using this model. In this 

case, the initial undershoot of the insulator voltage is not observed because the mutual couplings between 

the OHGWs and the phase conductors are formed with a time delay corresponding to the line separation 

distances. Besides, the peak time of the insulator voltage is delayed as the rise time of the injected current 

increases, which is similar to the experimental results owing to the gradual rise of the OHGW self-surge 

impedance. However, the peak voltages derived using the three injected currents are higher than the 

measured voltages. The higher voltages are derived because the circuit parameters of the multistory 

tower model have been set to reproduce the observed insulator voltages in the experiments when the 

TEM-mode transmission line model, which does not represent the initial low mutual surge impedance, 

is considered. 

The TEM-delay tower and line models can reproduce the measured insulator voltages. Fig. 3.13 

(d) shows the computed voltages using these models. In this case as well, the initial undershoot of the 

insulator voltage is not observed because the TEM-delay line model considers the delay of the TEM-

mode formation in the transmission line. Besides, the measured peak voltages and their observed times 

are reproduced with 10% or lower differences because the TEM-delay tower model successfully 

considers the non-TEM characteristics of the transmission tower. 

The TEM-delay tower model without cross-arms has successfully reproduced the measured 

insulator voltages of the actual 500-kV transmission tower with overhead transmission lines. However, 

the existing models cannot reproduce them, and they can have limitations in analyzing the transient 

phenomenon, especially that accompanied by the extremely steep voltage changes. Note that the TEM-

delay tower model with the TEM-mode transmission line model yields lower voltages due to the initially 

higher mutual coupling among OHGWs and phase conductors, in contrast to the case using the 

multistory tower with the TEM-delay line models. 

3.3.2 FDTD-computed insulator voltages for several towers 

The TEM-delay transmission tower and line models are validated by the FDTD-computed insulator 

voltages. Firstly, the 76-m high transmission tower discussed in Chapter 2 was analyzed. Then, 

additional three towers with a height of 86 m, 66 m, and 39.5 m were analyzed. The FDTD analysis 

condition for the 76-m high transmission tower was the same as that analyzed in Chapter 2, except for 

the current waveform. The current waveform was the step-like current having a constant rising rate with 

a front time of 1 s and 2 s. The current peak was normalized to 1 A since the present analysis does 

not consider nonlinear characteristics. The current waveform is usually used in an insulation design of 

substations and lightning performance analysis of transmission lines. The circuit analysis was performed 

using, 
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1) TEM-delay tower and line model;  

2) Multistory tower model with J. Marti’s frequency-dependent transmission line model. 

The TEM-delay model well reproduces the 1-s and 2-s current responses of the 76-m high 

tower computed with the FDTD method. In contrast, the multistory tower model with J. Marti’s 

frequency-dependent line model generated lower insulator voltages. Fig. 3.14 shows the transient 

analysis results. The figures show the injected, tower top, and grounding wire currents (Iin, IT, Igw), 

voltages of upper, middle, and lower insulators (VU, VM, VL), and those of tower top and upper, middle, 

lower phase conductors (VT, VpU, VpM, VpL). The waveforms generated by both 1-s and 2-s currents 

computed by the presented TEM-delay model agree well with those by the FDTD method. The model 

reproduces the characteristics of the TEM-mode formation process: the more gradual rise of the voltages 

than that of the injected current, the gradual voltage decay after each peak, and initially low coupling 

between the OHGWs and phase conductors.  

The multistory tower model yields the same height dependence of the voltages across insulator 

strings (VU > VM > VL) as the FDTD method does, but the insulator voltages are lower than the FDTD-

computed voltages. Besides, the voltages rise and decay faster. The voltages rise and decay faster 

because the multistory model does not consider the gradual rise of tower and line surge impedance and 

also does not represent the propagation characteristic of the traveling wave along the tower enough. The 

insufficient implementation of the propagation characteristics results in the lower insulator voltages by 

2-s current than the 1-s current comparing with the FDTD analysis. The lower insulator voltages can 

also be attributed to the negative-angle current injection in the experiment, on which the multistory 

tower model bases. This aspect will be further discussed in Chapter 4. It should be noted that the 

multistory tower model better calculated the insulator voltages compared to the basic model shown in 

Fig. 2.6. 
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      (a-1) 1-s                                (a-2) 2-s 

(a) Current 

 

      (b-1) 1-s                                (b-2) 2-s 

(b) Insulator voltage 

 

      (c-1) 1-s                                (c-2) 2-s 

(c) Voltage of the tower top and phase conductors 

Fig. 3.14 1-s and 2-s ramp current responses of a 76-m high 500-kV vertical double-circuit 

transmission tower computed with the proposed circuit model and the FDTD method. 
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The other three vertical double-circuit transmission towers were studied to confirm the generality 

of the TEM-delay transmission tower and line models. Fig. 3.15 shows the shapes of 86-m, 66-m, and 

39.5-m high transmission towers. The voltages of the insulator strings to 1-s and 2-s linearly rising 

step-like currents were computed by the same condition of the FDTD method as the 76-m high tower 

case for the 86-m and 66-m high towers. For the 39.5-m high tower with a single OHGW, the spatial 

discretization of the FDTD analysis was reduced from the 1-m side-length cubic to the 0.5-m cubic to 

model the smaller tower structure. The OHGW and phase conductors, with radii of 5.25 mm and 

9.10 mm, were modeled by the thin wire representation method. 
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Fig. 3.15 The shape of the towers whose insulator voltages were analyzed by the FDTD method and 

circuit analysis by the TEM-delay model and the multistory tower model. 

In the other three types of tower cases as well, The TEM-delay model well reproduces the 1-s 

and 2-s current responses computed with the FDTD method. In contrast, the multistory tower model 

with J. Marti’s frequency-dependent line model generated lower insulator voltages. Fig. 3.16 shows the 

waveforms of voltages across insulator strings computed by the FDTD method and the circuit analysis 

using the TEM-delay and the multistory models. Higher voltages are generated across insulator strings 

as increasing tower height owing to their higher surge impedance and longer round-trip time. For the 

tower with a height of 39.5 m, the difference in peak voltages of the upper to lower insulator strings is 

insignificant compared to the other taller towers due to its short distance between the phases. The 

voltages computed by the FDTD method and the TEM-delay model are similar, including their 

waveforms and peaks. However, the multistory tower model yields smaller peak voltages, especially for 

the smaller towers. Table 3.2 summarizes peaks of the voltages across insulator strings computed by the  
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      (a-1) 1-s                              (a-2) 2-s 

(a) 86-m tower 

 

      (b-1) 1-s                                (b-2) 2-s 

(b) 66-m tower 

 

      (c-1) 1-s                                (c-2) 2-s 

(c) 39.5-m tower 

Fig. 3.16 Voltages of insulator strings generated when lightning strikes 86-m, 66-m, or 39.5-m high 

vertical double-circuit transmission tower (the injection current was normalized to 1 A). 
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FDTD method and each circuit model as well as the differences between the results computed by the 

FDTD method and the circuit models. The results show the generality and applicability of the proposed 

circuit model to analyze vertical double-circuit transmission towers. 

Table 3.2 Peaks of voltages across insulator strings computed by the multistory tower model and 

the proposed model, and their differences from the FDTD computation results a. 

Height Phase FDTD [V] Multistory [V] Diff., % Proposed [V] Diff., % 

86 m 

Upper 38.9,27.8 33.8, 21.2 –13, –24 39.9, 27.8 2.5,  0.2 

Middle 33.4, 23.5 29.0, 17.5 –13, –26 33.9, 23.8 1.6,  1.0 

Lower 26.2, 18.4 20.5, 11.9 –22, –35 27.2, 19.0 3.8,  3.3 

76 m 

Upper 37.6, 26.2 33.5, 20.5 –11, –22 37.8, 26.0 0.7,–1.0 

Middle 32.5, 22.6 28.0, 16.6 –14, –27 32.7, 22.7 0.7,  0.3 

Lower 26.6, 18.4 20.2, 11.5 –24, –37 27.0, 18.7 1.4,  2.0 

66 m 

Upper 35.9, 24.6 29.4, 17.6 –18, –28 36.3, 24.1 1.0,–2.1 

Middle 30.0, 20.5 24.8, 14.5 –17, –29 29.9, 20.3 –0.3,–0.9 

Lower 22.2, 15.1 16.4, 9.31 –26, –38 22.7, 15.4 2.0,  1.9 

39.5 m 

Upper 36.7, 23.8 24.2, 12.5 –34, –47 36.7, 24.4 0.0,  2.3 

Middle 33.4, 21.8 20.3, 10.4 –39, –52 33.8, 22.8 1.3,  4.3 

Lower 29.4, 19.3 15.6, 8.00 –47, –59 30.5, 20.6 3.7,  6.7 

a (xx, xx) denotes results computed by the (1-s, 2-s) ramp current 

3.3.3 FDTD-computed insulator voltages due to a lightning strike to a tip of ground 

wire cross-arm 

The TEM-delay transmission tower model considering the cross-arms is validated by comparing the 

FDTD analysis results and those by the TEM-delay model. The model with cross-arms can consider the 

lightning-struck point and the voltage difference of the lightning-struck side and the other side. Note 

that the model without cross-arms can still reproduce the insulator voltages. The studied tower is the 76-

m high transmission tower analyzed in Section 2.1, shown in Fig. 2.2. A lightning channel model 

represented by a phased-current-source array was attached to the tip of the tower top cross-arm in the 

FDTD analysis. 

The TEM-delay model with cross-arms was employed for the analysis. Fig. 3.17 illustrates the 

circuit model. In the circuit analysis, a current source was connected to the tip of the tower top cross-

arm. Then, the current source injected the 1-A peak step-current having 1-s or 2-s linearly rising 

wavefront. Table 3.3 summarizes the convergence value of the surge impedance of the cross-arms 

considered in the TEM-delay tower model. The surge impedance was determined as described in Section 

3.2.1.B. For the comparison study, the analysis was also performed using the TEM-delay tower model 

with cross-arm without considering the mutual coupling among the cross-arms. 
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Table 3.3 Convergence values of cross-arms self and mutual surge impedance in ohm. 

 Ground wire Upper Middle Lower 

Ground wire 294 159 110 79.3 

Upper 159 261 144 96.6 

Middle 110 144 250 132 

Lower 79.3 96.6 132 228 
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Fig. 3.17 Circuit model for analyzing lightning strike to the tip of tower top cross-arm using the 

TEM-delay tower model with cross-arms with and without considering the mutual couplings. 

Firstly, the performance of the TEM-delay tower model with cross-arm without considering the 

mutual coupling among the cross-arms is discussed. The consideration of the cross-arms simply 

following the tower shape [32] without considering the mutual coupling among them cannot reproduce 

the effect of the asymmetrical lightning strike. Although the model with cross-arms without the mutual 

coupling cannot consider the voltage difference of the lightning-struck side and the other side, the 

computed insulator voltages still agree with those computed by the FDTD method. Fig. 3.18 (a) shows 

the FDTD-computed voltages, and Fig. 3.18 (b) shows those computed by the TEM-delay tower model 

with cross-arms without considering the mutual coupling among the cross-arms. Even though the current 

was injected into the tip of the tower top cross-arm, almost the same insulator voltages were yielded on 

both sides in the circuit analysis. The same voltages are derived because the voltages of the upper, middle, 

and lower cross-arms on both sides become essentially identical to each other in this model. In other 

words, a tower model with cross-arms just representing the tower shape cannot reproduce the off-center  
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(a) FDTD-computed voltages (same as Fig. 2.7 (b)) 

 

(b) Voltages computed by the TEM-delay model with cross-arms without mutual couplings 

 

(c) Voltages computed by the TEM-delay model with cross-arms with mutual couplings 

Fig. 3.18 Voltages generated by a lightning strike to the tip of ground-wire cross arm computed by 

the TEM-delay tower model with cross-arms (the injection current was normalized to 1 A). 
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lightning. Note that the slight difference in computed insulator voltages arises because the voltage rises 

of the lightning-struck side OHGW and phase conductors are slightly higher than those of the other side. 

This voltage difference in the lines is caused by the effect of the in total 23-m long tower top cross-arm. 

The insulator voltages, however, still agree well with the FDTD computed results. Thus, in analyzing a 

smaller tower, a tower with short cross-arms for ground wires, or a tower with a single OHGW, this 

tower model (model with cross-arms without considering mutual coupling among them) or the basic 

TEM-delay model (model without cross-arms) can yield sufficiently accurate insulator voltages. 

The TEM-delay tower model with cross-arm reproduces the insulator voltages depending on the 

lightning-struck side. Fig. 3.18 (c) shows the voltages across insulator strings computed by the TEM-

delay model considering the mutual coupling among the tower cross-arms. This model yields higher 

voltages across the insulators located on the lightning-struck side than those on the other side, as the 

FDTD analysis results. The difference in the voltage peaks between the circuit analysis and FDTD 

analysis results is less than 10%, as summarized in Table 3.4. The presented tower model can 

approximately consider the presence of the tower cross-arms and the difference of insulator voltages 

between the lightning-struck side and the other side. The TEM-delay tower model with cross-arm 

enables in-depth analysis of lightning surges considering lightning-struck point and BFO phases. 

Table 3.4 Insulator voltages computed by the FDTD method and the proposed circuit model (the 

injection current was normalized to 1 A). 

Rise rime Phase 
Struck side [V] Other side [V] 

FDTD Proposed FDTD Proposed 

1 s 

Upper 37.7 38.3 35.2 36.4 

Middle 32.2 33.4 30.7 31.7 

Lower 26.3 27.9 25.4 26.4 

2 s 

Upper 26.9 26.7 25.3 25.3 

Middle 23.0 23.3 22.1 22.1 

Lower 18.7 19.3 18.1 18.3 

3.3.4 Surge experiment on an actual UHV transmission tower 

Waveforms of voltages measured at an actual 140-m high UHV transmission tower [19] were 

reproduced using the proposed TEM-delay tower model considering the mutual couplings among the 

tower cross-arms. Fig. 3.19 shows the setup of an experiment performed for the UHV transmission tower. 

In this experiment, a step current was injected into the center of the tower top using a PG. The PG was 

connected to a horizontally tensioned injection wire via a 2.5-k resistor. The injection wire was a 1-

mm radius copper wire, and it was terminated by a matching resistance of about 750 . The voltages of 

the tower cross-arms and phase conductors were measured using an auxiliary potential wire. Besides, 

the voltages across insulator strings were measured (but only on one side).  
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Fig. 3.19 Measurement setup for an actual UHV transmission tower. 

The circuit analyses were performed using the TEM-delay tower model with cross-arms and the 

multistory tower model with J. Marti’s frequency-dependent line model. The multistory tower model 

used in this analysis was the model for analyzing the UHV transmission tower proposed in [19]. In the 

multistory tower model for the UHV transmission tower, both the tower surge impedances, ZT1 and ZT2, 

for the upper and lower parts are set to 120 . In addition, the attenuation coefficient g is set to 0.7 so 

that the model can well reproduce the measured peaks of insulator voltages. Note that in the original 

model for 500-kV transmission towers, ZT1 and ZT2 are set to 220  and 150 , and g is set to 0.8. Also, 

note that in the TEM-delay model, the tower surge impedance was multiplied by 0.7 to consider the 

effect of the horizontally arranged current injection wire [20]. The DC grounding resistance was 2.0  

for the studied tower. The injected current waveform was the 1/70 s triangular current with a 1-A peak, 

and the source circuit shown in Fig. 3.20 was employed [19]. 

750 
J

2.5 k

150 pF

Injection wire

750 , 340 m

J

Tower top

 

(a) Source circuit 

Fig. 3.20 Circuit model for reproducing surge experiment performed at an actual UHV transmission 

tower in the past (this figure follows to the next page). 
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(b) TEM-delay model                    (c) Multistory model 

Fig. 3.20 Circuit model for reproducing surge experiment performed at an actual UHV transmission 

tower in the past (this figure is followed from the previous page). 

Both the TEM-delay tower model and the multistory tower model tuned for analyzing the UHV 

transmission tower reproduce the measured insulator voltage peaks. Fig. 3.21 shows the measured and 

simulated voltages of upper-phase cross-arm, insulator, and phase conductors. Table 3.5 summarizes the 

peak insulator voltages in the upper, middle, and lower phases by the experiment and simulations. As 

shown in the figure and the table, both the TEM-delay tower and the multistory tower models yield 

similar peaks of voltages in any observation point. These results show the applicability of the proposed 

tower model for the actual towers. Note that in the measured waveforms, the voltages decay faster after 

taking their peaks. For instance, the voltage of the upper-phase cross-arm crosses zero at around 2.8 s 

in the measured waveform, while the simulated voltages do not cross at that time. This difference is 

caused by the effect of the auxiliary potential wire, as discussed in [19]. It has also been shown in [22] 

that the tower voltages decay faster with the horizontal current injection than those induced by the 

current injection from the upper angles. This characteristic will be further discussed in Chapter 4. 

The TEM-delay tower model better reproduces the rising part of the voltages and does not need 

parameter tuning for analyzing the UHV transmission tower. The TEM-delay model yields a more 

similar rising part of voltage to the corresponding measured voltage since it includes the delay of the 

TEM-mode formation. Besides, the model does not need any trial-and-error process for determining the 
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model parameters since they are determined directly by the configuration of the tower. This fact shows 

the rationality and usefulness of the TEM-delay model. 

 

(a) Measured voltages (adapted from [19]) 

 

(b) Simulated voltages by the proposed TEM-delay model and the multistory tower model 

Fig. 3.21 Reproduction of surge responses of an actual UHV transmission tower. 

Table 3.5 Comparison of peak voltages across insulator strings induced by 1-A peak current 

obtained by the measurement and circuit analysis models. 

Phase Measured [19] Proposed model 
Multistory model 

(ZT1 = ZT2 = 120 ) [19] 

Upper 39.2 V 41.9 V (+6.7%) 41.6 V (+6.1%) 

Middle 34.9 V 38.1 V (+9.3%) 39.1 V (+12%) 

Lower 30.6 V 33.5 V (+9.6%) 33.7 V (+10%) 

Upper phase cross-arm 
Upper phase insulator 

Upper phase power line 

Upper phase cross-arm 
Upper phase insulator 

Upper phase power line 

TEM-delay 

Multistory 
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3.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, the TEM-delay transmission tower and line models have been presented. The model can 

consider the non-TEM characteristics of the transmission tower and line. The gradually rising 

characteristics of the tower surge impedance and the self and mutual surge impedance of the 

transmission line are represented by the first-order delay functions. The time delay in mutual coupling 

among lines corresponding to their separation distances is considered in the circuit analysis through 

phase domain modeling. The significant attenuation of traveling waves along the tower is considered by 

the propagation function. The model parameters can be derived from the configuration of the tower and 

line without any numerical electromagnetic analysis or trial-and-error process. The extended TEM-delay 

tower model with cross-arms can even represent the lightning strike to the tip of the tower top cross-arm 

and resultant different insulator voltages depending on the side of the tower. 

The presented model has been validated by the results of surge experiments reported in the past 

and the FDTD analysis considering the lightning strike to the center of the tower top and the tip of the 

tower top cross-arm. The results of surge experiments include those performed for an 89.5-m high 500-

kV transmission tower with and without overhead transmission lines and for a 140-m high UHV 

transmission tower with overhead lines. The FDTD analysis results include 86-m, 76-m, 66-m, and 39.5-

m high towers. The TEM-delay model can be applied to analyze various shapes of the tower. The 

validation study has also revealed that the most widely and frequently used multistory tower model with 

frequency-dependent transmission line model could have underestimated the insulator voltages, 

especially those generated by a vertical lightning channel. The performance of the transmission tower 

and line models should be carefully examined for analyzing lightning transients in transmission lines, 

such as BFOs. 
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4 Lightning Surge Analysis of a 77-kV Transmission Line 

This chapter discusses BFO occurrence at a 77-kV transmission line based on the circuit analysis method. 

As introduced in Chapter 1, the lightning-related accidents in transmission lines can be categorized into 

three, SFFO, BFO, and mid-span BFO. The BFO due to lightning strike to the tower top or OHGWs 

accounts for the large portion in HV/EHV transmission lines with properly designed OHGWs 

considering shielding efficiency [1]–[4]. The multiphase BFO, which can cause severe accidents, often 

occurs in HV transmission lines [2]–[4]. Thus, the multiphase BFO analysis is essential in addition to 

the BFO rate-related aspects [5]–[7].  

Field observations reported in [2] showed that the instantaneous power frequency voltages 

heavily affect the single and multiphase BFO phases in a 77-kV transmission system. Later in [3], it was 

clarified that the simplified transmission tower model can reproduce the observed effect of power 

frequency voltages on BFO phases. In this chapter, the effect of power frequency voltages on the BFO 

occurrence is further analyzed and discussed considering the multiphase BFOs and minimum lightning 

current causing BFOs. Moreover, the validity of the current causing BFOs is discussed and confirmed 

by referencing field observation and simulation results reported in the past. 

The followings are the outline of this chapter. In advance of the BFO analysis, the voltage across 

insulator strings considering tower footing characteristics is discussed based on the FDTD analysis and 

circuit models. The circuit models include the TEM-delay tower and line models, the simplified tower 

model, and the multistory tower model. The representation methods of the FO across arcing horns and 

the TLSA are subsequently provided. Using the circuit models of the transmission tower and line, FO 

model, and TLSA model, the BFO analysis is performed. The characteristics of BFO occurrence, such 

as the dependence of BFO phases and minimum lightning current causing BFOs on power frequency 

voltages, and the effect of current waveforms, are discussed and clarified.  

4.1 Insulator Voltages of Lightning-Struck 77-kV 

Transmission Tower Considering Tower Footing Characteristics 

The insulator voltages of the lightning-struck 77-kV transmission tower were analyzed using the FDTD 

method and circuit analysis models. The circuit models include the TEM-delay model and existing tower 

and line models that have been used for practical applications. The analysis presented in this section 

considered the tower footing characteristics. For the basic case, perfectly conducting ground was 

assumed in the FDTD analysis, and a linear lumped resistor was inserted between the tower foot and the 

ground. Then the imperfectly conducting ground and tower foundations were introduced. Based on these 

analyses, this section discusses the effect of the tower footing characteristics on the insulator voltages 

and the performance of each circuit model. 
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4.1.1 FDTD analysis model 

The FDTD analysis was performed considering the tower footing resistance. Fig. 4.1 shows the studied 

tower shape and its FDTD analysis model. The tower was a 39.5-m high vertical double-circuit 

transmission tower having a single OHGW typically used in Japan. The injection current was the 1/70 s 

and 2/70 s triangular current typically used in the lightning surge analysis. 
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(a) Tower shape                    (b) FDTD analysis space                                     

Fig. 4.1 Tower shape of the studied 77-kV transmission line and FDTD analysis space. 

A Perfectly conducting ground case 

The FDTD analysis space of 600 m × 600 m × 400 m was uniformly divided into cubic cells with a side 

length of 0.5 m. The tower structure was modeled using thin wires, including its slanted parts, 

represented by the staircase approximation. The radii of the OHGW and the phase conductors were 

5.25 mm and 9.1 mm, respectively. They were modeled using the thin-wire representation method, 

which modifies the permittivity and permeability around the wires [8]. The perfectly conducting ground 

modeled the bottom surface. The lumped linear resistance 4Rgr was inserted between the ground and 

each tower foot to realize the total footing resistance of Rgr. The tower footing resistances of 5 , 10 , 

20 , and 50  were considered. The limit of the analysis space other than the bottom surface was 

surrounded using Liao’s second-order absorbing boundary [9]. The lightning channel was represented 

by a transmission line model with a current propagation speed of 100 m/s and employed in the FDTD 

calculation using the phased-current-source array. The computation time step was set to 0.674 ns, which 

is 0.7 times the Courant stability condition, to avoid numerical instability due to the thin wire models 

[10]. The tip of cross-arms and phase conductors were separated 0.5 m, and insulator voltage was 
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defined by the electric field between them. A similar tower model was analyzed in [11]. Table 4.1 

summarizes the FDTD analysis conditions. 

Table 4.1 FDTD analysis condition for analyzing the 77-kV transmission tower. 

Analysis space 600 m × 600 m × 400 m 

Boundary condition  

(except for the bottom surface) 
Liao’s second-order absorbing boundary 

Bottom surface Perfectly conducting plane 

Cell size 0.5 m × 0.5 m × 0.5 m 

Time step 0.674 ns 

B Imperfectly conducting ground case 

The FDTD analysis conditions considering the imperfectly conducting ground and tower foundation are 

introduced. Fig. 4.2 shows the FDTD model in this case. The z-axis of analysis space was extended to 

500 m, and 100-m thick imperfectly conducting ground was considered. Liao’s second-order absorbing 

boundary was applied to all analysis space limits, including the bottom surface. The relative permittivity 

of the ground, r, was set to 1, and soil resistivity, e, was set to 20 m, 200 m, and 1000 m, 

respectively. The 3.5-m long reverse T-shape foundation was modeled by four-stage perfectly 

conducting objects with sizes of 0.5 m × 0.5 m × 1.5 m, 1.0 m × 1.0 m × 1.0 m, 1.5 m × 1.5 m × 0.5 m, 

and 2.0 m × 2.0 m × 0.5 m. The other analysis conditions, such as the tower shape and the computation 

time step, were the same as the perfectly conducting ground case. 
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vch = 100 m/s

Double circuit 
transmission line

OHGW

Ground
e = 20, 200, 1000 m
r = 1

100 m
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Fig. 4.2 FDTD analysis space of the 77-kV transmission line considering imperfectly conducting 

ground and tower foundation model. 
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4.1.2 Circuit analysis model 

The circuit analysis was performed using four model sets, including three types of transmission tower 

models and two types of transmission line models. Fig. 4.3 shows the transmission tower models used 

in this study, and they are the following models: 

(i) TEM-delay tower model + TEM-delay line model (TEM-delay)  

(ii) Simplified tower model with constant surge impedance determined by Jordan’s formula  

+ frequency-dependent line model (Simplified) [3] [12] [13] 

(iii) Multistory tower model with surge impedance of 124  determined by Jordan’s formula  

+ frequency-dependent line model (Multistory 124/124) [1] 

(iv) Multistory tower model with 220/150  of surge impedance  

+ frequency-dependent line model (Multistory 220/150) [14] 

The first model, the TEM-delay model, is the model presented in this thesis. The second model, 

the Simplified model, was recommended in [3]. In [3], it has been shown that the multistory tower model 

cannot reproduce the effect of power frequency voltages on BFO phases observed in an actual 77-kV 

transmission line, but the Simplified model can reproduce. The effect of the power frequency voltages 

on BFO phases will be discussed in Section 4.3. The third model, Multistory 124/124, was used in [1], 

[15]–[17]. A lightning fault rate of 77-kV and 275-kV transmission lines was discussed based on this 

model. The fourth model is the original multistory tower model. This model has been widely used for 

analyzing lightning transients of vertical double-circuit transmission towers. The wave propagation 

speed along the tower was set to the speed of light in free space for all models. 
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Fig. 4.3 Circuit models of a transmission tower utilized for analyzing the 77-kV transmission line. 
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The tower foot was modeled by a lumped linear resistor in the circuit analysis method. In the 

perfectly conducting ground case, lumped resistor with a resistance of 5 , 10 , 20 , and 50  was 

inserted between the tower foot and ground. In the imperfectly conducting ground case as well, the tower 

foot was modeled by the lumped resistor, but its resistance was determined differently. The resistance 

was determined so that the peak value of the upper phase insulator voltage generated by the 1/70 s 

triangular current computed by each circuit model reproduces that computed by the FDTD analysis 

within the difference of 5%. The insulator voltages generated by the 2/70 s triangular current were 

computed with the determined resistance in the 1/70 s triangular current case. Note that at the end of 

Section 4.1.3, the formula for computing tower footing resistance will be introduced and applied to the 

studied reverse T-shaped tower foot. 

4.1.3 Discussions on insulator voltages 

A Perfectly conducting ground case 

The TEM-delay model reproduces FDTD computed insulator voltages in a wide range of the tower 

footing resistance. However, the existing transmission tower and line models yield from 20% to 70% 

lower voltages than those derived by the FDTD method in this perfectly conducting ground case. Fig. 

4.4 shows the voltages computed by the FDTD method and each circuit model in the 10- tower footing 

resistance case. It appears from Fig. 4.4 that the waveform and magnitude of voltages computed using 

the TEM-delay model agree well with the corresponding ones computed using the FDTD method. On 

the other hand, the other circuit models yield relatively lower voltage peaks. Besides, the voltages 

computed with the Simplified model attain their first peaks around 0.26 s, at which the traveling wave 

reflected at the tower base comes back to the top.  

Table 4.2 summarizes the computation results by the FDTD method and those by the circuit 

models in all tower footing resistance cases. The table shows the FDTD-computed peak voltages by the 

normalized current magnitude. Also, the differences between the voltages computed by the FDTD 

method and each circuit model are shown in percentage. The results show that voltages computed with 

the TEM-delay model agree well with FDTD-computed ones in a wide range of grounding resistance. 

In contrast, the voltage peaks given by the other circuit models are much lower than the peaks given by 

the FDTD method. Note that the differences are lower for the higher grounding resistance cases since 

the effect of the tower characteristic on insulator voltages becomes relatively insignificant. Other 

Simplified models, such as that with the surge impedance of 181  derived by Sargent’s formula (2.17) 

[18] and 0.8c0 of surge-propagation speed [19] used in [5], [7], yield almost the same voltage peaks as 

those given by the Multistory 124/124 model and waveforms similar to those given by the Simplified 

model. The magnitude of the voltage across insulators significantly affects the occurrence of the BFO. 

The validity of the computed voltages will be discussed from the viewpoint of BFO occurrences in 

Section 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.4 Comparison of insulator voltages computed by the FDTD method and circuit analysis by 

each model in a 10- tower footing resistance case generated by the 30-kA peak triangular currents. 
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Table 4.2 Normalized horn voltages computed by the FDTD method and differences in percentage 

figures between those and voltages computed by circuit analysis with each model with various tower 

footing resistance, Rgr
 a. 

Rgr [] Phase 
FDTD 

[V/A] 

TEM-delay 

% 

Simplified 

% 

Multistory 

124/124, % 

Multistory 

220/150, % 

5 

Upper 39.0, 26.7 –3, 0 –64, –69 –48, –55 –33, –44 

Middle 36.1, 25.0 –1, 2 –62, –66 –47, –54 –37, –46 

Lower 32.3, 22.6  2, 5 –61, –63 –48, –54 –43, –51 

10 

Upper 41.3, 29.5 –2, 0 –60, –60 –43, –48 –30, –38 

Middle 38.7, 28.0  0, 2 –56, –56 –42, –46 –33, –39 

Lower 35.0, 25.8  2, 4 –53, –52 –41, –44 –37, –42 

20 

Upper 45.5, 34.7 –1, 0 –60, –50 –38, –40 –30, –32 

Middle 43.4, 33.8  1, 2 –56, –44 –35, –36 –33, –32 

Lower 40.1, 31.9  3, 4 –53, –40 –34, –35 –37, –33 

50 

Upper 56.1, 48.2  3, 1 –34, –30 –25, –25 –17, –20 

Middle 55.6, 48.9  4, 2 –28, –25 –22, –21 –17, –18 

Lower 53.3, 47.9  5, 3 –23, –21 –19, –18 –17, –17 

a(xx, xx) shown in each cell denotes results computed by the (1/70 s, 2/70 s) triangular current. 

Table 4.3 summarizes the differences between the upper-phase insulator and the middle- or 

lower-phase insulator voltages in percentage. The FDTD-computed results show a tendency that the 

differences decrease with increasing tower footing resistance and current wavefront durations since the 

traveling wave effect of the tower becomes insignificant. The results derived by the TEM-delay model 

show similar characteristics to those derived by the FDTD method in all tower footing resistance cases. 

The voltage differences derived by other circuit models show characteristics more depending on the 

tower footing resistance. For instance, the results derived by the Multistory 124/124 model show 

differences similar to those given by the FDTD method when the grounding resistance, Rgr, is 5  or 

10 . On the other hand, the results derived by the Multistory 220/150 show those for Rgr = 20  or 

50 . The Simplified model does not give similar results to the FDTD-computed results in any resistance 

case. The voltage peaks in each phase affect the BFO phases. This aspect will also be discussed in 

Section 4.3. 
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Table 4.3 Differences in percentage between the upper-phase insulator voltage and the middle- or 

lower-phase horn voltages in cases of various tower footing resistance, Rgr. 

Rgr [] Phase 
FDTD 

% 

TEM-delay 

% 

Simplified 

% 

Multistory 

124/124, % 

Multistory 

220/150, % 

5 
Middle –8,   –6 –6,   –4 –2, 4 –5,   –3 –12, –10 

Lower –17, –15 –13, –11 –11, 0 –17, –13 –30, –26 

10 
Middle –6,   –5 –5,   –3 2, 5 –4,   –1 –10,   –7 

Lower –15, –12 –11,   –9 1, 5 –12,   –6 –24, –18 

20 
Middle –5,   –2 –3,   –1 6, 8 0,     4 –6,   –1 

Lower –12,   –8 –8,   –5 6, 9 –6,     0 –17, –10 

50 
Middle –1,     1 0,     2 8, 9 4,     6 –1,   –3 

Lower –5,   –1 –3,     1 11, 13 3,     8 –5,     2 

a (xx, xx) shown in each cell denotes results computed by the (1/70 s, 2/70 s) triangular current. 

The difference between the insulator voltages computed by the FDTD analysis and the circuit 

models is further discussed by referencing the results of a surge experiment performed at an actual tower. 

The difference is caused by the surge impedance and the wave attenuation characteristic of the tower, 

depending on the current injection angle. 

The insulator voltages are affected by the current injection angle, and the change of the wave-

attenuation characteristic can explain this characteristic. The surge experiment reported in [20] 

performed using a 500-kV transmission tower is referenced since no experiment for 77-kV transmission 

towers has been performed as of today. An upper-phase insulator voltage generated by three types of 

current injection angles was measured in the experiment. Fig. 4.5 shows the measured voltages. The 

“width” of the insulator voltages becomes more expansive with the larger current injection angle, as 

pointed out in [20]. Note that the “0 deg.” indicates the horizontal current injection, and the positive 

angle indicates the current injection from the upper side of the tower. The downward traveling voltage 

generated by the current injection into the tower top increases the insulator voltage at first. Then the 

voltage is decreased due to the arrival of the upward traveling voltage negatively reflected from the 

tower foot. Since the traveling wave along the tower significantly attenuates, the insulator voltages 

decrease slowly, as discussed in Chapter 2. The equation (2.12) expressed the above phenomena by the 

traveling wave theory. Fig. 4.5 indicates that the traveling wave attenuation along the tower becomes 

significant and continues longer in the current injection case with a positive angle (the insulator voltage 

decreases most slowly in the 60-degree injection case). Note that the measured voltages cross at around 

2.3 s due to the induced voltage by the electromagnetic field from the current lead wire. The distances 

to the adjacent towers were longer than 500 m. 
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Fig. 4.5 Measured insulator voltages of a 500-kV transmission tower generated by three current 

injection angles (adapted from [20]). 

The effect of the current injection angle on the insulator voltage was reproduced using the FDTD 

analysis. The 76-m high 500-kV transmission tower analyzed in Chapter 2 was used in this analysis. Fig. 

4.6 shows the FDTD analysis space. In this analysis, the current injection angle was set to –55 deg., 

0 deg., and 60 deg. The step-like current and the 1/70 s triangular current were injected. Fig. 4.7 shows 

the upper phase insulator voltage computed by each current injection angle and waveshape. The FDTD 

analysis reproduces the measured characteristics of the voltage depending on the current injection angle. 

The further difference of voltage peaks depending on the current injection angle is derived by the slower 

rising current. 
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Fig. 4.6 FDTD analysis space for analyzing insulator voltages considering three current-injection 

angles. 
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Fig. 4.7 FDTD analyzed insulator voltages by three current-injection angles. 

The multistory tower model was developed based on the experiment with a current injection 

angle of –55 deg. The modification of the model for the UHV transmission tower was performed based 

on the experiment with the horizontal current injection. These experimental conditions lead to the lower 

tower surge impedance [20] and shorter continuous time of the wave attenuation characteristic. The time 

constant, 2h/c0, for approximately considering the attenuation, as provided in (2.21), was insufficient 

for analyzing surges due to the vertical or positive angle lightning channel. The lower voltages for the 

77-kV transmission tower with conventional models shown in Fig. 4.4 and Table 4.2 were derived since 

the 77-kV transmission tower is shorter than EHV/UHV transmission tower. The typical front durations 

of lightning currents, 1 s and 2 s, and longer values, are relatively longer for the shorter 77-kV 

transmission tower than those for the taller EHV/UHV transmission towers. The above discussion 

supports the recently presented modification for the multistory tower model [21]. The model computes 

the tower surge impedance based on the conical approximation and sets the longer time constant around 

8h/c0 according to the FDTD-computed reference voltages. 

B Imperfectly conducting ground case 

The reverse T-shaped tower foundation in the imperfectly conducting ground can be represented by a 

linear lumped resistance, not by the inductive grounding impedance, according to the analysis results by 

the FDTD method and the TEM-delay model. The TEM-delay model with lumped resistance determined 

by the procedure introduced in Section 4.1.2 reproduces upper to lower insulator voltages generated by 

both 1/70 s and 2/70 s triangular currents computed by the FDTD method. On the other hand, other 

models cannot reproduce the voltages, especially the 2/70 s triangular current case. 

Fig. 4.8 shows the insulator voltages computed by the FDTD method in the case of 200 m of 

soil resistivity and those computed by each circuit model. The tower footing resistance for the circuit 

model was set to 8  for the TEM-delay model, 58  for the Simplified model, 46  for the Multistory 
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124/124 model, and 35  for the Multistory 220/150 model. The voltages computed by the FDTD 

method and TEM-delay model agree with each other in the entire waveform. A linear resistance 

successfully models the tower foot in the TEM-delay model case. On the other hand, the voltages 

computed by other models do not show agreement for wave-tail of the 1/70 s current case and peaks 

of the 2/70 s current case. The disagreements of the voltages are caused since these models 

insufficiently consider or do not consider the wave attenuation characteristic along the tower. An 

inductive grounding impedance can be derived from the voltages computed by the conventional models 

(gradually decreasing grounding impedance can reproduce the 2/70 s voltage peaks). The use of 

inductive grounding impedance in some literature can be attributed to the insufficient implementation 

of the wave attenuation characteristic for the tower model, though the tower footing characteristic can 

be inductive or capacitive depending on the shape of the foundation and the soil characteristics. Table 

4.4 summarizes insulator voltages computed by 20 m, 200 m, and 1000 m of soil resistivity and 

each circuit model. The similar performance of each circuit model is derived for each soil resistivity 

case. 

Table 4.4 Insulator voltages computed by the FDTD method with various soil resistivity, e, and 

differences of those by each circuit model with adjusted tower footing resistance, Rgr. 

e [m] P. 
FDTD 

[V/A] 

Rgr 

[] 

TEM-

delay, 

% 

Rgr 

[] 

Simplified 

% 

Rgr 

[] 

Multistory 

124/124, % 

Rgr 

[] 

Multistory 

220/150, % 

20 

U 36.7, 23.8 

2 

–1, 2 

50 

 0, 38 

37 

–1, 23 

27 

0, 13 

M 33.4, 21.8  0, 4 17, 61 10, 39 3, 21 

L 29.4, 19.3  2, 6 35, 86 21, 56 6, 29 

200 

U 41.3, 29.5 

8 

–2, 0 

58 

–1, 31 

46 

0, 21 

35 

0, 11 

M 38.7, 28.0 –1, 1 14, 49 10, 34 3, 18 

L 35.0, 25.8  0, 2 30, 68 19, 47 5, 24 

1000 

U 56.1, 48.2 

32 

 1, 0 

84 

–1, 18 

72 

0, 12 

60 

 0,  6 

M 55.6, 48.9  1, 0 11, 29 7, 20 2, 10 

L 53.3, 47.9  2, 1 21, 39 14, 27 4, 13 

(xx, xx) in each cell denotes results computed by the (1/70 s, 2/70 s) triangular current, and (U, M, L) does 

(Upper, Middle, Lower) phases (P.). 
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Fig. 4.8 Insulator voltages generated by 30-kA peak 1-s and 2-s currents computed by the FDTD 

method (soil resistivity of 200 m) and each circuit model (adjusted tower footing resistance, Rgr). 

FDTD (a) TEM-delay (Rgr = 8 ) 

FDTD (b) Simplified (Rgr = 58 ) 

FDTD (c) Multistory 124/124 (Rgr = 46 ) 

FDTD (d) Multistory 220/150 (Rgr = 35 ) 
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The tower footing resistance derived by the TEM-delay model agrees with that computed by the 

theoretical formula. In [22], a formula for calculating tower footing resistance has been presented. The 

resistance of the one foundation of the tower, Rgr1, is derived by 

 1

4
ln 1 ,

2

gre
gr

gr gr

l
R K

l r





   
= −   

   

  (4.1) 

where lgr and rgr are the length and equivalent radius of the foundation, K is a parameter for considering 

the reduction of the resistance owing to the foundation bottom surface and set to 0.65 [22]. The 

equivalent radius rgr is calculated for setting the surface area of the foundation under the ground the 

same as the area of the equivalent cylinder. The following equation provides the total resistance of the 

four foundations. 
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where lD is the diagonal of the tower foot, and 4 is a parameter for considering the reduction of the 

tower footing resistance due to the four-paralleled tower foundations. According to these formulae, the 

tower footing resistance of the studied tower can be calculated as 0.60 , 6.0 , and 30  for 20 m, 

200 m, and 1000 m of soil resistivity. The resistances derived by the TEM-delay models, shown in 

Table 4.4, agree with those derived by the theoretical formula. On the other hand, the resistances derived 

by the other models are higher than those provided by the theoretical formula owing to the lower 

insulator voltages. 

4.2 Models of the Flashover and Transmission Line Surge Arresters 

4.2.1 Flashover model 

The FO across arcing horns has to be simulated for discussing the BFO phenomena at a transmission 

line. Several FO models have been presented. The models include: 

1) The simplest short-circuit model (the air gap part is short-circuited from the beginning of the 

simulation); 

2) Voltage switch model; 

3) Model based on a Voltage–time (V–t) crossover method [23]; 

4) Model based on a disruptive effect method [24], [25]; 

5) Model based on a leader progression method (LPM) [26]–[28]. 
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The model by the LPM can consider pre-discharge current and a leader developing process, whereas 

other models cannot consider them. The model by the LPM developed in [28] has an advantage 

compared to other models by the LPM because it has been developed to reproduce the measured 

breakdown characteristics of 1 m to 3 m rod-rod gaps by a short-tail lightning impulse. The short-tail 

lightning impulse is observed in the lightning-struck transmission tower as analyzed in this thesis. Other 

models have been developed based on the standard lightning impulse waveform. Using the model with 

the LPM for the short-tail lightning impulse, a multiphase BFO at an actual 154-kV transmission line 

was reproduced using EMTP [29]. The same model was also used for the BFO analysis of the 77-kV 

transmission line based on the FDTD method by modifying the model parameters for an arcing horn 

with a 0.65-m long gap [11]. 

The FO model by the V–t crossover method and the LPM were used in this thesis. Firstly, the 

LPM for short-tail lightning impulse developed in [28] is reviewed here. The LPM consists of formulae 

providing the leader onset condition, the leader developing process including the definition of the pre-

discharge current and the leader developing speed, and the leader stop condition. Each condition is 

different in each LPM model. The leader onset condition is given by the following equation [29]. 

 500gap gapV D    (4.3) 

where Vgap [kV] is the voltage of an air gap, and Dgap [m] is the air gap length. The pre-discharge current, 

the leader developing speed, and the average leader length, is respectively provided by 
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L LX vel dt=    (4.6) 

where IL [A] is the pre-discharge current, velL [m/s] is the leader developing speed, and XL [m] is the 

average leader length developed from both sides of the gap, respectively. The parameters were defined 

based on the experiment as follows: Q = 410 [C/m], K1 = 2.5 [m2/Vs], K2 = 0.42 [m2/Vs], and 

E0 = 750 [kV/m]. The equation (4.5) calculates the leader developing speed velL in case the leader 

length is shorter than Dgap/4. The parameters vel'L and E'0 are leader developing speed and the average 

electric field Vgap/(Dgap–2XL) immediately before the leader length exceeds Dgap/4. After the leader length 

exceeds Dgap/4, the parameters vel'L and E'0 are set as constant values, and the leader developing speed 

is calculated until the breakdown occurs by satisfying 
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The leader stop condition is provided by 
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The model parameters were modified to represent the FO in a 0.65-m long air gap used in the 

77-kV transmission line. A measured breakdown characteristic of a rod-rod gap [30] was utilized for the 

modification [11]. The simulation was performed by a circuit with a voltage source, a 200- linear 

resistor, and the FO model with the LPM. The voltage source outputs a triangular waveform with a 

wavefront duration of 1.5 s and wave-tail duration of 40 s, respectively [11]. Fig. 4.9 shows the 

measured V–t characteristic [30] and its simulation results by the LPM with the modified model 

parameter, K1 = 0.58 m2/Vs, and other parameters shown above. The FO model by the LPM with the 

optimized parameters can simulate both the negative and positive V–t characteristics with satisfactory 

accuracy. Note that the value of K1 used here is different from that used in [11], K1 = 0.70 m2/Vs, though 

the LPM with these parameters successfully reproduced the V–t characteristic there. The difference can 

be caused since the FDTD method was employed in [11], but the circuit analysis is used here. Note that 

the inflection point is observed at around 1.5 s due to the applied voltage waveform and the definition 

of the V–t curve. Although the FO voltage and time (a point of the V–t curve) of the wavefront FO 

(before 1.5 s in the present case) is straightforwardly determined by the voltage and time observed 

when the FO occurs, those of the wave-tail FO (after 1.5 s) is determined by the peak voltage, which 

is observed before the FO, i.e., is higher than the voltage at the FO, and the FO time. 

 

Fig. 4.9 V–t characteristic of FO models for the 0.65-m long air gap. 

In the FO model with the V–t crossover method, the V–t characteristic of the air gap is directly 

compared with the simulated voltage in every simulation time step. Once the simulated voltage exceeds 

the V–t characteristic, the FO model element is short-circuited directly or via inductance with a value of 

 measured, negative 

measured, positive 

LPM 

V–t crossover 
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1 H/m or some Ohms of resistance. In [23], a formula for V–t characteristic for air gaps by short-tail 

lightning impulse was proposed based on the measurement: 

 ( ) 0.5

10log ,FOV t At B t−= +   (4.9) 

where VFO(t) [MV/m] is the V–t characteristics of the model, A and B are parameters derived based on 

measurements. The parameters A and B were modified from 1.36 and 0.15 to 1.30 and 0.319 to reproduce 

the V–t characteristic of studying 0.65 m air gap. Fig. 4.9 showed the V–t characteristic of this FO model. 

4.2.2 Transmission line surge arrester model 

TLSAs have been installed in transmission lines due to their effectiveness in reducing lightning 

accidents. Externally gapped line arrester (EGLA) type TLSAs shown in Fig. 4.10 have been developed 

in Japan and installed. They comprise a zinc oxide (ZnO) element and a series air gap. The metal-oxide 

surge arrester has been developed firstly. Then that with an arcing horn has been developed with a high-

performance ZnO element with the optimized energy absorption rate [17]. The latter arcing-horn type 

can be directly replaced with the conventional arcing horn. Both TLSAs operate in the same manner, 

and in this thesis, the TLSAs were modeled by series-connected nonlinear resistance representing the 

characteristics of the ZnO element and the FO model by the LPM representing the FO across the air gap. 

           

               (a) Metal-oxide surge arrester         (b) Arcing-horn type metal-oxide surge arrester 

Fig. 4.10 Photograph of an EGLA type TLSAs 

(took at Kansai Transmission and Distribution, Inc., Joyo-Shisen Line, Kyoto, Japan). 

In [31], [32], it has been clarified based on measurements that the TLSAs can be modeled by 

series-connected nonlinear resistance and FO model. Measurements of breakdown characteristics of 66-

kV TLSAs for standard and short-tail lightning impulse voltage were performed. An arcing-horn type 

metal-oxide surge arrester was used in the measurements. It has been revealed that the ZnO element 

starts operation due to the leakage current just after applying the voltage and holds its residual voltage 
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before the time of the FO occurrence. Thus, the ZnO element and characteristics of FO can be 

independently modeled. No stray capacitor to determine the voltage division between the ZnO element 

and air gap is required. Following the finding, in this thesis, the TLSA was modeled by a series-

connected nonlinear resistance representing voltage–current (VI) characteristics of the ZnO element and 

FO model by the LPM representing the air gap. Note that the presented model does not consider other 

characteristics of the ZnO element, such as the hysteresis and the frequency-dependence of the VI 

characteristics. Note that in [11], the TLSA was modeled by this approach in the FDTD method, and in 

[33], the TLSA was modeled in circuit analysis by the series-connected nonlinear resistance representing 

ZnO element and FO model by the LPM based on the nonlinear resistance and inductance [34].  

The parameters of LPM for the TLSA model were adjusted so that the measured characteristics 

of TLSA for 77-kV lines [33] can be simulated. Fig. 4.11 shows an equivalent circuit of an impulse 

generator for measuring the transient response of a TLSA, and Fig. 4.12 shows the VI characteristics of 

the ZnO element of TLSA for the studied 77-kV transmission line [11], [33]. The nonlinear characteristic 

of the ZnO element was implemented into the circuit analysis by the piecewise linear approximation 

and the Newton-Raphson method. The gap length was 0.35 m. A voltage was applied by the impulse 

generator shown in Fig. 4.11, and the transient response of the TLSA was computed. 

The circuit model of the TLSA can reproduce the measured transient responses and the V–t 

characteristic of the TLSA. Fig. 4.13 shows the measured transient responses and the V–t characteristic 

of the TLSA [11], [33] and their simulation results. The pre-discharge current is generated before the 

FO occurrence. After the FO, the TLSA holds the residual voltage of the ZnO element. The circuit model 

also reproduces the measured V–t characteristic of the TLSA. Comparing the V–t characteristic of the 

TLSA and the arcing horn (rod-rod air gap) shown in Fig. 4.9, the TLSA operates in advance of the FO 

occurrence at the arcing horn. The parameters of the FO model by the LPM in determining the leader 

developing process are modified to K1 = 0.20 m2/Vs and E0 = 640 kV/m for the TLSA model. The FO 

model with original parameters yielded higher FO voltages than the measured characteristics, and hence 

those parameters were set smaller to lower the voltages.  
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Fig. 4.11 Equivalent circuit of an impulse generator for measuring transient responses of TLSAs 

[11], [33]. 
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Fig. 4.12 VI characteristics of a ZnO element of TLSA for a 77-kV transmission line [11], [33]. 

 

(a) Wavefront discharge 

 

(b) Wave-tail discharge 

Fig. 4.13 Transient response and V–t characteristic of a TLSA for 77-kV transmission line (the 

measured results are adapted from [33], this figure follows to the next page).  
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(c) V–t characteristic 

Fig. 4.13 Transient response and V–t characteristic of a TLSA for 77-kV transmission line (the 

measured results are adapted from [33], this figure is followed from to the previous page). 

4.3 Back-flashover Analysis 

BFO occurrences are analyzed and discussed in this section, referencing field observation results 

reported in the past. The observation was performed in the summer lightning season in Japan (June to 

September) on a 77-kV transmission line [2], [3]. In the summer lightning season in Japan, negative 

downward lightning mainly occurs. Note that coastal areas of the Japan Sea experience winter lightning, 

which comprises a relatively large number of positive or bipolar upward lightning with excessive current 

and charge initiated from tall grounded objects, such as transmission towers and wind turbines. The 

tower and line configuration are similar to that of the 77-kV transmission tower and line analyzed in 

Section 4.1. The characteristics of BFO occurrence, such as the effect of power frequency voltages on 

BFO phases including multiphase BFOs, and minimum currents for generating BFO, are revealed. The 

four transmission tower and line models evaluated in Section 4.1 were used in the analysis. The 

performance of each model for BFO analysis is also discussed. 

The BFO phases are heavily dependent on the power frequency voltage. Fig. 4.14 shows the 

measured BFO phases in one circuit of the line and simultaneous power frequency voltages in a total of 

15 events reported in [2], [3]. It shows a noticeable tendency of the BFO phases: a large portion of the 

BFOs was a double-phase back-flashover (2BFO), and most of the BFOs occurred in phases with 

positive power frequency voltage. The latter is because the negative lightning consists of a large portion 

of summer lightning. The followings are the descriptions of the specific features. At around 45, 135, and 

255 degrees, all three observed BFOs at each angle were 2BFO. One case of triple-phase back-flashover 

(3BFO) was observed at around 100 degrees, and it was probably caused by a lightning strike with a 

large current [2]. Two cases of single-phase back-flashover (1BFO) were observed at which the power-

frequency voltage was the maximum.  
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In transmission systems adopting high resistance grounding, such as HV transmission systems 

in Japan, the voltage drop of the fault phase comparing to the healthy state becomes noticeable by line 

to ground fault accompanied by the line short (2BFO or more) [35]. Thus, the occurrence characteristics 

of multiphase BFO are as important as the lightning fault rate (occurrence probability of single-phase 

BFO). The BFO occurrence, including multiphase BFO, is discussed using the circuit analysis models. 

 

Fig. 4.14 Back-flashover phases in one circuit of the line and simultaneous power frequency 

voltages observed at a 77-kV transmission line in summer-lightning season (adapted from [2]). 

4.3.1 Circuit analysis model for back-flashover analysis 

BFO analysis was performed using four circuit models discussed in Section 4.1. The models are 

described again. 

(i) TEM-delay tower model + TEM-delay line model (TEM-delay) 

(ii) Simplified tower model with constant surge impedance determined by Jordan’s formula  

+ frequency-dependent line model (Simplified) 

(iii) Multistory tower model with surge impedance of 124  determined by Jordan’s formula  

+ frequency-dependent line model (Multistory 124/124) 

(iv) Multistory tower model with 220/150  of surge impedance  

+ frequency-dependent line model (Multistory 220/150) 

Fig. 4.15 illustrates the entire circuit analysis model, and Table 4.5 summarizes the analysis conditions. 

In the circuit analysis, five towers were considered, and the voltage sources for modeling the power 

frequency voltages were connected to left- and right-most towers via multiphase matching circuits. The 

span length was set to 300 m. The studied line adopts the symmetrical phase rotation. The lightning 

channel impedance was set to 1000  –[39]. The tower footing was modeled by a 10- linear 

resistance, which is the mean value of the studied transmission line [3].  

1BFO 2BFO 3BFO 

Lower Middle Upper 
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Fig. 4.15 Circuit model for back-flashover analysis of 77-kV transmission line (the presence of 

cross-arms are not considered explicitly in the Simplified, Multistory 124/124, and Multistory 220/150 

model). 

Table 4.5 Analysis conditions for a back-flashover phenomenon at a 77-kV transmission line. 

Current waveform 
2/70 s triangular current or 

3.83/77.5 s double-peak current (negative polarity) 

Current peak Incremented by 1 kA 

Lightning channel impedance 1000  

Power frequency voltage Incremented by 15 degrees 

Phase rotation Symmetrical rotation 

Tower model 
TEM-delay, Simplified, 

Multistory 124/124, Multistory 220/150 

Line model TEM-delay or frequency-dependent line (e = 200 m) 

Flashover model LPM or V–t crossover method 

Tower footing model 10- linear resistor 

The TLSAs were not considered since they were not installed in the studied line when the BFOs 

shown in Fig. 4.14 were observed. The FO model described in Section 4.2 was inserted between the 

tower cross-arms and phase conductors for all phases. Note that the BFO simultaneously occurs at both 

sides of the line in the same phase in this analysis. The co-occurrence of the BFO is caused because the 

phase rotation is symmetrical, and the FO model does not consider the variation of FO voltage and the 

concurrent FO characteristics [40], [41]. The trend of BFO occurrence can be sufficiently discussed by 

the present FO model, while the inclusion of these FO characteristics enables further enhancement of 

the validity of the circuit analysis. Note that according to [2], the BFOs, including single to triple phase 

BFOs in one circuit of the line, occurred in both circuits of the same phase in six cases among eight 

cases of observed results. 
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The injected current waveform was the 2/70 s triangular current and a double-peak current 

waveform [42] with the negative polarity. The negative current was adopted since the negative lightning 

consists of a large portion of lightning in the summer lightning season in Japan. The 2/70 s triangular 

current is recommended for negative first stroke with peak current less than 50 kA in a Japanese 

guideline for evaluating the lightning performance of transmission lines [22]. The double-peak current 

waveform can represent the current waveform’s median characteristics observed at Mt. San Salvatore 

in Switzerland [43]. Table 4.6 summarizes the median parameters. The reproduced median 

characteristics include initial and final peak currents II and IF, front time of T10 and T30 (time between I10 

and I90 on the wavefront and that between I30 and I90, where the currents I10, I30, and I90 denote 10, 30, 

and 90% intercept along the stroke current waveshape), time to half value T50, average steepness through 

I10 and I90 intercepts, S10/90, and that through I30 and I90 intercepts, S30/90, and the maximum rate-of-rise 

of current along wavefront, Sm. The current is synthesized by the sum of Heidler’s function [44]: 
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Table 4.7 summarizes the model parameter of the double-peak current, I0k, 1k, 2k, and nk. Natural 

lightning generally has a concave shape in its wavefront part [37]. The double-peak waveform shown in 

Fig. 4.16 provided by (4.10) and parameters summarized in Table 4.7 can reproduce the concave 

characteristics.  

Table 4.6 Median parameters of negative first lightning observed at Mt. San Salvatore in 

Switzerland [37], [43]. 

Front and tail time [s] 

td10/90 (= T10/90/0.8) Equivalent linear wavefront duration of IF/S10/90  5.63 

td30/90 (= T30/90/0.6) Equivalent linear wavefront duration of IF/S30/90  3.83 

tm = IF/Sm  Equivalent linear wavefront duration of IF/Sm  1.28 

T50  Tail time to half value 77.5 

Steepness [kA/s] 

Sm  Maximum steepness 24.3 

S10  Instantaneous rate-of-rise of current at I10 2.6 

S10/90  Average steepness through I10 and I90 intercepts 5.0 

S30/90  Average steepness through I30 and I90 intercepts 7.2 

Peak current [kA] 

II  Initial peak current 27.2 

IF  Final (global) peak current 31.1 

II/IF (no unit) Ratio of initial and final peak current 0.9 
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Table 4.7 Parameters for double-peak lightning current waveform reproducing median parameters 

of negative first stroke observed at Mt. San Salvatore [42]. 

k I0k [kA] nk 1k [s] 2k [s] 

1 2.8 2 1.2 100 

2 4.8 3 3 100 

3 2.9 5 4.8 25 

4 4.1 7 6 60 

5 16.7 36 6.6 44 

6 11 2 100 600 

 

Fig. 4.16 The 2/70 s triangular current and the 3.83/77.5 s double-peak current for back-flashover 

analysis of a 77-kV transmission line. 

In the BFO analysis, the phase angle of the power frequency voltage was incremented by 15 

degrees. In every phase angle of the power frequency voltage, the minimum lightning current causing 

1, 2, 3BFO in one side of the line (2, 4, 6BFO in both sides of the line) was calculated. Note that in this 

section, the 1BFO in one side of the line (2BFO in both sides of the line) is mentioned as 1(2) BFO to 

discuss the observed results shown in Fig. 4.14. Accordingly, the 2BFO and 3 BFO in one side of the 

line are mentioned as 2(4) BFO and 3(6) BFO, respectively. The minimum lightning current was derived 

following the flowchart shown in Fig. 4.17. The current was basically incremented by 1 kA without 

changing the current waveform: the analysis did not consider a correlation between the current peak 

magnitude and the rate of rise. Though the correlation has been identified in the observation of natural 

lightning currents, it is noticeable in the high current lightning, such as 100 kA or higher [45]. The 

correlation will be considered in the lightning surge analysis of EHV transmission lines performed in 

Chapter 5. Note that the current was incremented by 0.2 kA if the designated number of BFO did not 

occur by the 1 kA incrimination. The computation of each minimum lightning current for each number 

of BFO at each phase angle (3 × 24 × (number of trials for searching the current, at least two)) becomes 

feasible by the circuit analysis method. The circuit analysis is executable in several seconds or less, 
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while the FDTD analysis requires longer than several hours to derive the 3-s transient response of a 

single tower shown in Section 4.1, for instance. 

Start

N-BFO, Imax, DI

Transient analysis

BFO-N1   N-BFO?

Imax = Imax–DI Imax = Imax+DI

Transient analysis Transient analysis

Yes

No

Imax: Peak of the current.

DI  : Increment step of the current peak. 

N-BFO: Number of BFOs to be derived.

BFO-N: Number of BFOs derived by the 

              transient analysis.

Output: Output of the transient analysis,

             such as the voltage waveforms.

BFO-N1, 

1st Output

BFO-Nk+1, 

k+1th Output

BFO-Nk+1 < N-BFO? BFO-Nk+1   N-BFO?

End
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No

BFO-Nk+1, 

k+1th Output

Imax+DI, BFO-Nk, 

kth Output

Imax, BFO-Nk+1, 

k+1th Output

Yes

No

 

Fig. 4.17 Flowchart for deriving minimum current causing N-phase BFOs. 
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4.3.2 Discussions on back-flashover characteristics 

A Back-flashover phases 

The observed BFO phases can be reproduced by the TEM-delay model and the Simplified model, partly 

reproduced by the Multistory 124/124 model. However, the Multistory 220/150 model cannot reproduce 

the BFO phases. Regarding the BFO occurrence, the BFO at phases with positive power frequency 

voltages is prioritized. Fig. 4.18 shows the BFO phases derived by each circuit model. The symbols for 

1(2) BFO and 2(4) BFO are shown above and below the corresponding power frequency voltages to 

provide better visibility. It should be noted that the BFO occurs every 15 degrees in the simulation results 

since the phase angle of the power frequency voltage was incremented by 15 degrees.  

Regarding the 1(2) BFO, the models except for the Multistory 220/150 model reproduce two 

cases of the observed BFOs shown in Fig. 4.14. The observed effect of the power frequency voltages on 

the BFO phases was that the BFO occurs at phases with positive power frequency voltage in the negative 

polarity lightning strike. From this viewpoint, circuit models except for the Multistory 220/150 model 

can roughly reproduce the observed characteristic. The Multistory 220/150 model cannot reproduce the 

effect of power frequency voltages since the upper-phase insulator voltage is much higher than the lower 

phase voltage, as shown in Table 4.3 in the previous section. The voltage difference among the phases 

is caused by the different surge impedances at the tower upper and lower parts. The different surge 

impedance represents the different voltages depending on the phases in the EHV/UHV transmission 

tower cases, as shown in Fig. 3.16 for instance. In the TEM-delay model and Multistory 124/124 model, 

the exceptions of the BFO phases depending on the power frequency voltage are observed around 

45 degrees and 135 degrees. The exception is caused because the voltages generated by the lightning 

current are the highest in the upper and the lowest in the lower phases in the studied tower, as shown in 

Fig. 4.4, Table 4.2, and Table 4.3.  

Regarding the 2(4) BFO, the Simplified model reproduces all of the measured BFO cases, and 

the TEM-delay model reproduces all cases except for one case of 2BFO observed at around 165 degrees. 

This observed 2BFO of middle and lower phases at 165 degrees can be reproduced by the TEM-delay 

model by assuming the tower footing resistance of 16  or current with a slower wavefront duration. 

Stochastic variation of FO voltage can also affect the BFO phases. Considering the above discussions, 

the TEM-delay model can still reproduce the effect of power frequency voltages on BFO phases. On the 

other hand, the Multistory 124/124 model and Multistory 220/150 model cannot reproduce in total four 

cases of 2BFOs observed at around 135 degrees and 165 degrees. 

In the observed BFO phases shown in Fig. 4.14, most BFOs occurred in the phases with the 

positive power frequency voltage. Thus, the effect of power frequency voltages may be interpreted as 

“when negative lightning strikes, the BFO occurs at phases with positive power frequency voltages, but 

it does not occur at phases with the negative voltage.” However, the BFOs occur at phases with negative  
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Fig. 4.18 BFO phases generated by the 2/70 s triangular current and simultaneous power frequency 

voltages computed by each circuit model. 
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power frequency voltage, as shown in Fig. 4.18, depending on the current magnitude as introduced in 

the next section. The effect of the power frequency voltage can be interpreted as “the BFO occurrence 

at phases with positive power frequency voltages is prioritized, but it can occur at phases with the 

negative voltage.” The effect of power frequency voltages on BFO phases can be considered by the 

TEM-delay and Simplified model as discussed above. The Multistory 124/124 model can roughly 

consider the effect, but it cannot be considered by the Multistory 220/150 model owing to the use of 

different surge impedance at the upper and lower part of the tower. 

B Variations of critical current 

The minimum lightning current causing BFOs, namely, critical current, states a variation depending on 

the power frequency voltages. The variation resulted in the observed characteristics of BFO described 

at the beginning of this section: the 2BFO in one circuit of the line consists large portion. The probability 

of the critical current can explain this characteristic. Among the four circuit models, the TEM-delay 

model well supports the characteristics, while others partly support or do not support them. Note that 

the validity of the critical currents will be discussed in the next section.  

The critical current significantly depends on the power frequency voltages. Fig. 4.19 shows the 

currents derived by each circuit model. The current magnitude is quite different in each model, but a 

similar dependence on the power frequency voltages is derived. A general trend for the critical current 

can be described as follows: at a phase angle where a smaller current can cause 1(2) BFO, a larger 

critical current is required to cause 2(4) BFO, and vice versa. The same trend is observed in relation 

between the 2(4) BFO and 3(6) BFO. 

The variation can be explained by the relation of power frequency voltages, insulator voltages, 

and the resultant leader development. This characteristic is discussed taking the 255 degrees case as an 

example. Fig. 4.20 shows voltages across the insulator strings and average leader lengths for 2(4) BFO 

derived by the TEM-delay model. At this phase angle, the difference of the critical current between the 

1(2) BFO and 2(4) BFO is slight, and that of the 2(4) BFO and 3(6) BFO is significant in all circuit 

models. As shown in Fig. 4.20 (a), the upper- and middle-phase voltages are almost the same, and the 

lower phase voltage is lower than those owing to the power frequency voltages. Thus, the critical 

currents causing 1(2) BFO and 2(4) BFO have no significant difference (–20 kA and –22 kA for the 

TEM-delay model). The lower-phase insulator voltage is still low, and the development of the leader 

does not start at which the BFOs occur at the upper and middle phases, as shown in Fig. 4.20 (b). Hence, 

a much higher current (–59 kA for the TEM-delay model) is required for generating the 3(6) BFO. A 

similar explanation can be given for other BFOs with each power frequency angle. The relation of power 

frequency voltages, insulator voltages, and the resultant leader development causes the variation of the 

critical current depending on power frequency voltages and the number of BFO phases shown in Fig. 

4.19. 
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Fig. 4.19 Minimum currents causing 1(2)–3(6) phase BFOs depending on simultaneous power 

frequency voltage angles computed by each circuit model. 

(a) TEM-delay 

(b) Simplified 

(c) Multistory 124/124 

(d) Multistory 220/150 
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Fig. 4.20 Insulator voltages and average leader length simulated by the TEM-delay model in the 

case of 255 degrees of power frequency voltage angle, 2(4) BFO, and –22 kA current injection. 

A different variation of critical current is derived by each model owing to the different insulator 

voltages generated in case FO and power frequency voltages are not considered. For example, the critical 

current for 3(6) BFO derived by the Simplified model has three peaks at around 30, 150, 270 degrees. 

At these angles, the power frequency voltages of the middle, upper, and lower phases are lowest, 

respectively, and thus the high current is required for causing 3(6) BFO. The critical current for 3(6) 

BFO derived by the other models has two peaks at around 30 and 270 degrees. The peak at around 

150 degrees is diminished since the upper phase insulator voltage is the highest without the power 

frequency voltages as shown in Fig. 4.4 and Table 4.3 in Section 4.1.3, and thus the upper-phase insulator 

voltage becomes as high as the middle- and lower-phase insulator voltages in case the power frequency 

voltage is considered. 
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(b) Average leader length 
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The probability of the critical current can explain the measured characteristics of the BFO phases, 

especially that derived by the TEM-delay model. Fig. 4.21 shows the probability of the critical current 

derived by the statistical distribution of negative first stroke current recommended in Japan [17].  
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As mentioned at the beginning of Section 4.3, three BFOs were observed at each power frequency phase 

angle of 45, 135, and 255 degrees, and all of them were the 2BFO in one circuit of the line. This result 

means that the probability of the 2BFO is relatively high at these phase angles. The TEM-delay model 

supports this characteristic, but other models support it weakly or do not support it. The probability 

derived by the TEM-delay model is discussed with the observed BFO phases. As shown in Fig. 4.21, at 

45, 135, and 255 degrees, the probabilities of 1(2) BFO and 2(4) BFOs are almost the same, and those 

of 2(4) BFO and 3(6) BFO are far different. For instance, at 255 degrees, the probabilities for 1–3(2–

6) BFOs are 64%, 59%, and 14%, respectively. At 135 degrees, the probabilities derived by the TEM-

delay model are 59%, 54%, and 39%. The 1BFOs in one circuit of the line were observed at around the 

phase angles of 90 and 195 degrees, as shown in Fig. 4.14. As shown in Fig. 4.21, the difference of the 

probability between 1(2) BFO and 2(4) BFO is relatively significant. For instance, at 195 degrees, the 

probabilities for 1(2) BFO and 2(4) BFO are 64% and 41%, respectively. A 3BFO in one circuit of the 

line was observed at around 105 degrees. The computed probability of 3(6) BFO is relatively high and 

close to that of 2(4) BFO: 44% for 3(6) BFO and 48% for 2(4) BFO. As discussed, the probabilities 

derived by the TEM-delay model support the observed characteristics of BFO phases. 

The other three circuit models partly support or do not support the observed characteristics of 

BFO phases. The Simplified model reproduced all observed BFO phases. Probabilities derived by this 

model also support the observed phases, except for the probability derived in 255 degrees. The 

Multistory 124/124 and 220/150 models have reproduced 2(4) BFO phases at around 45 degrees and 

255 degrees. The probability derived at 255 degrees supports the observed BFO phase, but the 

probability derived at around 45 degrees supports weakly, especially in the Multistory 220/150 case. 

In summary, although the number of referenced BFOs is not so large and the lightning strike is 

a purely stochastic event, the probabilities of BFOs derived by the TEM-delay model well support the 

observed characteristics of BFOs as discussed above. Other models, namely the Simplified model, 

Multistory 124/124 model, and Multistory 220/150 model, partly support or do not support the 

characteristics. The variation of the critical current and resultant probability is caused by the relation of 

the power frequency voltage, insulator voltage, and the resultant leader development. The validity of the 

critical current is discussed in the next section. 
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Fig. 4.21 Probabilities of minimum currents causing 1(2)–3(6) phase back-flashovers depending on 

simultaneous power frequency voltage angles computed by each circuit model. 
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C Validity of critical current 

The critical currents derived by the TEM-delay model are lower than the observed currents causing 

BFOs reported in the past, but those derived by other models are higher than the observed ones. The 

critical current derived by the circuit analysis has to be lower than the observed current causing BFOs 

to reproduce them. In other words, the TEM-delay model can generate valid insulator voltages, while 

others generate smaller insulator voltages. Thus, the lightning fault rate can be underestimated by the 

existing transmission tower and line models. The validity is discussed based on the observed BFOs and 

lightning current in [2] and observed BFOs and operations of TLSAs reported in [46], which were 

reproduced using the FDTD method in [11]. The validity is also discussed based on the estimation of 

the lightning fault rate performed in [1]. 

Three cases of BFOs reported in [2] are introduced. The BFOs were observed, and peak currents 

were estimated by current sensors installed at an OHGW and tower foot. In the first case, the tower top 

was struck by lightning having a peak current of –30 kA when the simultaneous power frequency angle 

was about 270 degrees. The BFOs occurred at the upper and middle phases of one side and the middle 

phase of the other side of the line (case (i), 2(3) BFO, 270 degrees, –30 kA). In the second case, the mid-

span of an OHGW was struck by lightning having a peak current of –56 kA when the power frequency 

angle was about 100 degrees. The BFOs occurred in all six phases (case (ii), 6BFO, 100 degrees, –

56 kA). In the third case, also the mid-span of the OHGW was struck by lightning having a peak current 

of –35 kA when the power frequency angle was about 135 degrees. The BFOs occurred at the middle 

and lower phases on both sides of the line (case (iii), 4BFO, 135 degrees, –35 kA).  

The TEM-delay model yields lower critical currents than the observed currents causing BFOs, 

but the other three models yield higher currents than the observed ones. Table 4.8 summarizes the three 

cases of the observed events mentioned above and the corresponding critical current derived by each 

model. The currents for cases (ii) and (iii) were calculated by considering the lightning strike to the mid-

span of the OHGW in accordance with [2]. To reproduce the observed BFO phenomenon, the critical 

current derived by the circuit analysis has to be lower than the measured peak current. The critical 

currents derived by the Simplified, Multistory 124/124, and Multistory 220/150 model for each angle 

for each BFO are higher than the corresponding measured current peaks, respectively, though the 2/70 s 

triangular current waveform is relatively severe. The existing models cannot reproduce the observed 

BFOs owing to the lower insulator voltages. In contrast, the critical currents derived by the TEM-delay 

model are lower than the reported currents in all cases, and the critical current for 3(6) BFO for cases 

(i) and (iii) are higher than the observed currents. Thus, the TEM-delay model can reproduce the BFOs.  

Note that in some literature, lightning channel impedance less than 1000 , such as 400 , has 

been recommended or utilized [5], [16], [17]. If the lightning channel impedance less than 1000  is 

employed, the critical current becomes even higher due to the lower current flowing into the tower. It 

results in further differences between the observed currents and critical currents derived by the 
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conventional models. The inclusion of nonlinearity of tower footing characteristics and corona discharge 

in OHGWs also increases the critical current magnitude because these characteristics lower the insulator 

voltages. These characteristics can influence the BFO occurrence in other cases, however. 

Table 4.8 Observed BFO phase number and current magnitude presented in [2] and critical 

currents derived by each circuit model, unit in kAa. 

Case N-BFO 
Angle 

[degree] 

Observed 

[2] 

TEM-

delay 

Simpli- 

fied 

Multistory 

124/124 

Multistory 

220/150 

i 2(3) BFO 270 –30 –26 –61 –48 –53 

ii 6BFO 100 –56 –50 –106 –65 –67 

iii 4BFO 135 –35 –31 –72 –61 –54 

a Case (i) is the lightning strike to the tower top, and the critical currents for 2(4) BFO are shown. The cases (ii) 

and (iii) are the lightning strike to the mid-span of an OHGW, and the currents for 3(6) BFO and 2(4) BFO 

derived by the mid-span lightning are shown. 

The validity of the circuit models, including the tower and line models, FO model, and TLSA 

model, is further discussed by referencing the observed BFO phenomenon, including the operations of 

TLSAs reported in the past. The TEM-delay model reproduces the operation of TLSAs and BFO 

occurrence with the valid lightning current, which was used in the FDTD analysis of the same event 

reported in the past. However, the Multistory 124/124 model requires about twice the higher current for 

reproducing the observed phenomenon. 

In [46], a BFO phenomenon in an actual 77-kV transmission system was observed. The tower 

height was about 40 m, and three TLSAs were installed in one circuit of the line. Lightning struck the 

tower top when the power frequency voltage was about 60 degrees. All three TLSAs operated (operation 

of lower phase TLSA was not observed but estimated to be operated), and BFOs occurred at the upper 

and lower phase of the TLSA-uninstalled line. In the same paper, the observed BFO was simulated using 

ATP. In the ATP analysis, the multistory tower model represented the tower, and the constant-parameter 

line model represented the transmission line. A current with a –35 kA peak was injected into the tower 

top. This model did not reproduce the observed BFO, and it was concluded that the induction current 

from the lightning channel should be considered to increase the insulator voltages.  

Later in [11], the observed BFOs and operations of TLSAs were reproduced by the FDTD 

method. Besides, the analysis accurately simulated measured current waveforms at an OHGW and tower 

leg. A current waveform shown in Fig. 4.22 was injected into the tower top through a lightning channel 

model represented by a resistor-inductor loaded vertical conductor in the analysis. The equivalent 

impedance of the lightning channel model was ranging from 900  to 1500 . 

The BFO phenomenon was analyzed using the circuit models and current waveform shown in 

Fig. 4.22. Three TLSAs were installed in one circuit, and the TEM-delay model and the Multistory 

124/124 model were used. The tower footing resistance was set to 40  following ref. [46].  
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Fig. 4.22 Injection current for lightning surge analysis of the 77-kV transmission line with three 

TLSAs used in [11]. 

Fig. 4.23 shows the analyzed voltages of TLSAs (ARU, ARM, and ARL) and arcing horns (AHU, 

AHM, and AHL). The three TLSAs are operated, and BFOs occur in upper and lower phases in the 

simulation using the TEM-delay model, as observed in [46]. However, the simulation by the Multistory 

124/124 model cannot reproduce the BFO at the upper phase and the operation of TLSA at the middle 

phase since the Multistory 124/124 model generates lower insulator voltages. Consequently, the 

induction current from the lightning channel had to be considered to increase the insulator voltages. 

Note that the insulator voltages are determined by the difference of the cross-arm voltages and the phase 

conductor voltages as provided (2.11) in Chapter 2: the induction current raises the phase conductor 

voltages in opposite polarity of the cross-arm voltages. 

The Multistory 124/124 model requires a peak current of 70 kA in minimum to reproduce the 

observed results, while the TEM-delay model requires 38 kA in minimum to reproduce them. The 

Multistory 124/124 model requires a much higher current to reproduce the observed results due to 

ignorance of non-TEM characteristics, especially in the transmission line. When the BFO occurs at one 

phase, the voltages of other phases drop due to the mutual coupling from the BFO occurred phase. The 

voltage significantly drops if the model does not consider the non-TEM characteristics of transmission 

lines, namely the gradual rise of the mutual surge impedance with time and the time delays among lines 

corresponding to the separation distances. As is evident from Fig. 4.22, the voltages computed by the 

Multistory 124/124 model drop significantly and rise gently after the operations of TLSAs and the 

occurrence of the FO at the lower phase having no TLSA. These discussions stand even when the 

multistory tower model can reproduce the insulator voltages of lightning-struck transmission tower 

generated without considering the FO and power frequency voltages. 

This simulation shows the validity of the TEM-delay tower and line model, the FO model, and 

the TLSA model. Note that induction from the lightning channel does exist, and its effect on the insulator 
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voltages of the lightning-struck tower is implicitly included in the TEM-delay model. Therefore, further 

discussion is required to analyze lightning surges intruding substations because the induction can 

 

(a) TEM-delay model 

 

(b) Multistory model 

Fig. 4.23 Arcing horn (AHU, AHM, and AHL) and TLSA (ARU, ARM, and ARL) voltages of a 77-kV 

transmission line with 40-kA peak current shown in Fig. 4.22. 

significantly influence voltages at the substation entrance [47]. The induced voltage (vertical electric 

field) from the lightning channel and the traveling voltages along the incoming conductors generated by 

BFOs can have the opposite polarity. 

The validity of the critical current is further discussed by referencing the estimation results of a 

lightning fault rate. In [1], lightning fault rates of 66- and 77-kV transmission lines were computed by 

the multistory tower model, whose surge impedance was computed by Jordan’s formula. This model 

corresponds to the Multistory 124/124 model. The FO across arcing horn was modeled by the V–t 

crossover method, and the TLSA was modeled by the nonlinear resistance and the FO model by the V–

t crossover method. The injection current was the 2/70 s triangular current. The computed result was 

ARL, ARU operation AHL, AHU flashover 

ARM operation 

ARL, ARU operation AHL flashover 
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compared with the experienced fault rate. Note that in computing lightning fault rates, the installation 

and arrangement of TLSAs and lightning activity depending on the studied period were considered by 

the method presented in the paper. The estimated lightning fault rate was 40% lower than the experienced 

one in the summer lightning season, while that was almost the same in the winter lightning season.  

The deviation of the estimated and experienced fault rate in the summer lightning season can be 

attributed to the use of the multistory tower model because the model yields the lower insulator voltage, 

as discussed in this chapter, in addition to the modeling of the FO of arcing horns and TLSAs by the V–

t crossover method pointed out in [1]. Note that the performance of the FO model by the V–t crossover 

method will be discussed in the next section. The discussions will clarify that the single-phase BFO can 

be sufficiently analyzed by the V–t crossover method, while the multiphase BFOs cannot be done. It can 

be interpreted that the lightning fault rate in the winter lightning season could have been successfully 

estimated because the current peak magnitude is higher than the summer lightning, and the lightning 

strike essentially causes the BFOs. The presented TEM-delay model and the FO models have the 

potential of precise estimation of the lightning fault rate in all seasons. 

The validity of the critical current derived by the circuit analysis has been shown by referencing 

the observed and analyzed BFO phenomena reported in the past and the estimation results of the 

lightning fault rate. Every critical current derived by the TEM-delay model is lower than the measured 

ones, and hence the observed BFOs can be reproduced. The TEM-delay model has also reproduced the 

measured BFOs and operations of TLSAs. The result and discussions validate the circuit model of the 

tower, line, FO, and TLSA. The insulator voltages computed by the existing circuit models can be lower 

than the actual voltages. Further study is required for discussing lightning surges intruding substations, 

in which the electromagnetic induction from the lightning channel can have a significant influence. 

D Impact of FO model on the BFO occurrence 

The performance of the FO model by the V–t crossover method and the LPM is compared and evaluated. 

The transmission tower and line were represented by the TEM-delay models. The 2/70 s triangular 

current waveform was injected. In the results, a similar critical current for single-phase BFO can be 

derived by the FO model by the V–t crossover method and the LPM since both models represent similar 

V–t characteristics. However, the occurrence of multiphase BFOs can be underestimated by the V–t 

crossover method due to the ignorance of the leader developing process. Therefore, the V–t crossover 

method can be utilized to estimate the BFO rate (occurrence of the 1BFO) if the FO model by the LPM 

is not available, but this method is not recommended for the multiphase BFO analysis. 

BFO phases derived using the V–t crossover method and LPM are shown in Fig. 4.24. The results 

with the V–t crossover method roughly reproduce the observed characteristics of BFO phases depending 

on the power frequency voltage. Fig. 4.25 and Fig. 4.26 show the critical currents and their probabilities 

derived by each FO model. Regarding the 1(2) BFO, the currents derived by both models are almost the 
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same since both models have almost the same V–t characteristic, as shown in Fig. 4.9. Therefore, the 

occurrence probability of 1(2) BFO, a lightning fault rate in other words, can be evaluated by the V–t 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.24 BFO phases derived by circuit analysis using the FO model represented by the V–t 

crossover method and the LPM. 

 

Fig. 4.25 Minimum currents causing N-phase BFO derived by circuit analysis using the FO model 

represented by the V–t crossover method and the LPM. 
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Fig. 4.26 Probability of minimum currents causing N-phase BFO derived by circuit analysis using 

the FO model represented by the V–t crossover method and the LPM. 

crossover method as accurately as done by the LPM. A particular leader onset condition considering the 

effect of the power frequency voltages needs not to be considered as long as the triangular waveform 

represents the current since its wavefront rises instantly.  

Different characteristics are derived by each model regarding the variation of the critical currents 

for 2(4) BFO and 3(6) BFO. The currents derived by the V–t crossover method have a flat variation 

compared to those derived by the LPM. The difference of the critical current variation can be attributed 

to the consideration of the leader developing process. Fig. 4.27 shows the insulator voltages derived by 

both FO models in 135 degrees in the 2(4) BFO case. Since the leader development is considered in the 

LPM, BFOs can occur continuously at the wave-tail. On the other hand, the continuous BFO in wave-

tail cannot occur in the V–t crossover method due to the ignorance of the leader developing process. In 

this case, when the BFO occurs at one phase, insulator voltages of phases at which the BFO has not yet 

occurred drop significantly, and hence a higher current is required to occur the BFO in those phases, as 

shown in Fig. 4.27 (b). As a result, the critical currents derived by the V–t crossover method are little 

affected by the power frequency voltages and become much higher than those derived by the LPM.  

If the V–t crossover method is used for multiphase BFO analysis, the validity of the critical 

currents should be carefully examined. For the reliable multiphase BFO analysis with the V–t crossover 

method, its V–t characteristic should be modified depending on the BFO occurrence, such as lowering 

the FO voltage as the BFO occurs at one phase. The same discussions can be applied to the modeling of 

TLSAs by the nonlinear resistance and the FO model by the V–t crossover method. Note that the critical 

currents for 2(4) BFO at 90–120 degrees and for 3(6) BFO at 330 degrees are much smaller than other 

cases with the same number of BFOs. The smaller critical currents are derived because the BFOs in 

different phases occur (insulator voltages cross the V–t curve) within the time delay of mutual coupling 

from the first BFO phase to the second BFO phase. 
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Fig. 4.27 Insulator voltages derived by circuit analysis using the FO model represented by the V–t 

crossover method and the LPM in 135 degrees, 2(4) BFO. 

E Impact of a lightning current waveform on the BFO occurrence 

The impact of a lightning current waveform on the BFO occurrence is discussed. The 2/70 s triangular 

and the 3.83/77.5 s double-peak current shown in Fig. 4.16 were used. It will be shown that both 

currents can yield similar BFO characteristics. The analysis was performed using the TEM-delay models.  

The critical currents and their probabilities are shown in Fig. 4.28. Note that each current 

waveform yields the same BFO phases except for the upper and middle phase BFO in 330 degrees in 

the double-peak current. The critical currents derived by both waveforms have similar characteristics, 

but the magnitude derived by the double-peak current is about 10% higher than those derived by the 

triangular current. Fig. 4.29 shows the insulator voltages and injected current in the case of double-peak 

current injection. The steep-rising part of current after around 6 s increases the insulator voltages, and 

BFO occurs subsequently. The steep-rising part is responsible for the occurrence of the BFO, and the 

2/70 s triangular current well approximates the double-peak current waveform. Note that the use of the 

3.83/77.5 s triangular current, whose wavefront is determined by the T30/90/0.6 of the median parameter 

[48], requires about 10% higher critical current than that derived by the 3.83/77.5 s double-peak current. 

Thus, in case the lightning current is approximated by the triangular current waveform, the rising part 

(a) V–t crossover method, –43 kA 

(b) LPM, –25 kA 
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shorter than T30/90/0.6, such as the average of T30/90/0.6 and tm, equivalent wavefront corresponding to 

the maximum rate of rise introduced in Table 4.6, should be adopted (see Fig. 4.30).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.28 Critical currents for N-phase BFOs and their probabilities derived by the TEM-delay 

model with the 2/70 s triangular current and the 3.83/77.5 s double-peak current. 

          

Fig. 4.29 Insulator voltages and injection current in the case of the 3.83/77.5 s double-peak current, 

255 degrees, 2(4) BFO. 
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Fig. 4.30 The 3.83/70 s double peak current and its approximation by the triangular current with 

three types of front durations. 

4.3.3 Performance of each circuit model for the back-flashover analysis 

The performance of each circuit model for BFO analysis is summarized. For BFO analysis of HV 

transmission lines, the TEM-delay transmission tower and line models with the FO model represented 

by the LPM perform the best among other existing models. The BFO characteristics derived by these 

models, including the BFO phases and critical currents, well support the observed results reported in the 

past. However, other transmission tower models and FO models have some drawbacks, and the lightning 

fault rate can be underestimated. 

The existing tower models, including the Simplified model with constant surge impedance, the 

multistory tower model with surge impedance derived by Jordan’s formula (Multistory 124/124), and 

the multistory tower model with surge impedance of 220  and 150  (Multistory 220/150), require 

higher critical current for single to multiphase BFOs. These models require higher currents since the 

insulator voltages are lower than the actual voltages. As a result, the lightning fault rate calculated by 

these models can be smaller than actual values. For example, in [1], it was reported that the multistory 

model with surge impedance derived by Jordan’s formula provided a 40% smaller lightning fault rate 

than that of actually experienced one in the summer lightning season. Regarding the BFO phase, the 

Simplified model can reproduce the observed effect of power frequency voltages. However, the insulator 

voltage derived by this model is the lowest among the existing tower models, and thus the lightning fault 

rate can be underestimated most significantly. 

The FO model by the V–t crossover method and the LPM provide a similar lightning fault rate 

as long as both models have similar V–t characteristics, though the LPM is suitable for analyzing 

multiphase BFOs. In case the FO model by the V–t crossover method is utilized to multiphase BFO 

analysis, a higher current is required for causing BFOs since the leader developing process is not 

considered. The FO model with LPM, which considers the leader developing process, is suitable for 

Double-peak 
current 

Current with tm  
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multiphase BFO analysis. Note that the inclusion of the stochastic nature of the FO voltage and 

concurrent FO characteristics should be further discussed in the LPM model.  

The 2/70 s triangular current and the 3.83/77.5 s double-peak current, representing the 

wavefront characteristics of the natural lightning current, provide similar critical currents. This is 

because the steep rising part is responsible for the BFO occurrences. In case the lightning current is 

simplified to the triangular current, the rising time shorter than the T30/90/0.6 should be adopted since the 

steep rising part in the natural lightning current is responsible for the occurrence of the BFO. 

In summary, the TEM-delay transmission tower and line model with the FO model represented 

by the LPM performs best for analyzing single to multiphase BFOs. Other models can underestimate 

the lightning fault rate or the occurrence of multiphase BFOs.  

4.4 Conclusions 

This chapter has evaluated the BFO characteristics of a 77-kV transmission line using circuit analysis 

models. The BFO phases and minimum current causing each number of BFO are significantly dependent 

on the power frequency voltages. The discussions on BFO phases and characteristics of minimum 

currents casing the BFOs have revealed that the TEM-delay tower and line model perform much better 

than the existing transmission tower and line models. The FO model by the LPM is suitable for analyzing 

multiphase BFOs, while the single-phase BFO can be sufficiently analyzed by both the V–t crossover 

method and the LPM.  

Primarily to the BFO analysis, the insulator voltages have been further evaluated considering the 

tower footing characteristics by the FDTD method and circuit analysis models without the BFO 

phenomenon. The existing circuit models yield lower insulator voltages than those yielded by the FDTD 

method owing to the lower surge impedance and the lack or insufficient implementation of the wave 

attenuation characteristics along the tower. The experimental conditions for deriving multistory tower 

models could have affected these aspects. The TEM-delay model yields almost the same insulator 

voltages as the FDTD analysis yields, and the tower foundation can be modeled by a lumped linear 

resistance.  

The BFO characteristics depending on the power frequency voltages have been identified by the 

BFO analysis especially using the TEM-delay tower and line models with the FO model by the LPM 

optimized for HV transmission systems. The BFO primarily occurs at phase with the positive power 

frequency voltage in case the negative lightning strikes, while there is a probability of the BFOs at the 

phases with the negative voltages. The probability of the critical current derived by the TEM-delay 

model supports the observed BFO phases. The BFO phenomenon accompanied by the operations of 

TLSAs has also been successfully reproduced by the TEM-delay model and the TLSA model with the 

nonlinear resistance and FO model by the LPM. Regarding the existing tower and line models, the BFO 
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phases can be partly reproduced by some models. However, the critical currents derived by them are 

higher than the observed values owing to the lower insulator voltages. In order to reproduce the BFOs, 

the critical current has to be lower than the observed values. Thus, the lightning fault rate can be 

underestimated by the conventional transmission tower and line models.  
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5 Performance Analysis of Transmission Line Surge 

Arresters 

The installation of the TLSAs started around 1990. Since then, TLSAs, including metal-oxide surge 

arresters and those of arcing horn type, and fault current interrupting arcing horns, have been rapidly 

installed due to their effectiveness in reducing lightning faults [1]. The performance analysis of TLSAs 

is indispensable for achieving cost-effective installations.  

The performance of TLSAs for reducing lightning accidents has been analyzed to determine the 

installation strategy. The analyzed aspects include the installation of TLSAs for every tower and every 

two or three towers, installation phases, the effect of tower footing resistance on the TLSAs effectiveness, 

and the absorbed energy of TLSAs [2]–[8], for instance. In these analyses, the power frequency voltages 

have been neglected or fixed in general. However, the voltages can significantly influence the BFO 

occurrences because the operations of the EGLA type TLSAs are initiated by the FO across the air gap. 

In this thesis, the effect of power frequency voltages and TLSAs operations on the BFO occurrence can 

be precisely analyzed because the presented models can consider the non-TEM characteristics of the 

lightning-struck transmission tower and line as well as the leader development in air gaps of TLSAs and 

arcing horns.  

This chapter discusses the TLSAs effectiveness in reducing the lightning fault rate in HV and 

EHV transmission lines using the TEM-delay transmission tower and line models and the model of the 

TLSAs represented by the nonlinear resistance and the FO model by the LPM. The analysis was 

performed considering the power frequency voltages and the multiphase BFOs. The several 

arrangements of TLSAs were considered, and their effectiveness was clarified. In addition, the effect of 

the power frequency voltages on the BFO occurrence was analyzed. 

5.1 Performance Analysis of TLSAs for HV Transmission Lines 

5.1.1 Analysis conditions and cases 

The BFO analysis was performed for a vertical double-circuit HV transmission line, including: 

1) a TLSA uninstalled line; 

2) a line with three TLSAs in one circuit of the line; 

3) lines with five TLSAs (no TLSA in one of the six-phase conductors). 

The second case arrangement, the installation of three TLSAs in one circuit of the line, is adopted for 

avoiding the double-circuit fault. The third case arrangement, the installation of five TLSAs, is adopted 

for further reducing lightning-related accidents. In the third case, three types of TLSA arrangement were 

considered: the TLSA was not installed for the upper, middle, or lower phase. The effectiveness of the 
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second and third case arrangements is discussed based on comparing the TLSA-uninstalled line. Note 

that the installation of six TLSAs best performs to decrease the lightning accidents since the occurrence 

of the BFO is avoided by the TLSAs. However, the absorbed energy by the lightning with excessive 

charge can become more significant in the installation of six TLSAs than that of five TLSAs. The 

installation of five TLSAs is sometimes adopted for this reason [3], [6]. 

The studied tower and line were the same as those studied in Chapter 4. Fig. 5.1 illustrates a 

circuit analysis model, and Table 5.1 summarizes circuit analysis conditions. The TEM-delay tower 

model with cross-arms represented the transmission tower. The different cross-arm voltages can be 

considered by this tower model. The TEM-delay line model represented the 300-m transmission line, 

the FO at the arcing horn was represented by the model by the LPM, and the TLSA was represented by 

the series-connected nonlinear resistance and the FO model by the LPM.  

In each line with each TLSA arrangement, the following analyses were performed: 

1) Calculation of the critical current causing N-phase BFOs without the power frequency voltages; 

2) Calculation of the critical current causing N-phase BFOs with considering the power frequency 

voltages (in lines with symmetrical and asymmetrical phase rotations). 

The phase angle of the power frequency voltage was incremented by 15 degrees. The comparison of the 

critical currents derived with and without the power frequency voltages can reduce the number of 

analyses. Suppose the effect of the power frequency voltages on the critical current is negligible or 

relatively low. In that case, the calculation of the lightning fault rate can be simply performed without 

the voltages. The 2/70 s triangular current was injected and incremented by 1 kA to derive the critical 

current. The tower footing resistance was set to 10 . 
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Fig. 5.1 Circuit model for BFO analysis of an HV transmission line for evaluating the performance 

of TLSAs using TEM-delay transmission tower and line models. 
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Table 5.1 Analysis cases and conditions for lightning surge analysis of an HV transmission line 

considering the TLSAs. 

Current waveform 2/70 s triangular current (negative polarity) 

Current peak Incremented by 1 kA 

Lightning channel impedance 1000  

Power frequency voltage Incremented by 15 degrees 

Phase rotation Symmetrical and asymmetrical rotations 

Tower model TEM-delay tower model with cross-arms 

Line model TEM-delay line model 

FO model Model by the LPM 

TLSA model 
Series connected nonlinear resistance and 

FO model by the LPM 

Number of TLSAs 0, 3, 5: no TLSA is installed at the upper, middle, or lower phases 

Tower footing model 10- linear resistor 

5.1.2 Back-flashover phases and critical currents derived by each arrangement 

A TLSA-uninstalled line 

A similar critical current for 1BFO (lightning fault rate) and 2BFO (occurrence of the temporary voltage 

drop) are derived in both the symmetrical and asymmetrical phase rotation lines. Further, the power 

frequency voltages on 1BFO and 2BFO are negligible in the TLSA uninstalled line. The effect of the 

power frequency voltages on the BFO phases is similar in both phase rotations: the BFO occurrence at 

phases with positive power frequency voltages is prioritized, but it can occur at phases with the negative 

voltage, as discussed in Section 4.3.2. Note that the probability of severe accidents, including BFOs in 

four to six phases, can be higher in the symmetrical phase rotation line since each phase has the same 

power frequency voltages at both circuits.  

The BFO phases are shown with the simultaneous power frequency voltages in Fig. 5.2. Note 

that in the symmetrical phase rotation line (Fig. 5.2 (a)), the 2BFO and 4BFO phases are shown above 

and below the corresponding power frequency voltages to provide better visibility. In the asymmetrical 

phase rotation line (Fig. 5.2 (b-1–b-5)), the BFO phases and power frequency voltages in the first and 

second circuits are shown above and below the corresponding voltages. A similar effect of the power 

frequency voltages on the BFO phases is derived in both phase rotation lines: the BFO firstly occurs in 

phases with the positive power frequency voltages owing to the injection of current with negative 

polarity; however, the BFO can occur in phases with the negative power frequency voltages. The BFO 

occurs in both circuits simultaneously in the symmetrical phase rotation line due to the FO model’s 

assumption. The BFOs basically occur in each circuit at different timing in the asymmetrical phase 

rotation line, except for some simultaneous BFO occurring in the middle phase and other phases. The 

power frequency voltages are the same in both circuits at the middle phase, for instance. The 

consideration of the stochastic variation of the FO voltage or the concurrent FO characteristic can further 
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(a) Symmetrical phase rotation 

 

(b-1) Asymmetrical phase rotation, 1BFO 

 

(b-2) Asymmetrical phase rotation, 2BFO 

Fig. 5.2 BFO phases derived in the TLSA uninstalled HV transmission line 

(this figure follows to the next page). 

2BFO       4BFO 

Lower Middle Upper 

Upper Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

Upper Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 
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(b-3) Asymmetrical phase rotation, 3BFO 

 

(b-4) Asymmetrical phase rotation, 4BFO 

 

(b-5) Asymmetrical phase rotation, 5BFO 

Fig. 5.2 BFO phases derived in the TLSA uninstalled l HV transmission line 

(this figure is followed from the previous page). 

Upper Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

Upper Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

Upper Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 
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enhance the validity of the BFO analysis. Nevertheless, the present FO model by the LPM can discuss 

the general trend of the BFOs. 

Similar critical currents are derived for 1BFO and 2BFO by both phase rotation lines, but those 

for the large number of BFOs are higher in the asymmetrical phase rotation line. Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 

show the currents and their probabilities. The critical current for 2BFO derived in the symmetrical phase 

rotation line and that for 1BFO and 2BFO derived in the asymmetrical phase rotation line are similar 

values, ranging from 20 kA to 30 kA.  

Regarding the large number of BFOs, namely, 4BFO to 6BFO, the critical current derived in the 

asymmetrical phase rotation line is higher than those derived in the symmetrical phase rotation line. In 

the asymmetrical phase rotation line, the power frequency voltages for upper and lower phases are 

different in both circuits of the line. Thus, the BFOs basically occur at different timing in different phases. 

The occurrence of BFOs drop insulator voltages of phases, where the BFO has not yet occurred, and a 

higher current is required for the occurrence of BFOs at those phases. However, the power frequency 

voltages are the same for all phases in both circuits in the symmetrical phase rotation line, and hence the 

simultaneous BFO occurs with a lower current. If the concurrent FO characteristic is considered, the 

number of BFO phases in the symmetrical phase rotation line can become rather lower. 

The critical currents for 1BFO and 2BFO derived without the power frequency voltages and the 

mean of those derived with the voltages are similar in the TLSA uninstalled line. Table 5.2 summarizes 

critical currents and their probabilities derived with and without the power frequency voltage. The mean 

and minimum critical currents in all 24-phase angle cases, Icc-mean and Icc-min, and their probabilities are 

shown for the simulation case with the power frequency voltage: 

 ( )
1

, min .cc mean cck cc min cck

kAng

I I I I
N

− −= =   (5.1) 

Similar critical currents for 1BFO are derived with and without the power frequency voltages 

because the magnitude of the power frequency voltage, about 60 kV, is less than about 10% of the FO 

voltage of the 0.65 m air gap (higher than around 500 kV depending on the voltage waveform, see Fig. 

4.9 for the V–t characteristics). The 1BFO corresponds to the lightning fault rate, and the 2BFO in HV 

transmission lines adopting high resistance grounding corresponds to the occurrence of the temporary 

voltage drop [3], [9]. If the mean probability of those events is discussed, the power frequency voltages 

can be neglected. As mentioned previously, the critical current for multiphase BFOs in the asymmetrical 

line case is higher than those derived in the symmetrical line case and the case without the power 

frequency voltage.  
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Fig. 5.3 Critical currents causing N-phase BFOs and their probability derived in the TLSA-

uninstalled HV transmission line with symmetrical and asymmetrical phase rotations.  

2BFO       4BFO      6BFO 

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO    4BFO       5BFO    6BFO 

(a-1) Critical current, symmetrical 

(a-2) Critical current, asymmetrical 

(b-1) Probability of critical current, symmetrical 

(b-2) Probability of critical current, asymmetrical 
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Table 5.2 Minimum current Icc in kA causing N-phase BFOs at the TLSAs uninstalled HV 

transmission line and its probability a. 

Number of  

BFOs 
bw/o AC 

bwith AC, 

symmetrical phase rotation 

with AC,  

asymmetrical phase rotation 
cmean cmini cmean cmini 

1 — — — –21 (61) –20 (64) 

2 –23 (57) –22 (59) –21 (61) –24 (54) –21 (61) 

3 — — — –28 (46) –24 (54) 

4 –27 (48) –29 (44) –24 (54) –35 (35) –27 (48) 

5 — — — –42 (26) –34 (36) 

6 –39 (29) –46 (22) –30 (42) –57 (15) –46 (22) 

a probability of the minimum current is shown in the parenthesis. 
b for with and without AC (power frequency voltages), symmetrical phase rotation case, 1, 2, 3, BFOs are empty 

since BFOs occur in both circuits simultaneously due to the limitation of the FO model. 
c “mean” provides the mean current of the 24 cases of phase angles for the power frequency voltages, and “mini” 

provides the minimum current among them. 

B Three TLSAs installed line 

Characteristics of BFO phases, the dependency of the critical current, and its probability on the power 

frequency voltage of the three TLSAs installed lines are similar to those in the TLSA uninstalled 

symmetrical rotation line. The minimum critical current derived considering the power frequency 

voltages is relatively smaller than those derived without considering the voltages. Thus, the power 

frequency voltage should be considered if the lightning fault rate is discussed based on severe conditions. 

Fig. 5.4 shows the BFO phases, critical currents, and probabilities of the currents derived in the 

three TLSAs installed line. Note that the 1BFO and 2BFO phases are shown above and below the 

corresponding power frequency voltages for providing better visibility. The BFO phases are identical in 

both phase rotation lines, and they are similar to those derived in the TLSA uninstalled symmetrical 

phase rotation line (see Fig. 5.2 (a)). Further, the critical currents and their probabilities derived in both 

phase rotation lines are similar, and their variations are as well similar to those derived in the TLSA 

uninstalled symmetrical phase rotation line except for the 1BFO dependency on the power frequency 

voltages (see Fig. 5.3 (a-1) and (b-1)). Similar variations are derived because the BFO characteristics of 

the TLSA uninstalled circuit in line with three TLSAs are determined by the same power frequency 

voltages in the TLSA uninstalled symmetrical phase rotation case. Note that the probability of 1BFO 

derived in the three TLSAs installed lines is about 20% smaller than that derived in the TLSA-

uninstalled line. This aspect is closely related to the TLSA effectiveness and will be summarized and 

discussed in Section 5.1.3. 

The power frequency voltage significantly influences the magnitude of the critical current. The 

currents and their probabilities derived with and without considering the power frequency voltages are 

summarized in Table 5.3. In the three TLSAs installed line, the difference of critical currents and their  
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(a) BFO phases (BFO phases are identical in both phase rotation cases) 

 

(b) Critical current 

 

(c) Probability of critical current 

Fig. 5.4 BFO phases, critical current, and probability of the critical current derived in the three 

TLSAs installed HV transmission line in both phase rotation cases. 
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probabilities derived with and without the power frequency voltages are larger even in the 1BFO case. 

For instance, the maximum probability for 1BFO considering the power frequency voltages is more than 

10% higher than that without the voltages. The difference is attributed to the operations of TLSAs. Even 

in 1BFO cases, the TLSAs have been operated before the BFO occurrence of arcing horns at the phases 

without the TLSA (Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.13 provided V–t characteristics of the FO across the arcing horn 

and the TLSA, respectively). The FO at the air gap of the TLSA initiates its operation. Thus the 1BFO 

in the three TLSAs installed line can be interpreted as the multiphase BFOs, and the power frequency 

voltages strongly influence the occurrence of the BFOs as was in the multiphase BFOs in the TLSA 

uninstalled line case. The power frequency voltages should be considered in the three TLSAs installed 

line with both phase rotation cases if the lightning fault rate is discussed based on severe conditions. 

Table 5.3 Minimum current Icc in kA causing N-phase BFOs in the three TLSAs installed HV 

transmission line and its probability a. 

Number of  

BFOs 
w/o AC 

with AC, 

symmetrical phase rotation 

with AC, 

asymmetrical phase rotation 
bmean bmini bmean bmini 

1 –27 (48) –24 (53) –22 (59) –24 (54) –21 (61) 

2 –31 (41) –34 (36) –27 (48) –34 (36) –25 (52) 

3 –47 (21) –52 (18) –34 (36) –51 (18) –35 (35) 

a probability of the minimum current is shown in the parenthesis. 
b “mean” provides the mean current of the 24 cases of phase angles for the power frequency voltages, and “mini” 

provides the minimum current among them. 

C Five TLSAs installed line 

BFO occurs at the phase without the TLSA in the five TLSAs installed line. The minimum critical 

current derived considering the power frequency voltages is lower than those derived without 

considering the voltages. Thus, the power frequency voltage should be considered in case the lightning 

fault rate is discussed based on severe conditions. Regarding the TLSA arrangement, uninstallation for 

the lower phase is the most effective as long as the tower footing resistance is less than 40 .  

The critical current derived by the five TLSAs installed lines depends on the power frequency 

voltages and the phase without the TLSA: the uninstallation for the lower phase performs the best. Fig. 

5.5 shows the currents and their probability derived in each TLSA arrangement. In the figure, legends 

“AHU,” “AHM,” and “AHL” indicate the results for each case where the TLSA is not installed for the 

upper, middle, and lower phases, respectively. The critical current heavily depends on the power 

frequency voltages even for the 1BFO since this 1BFO can be interpreted as the multiphase BFOs, as 

discussed in the three TLSAs installed line case. The variations correspond to the variations of the power 

frequency voltages. For instance, for no TLSA at the lower phase case, the maximum and minimum 

critical current are derived around 270 degrees and 90 degrees, respectively, where the power frequency 

voltages for the lower phase are the minimum and the maximum. Among the three arrangements, the 
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highest critical current is observed if the lower phase has no TLSA. In other words, this arrangement 

most effectively reduces the probability of a lightning fault. 

 

(a) Critical current 

 

(b) Probability 

Fig. 5.5 Critical current and probability of the critical current derived in the five TLSAs installed 

HV transmission line in both phase rotation cases (AHU, AHM, and AHL provide results for cases that 

the TLSA is not installed for upper, middle, and lower phases, respectively). 

The dependence of the critical current on the TLSA arrangement can be attributed to the insulator 

voltages derived without the power frequency voltages, FOs, and TLSAs. Fig. 5.6 shows the insulator 

voltages generated by the 1-A peak 2/70 s and 5/70 s triangular currents for tower footing resistance 

of 10  and 40 , respectively. In the tower footing resistance of 10  cases, the lower phase voltage 

is the lowest among the three phases. Hence, the TLSA uninstallation for the lower phase is the most 

effective than the others. The voltage of each phase depends on the tower footing impedance and the 

wavefront duration. In the studied tower case, the TLSA uninstallation for the upper or middle phases 

can be more effective than that for the lower phase with a higher tower footing resistance than 40 , as 

shown in Fig. 5.6. The TLSA uninstalled phases should be carefully determined based on the 
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characteristics of the insulator voltages depending on the shape of the tower and the tower footing 

characteristics. 

In Table 5.4, the critical current derived with and without considering the power frequency 

voltages are summarized. As mentioned, the highest critical current is obtained if the lower phase has 

no TLSA, and hence this arrangement most effectively lowers the probability of the lightning fault. The 

maximum probability of the 1BFO derived considering the power frequency voltages is more than 20% 

higher than that derived without considering the voltages. The power frequency voltages should be 

considered in case the lightning fault rate is evaluated by the most severe conditions. 

 

Fig. 5.6 Insulator voltages of an HV transmission tower with tower footing resistance of 10  and 

50  generated by the 1-A peak 2/70 s and 5/70 s triangular currents. 

Table 5.4 Minimum current Icc in kA causing N-phase BFOs in the five TLSAs installed HV 

transmission lines and its probability a. 

TLSA uninstalled 

phase 
w/o AC 

with AC, 

symmetrical phase rotation 

with AC, 

asymmetrical phase rotation 
bmean bmini bmean bmini 

Upper  (AHU) –29 (44) –30 (42) –22 (59) –30 (42) –21 (61) 

Middle (AHM) –36 (33) –37 (32) –23 (57) –37 (31) –24 (54) 

Lower  (AHL) –48 (21) –47 (22) –31 (41) –47 (21) –30 (42) 

a probability of the critical current is shown in the parenthesis. 
b “mean” provides the mean current of the 24 cases of phase angles for the power frequency voltages, and “mini” 

provides the minimum current among them. 

D Discussion on the reductions of BFO analysis cases 

The following BFO analysis conditions are recommended considering the computation time and 

analysis outcome as discussed above. 

1. TLSA uninstalled line 

The power frequency voltages can be neglected since a similar critical current for single and 

double-phase BFO can be derived with and without the voltages. 

Upper 
Middle 
Lower 

Solid:  10  
Dashed: 40  2/70 s 
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2. Three TLSAs and five TLSAs installed lines 

The power frequency voltages should be considered in case the lightning fault rate is evaluated 

by the severe condition but can be neglected if it is evaluated by the average condition. 

One can determine the calculation cases depending on the acceptable lightning fault rate or the 

importance of the studied transmission line. 

Note that the analysis with the power frequency voltage provides the critical current variations. 

The severe condition for lightning fault can be derived by considering the relation of FO voltage, power 

frequency voltage, and insulator voltages calculated without the power frequency voltages and FOs.  

The followings describe severe conditions for the studied transmission line. The upper, middle, 

and lower phase insulator voltages are higher in this order in the studied case. In line with three TLSAs, 

the 1BFO occurs with the lowest critical current at around 300 degrees (see Fig. 5.4), where the upper 

phase voltage becomes the highest owing to the power frequency voltage. In the same line, the 2BFO 

occurs with the lowest critical current at around 255 degrees (also see Fig. 5.4), where the upper and 

middle phase voltages become the highest and almost the same at the BFO occurrence due to the power 

frequency voltage. In the five TLSAs installed line with the uninstallation for the lower phase, the 1BFO 

occurs with the lowest critical current at around 60 degrees (see Fig. 5.5). The insulator voltage of the 

lower phase becomes highest at this phase angle due to the power frequency voltage. The conditions can 

vary depending on the insulator voltage characteristics. 

E Discussion on the absorbed energy 

The absorbed energy to cause the arrester failure due to the negative first lightning needs not to be re-

considered in the BFO by the presented model. The absorbed energy of the TLSAs in three TLSAs and 

five TLSAs installation cases was calculated with a 2/70 s triangular current with a peak of 300 kA. 

The power frequency voltages were not considered. The maximum absorbed energy is less than about 

30 kJ in both cases. Since the rated energy for arcing-horn type TLSAs is 150 kJ and that for the metal-

oxide type TLSAs is 300 kJ [6], the TLSAs can deal with the energy due to the negative lightning with 

the excessive current. Note that the arcing-horn type fails due to direct lightning with 14 kA, for instance.  

The presented models provide the precise estimation of the BFO occurrence. The BFOs 

definitely occur in case the TLSAs fail by the lightning with the excessive current and charge, and such 

phenomena can be analyzed with the conventional models. In such excessive current with high peak and 

long duration cases, the shape of foundations, the soil ionization, the frequency dependence of the soil 

parameters, and resultant tower footing characteristics can significantly influence the absorbed energy.  

5.1.3 Discussions on the TLSA arrangement and effectiveness 

From the viewpoint of reducing the BFO occurrence, the installation of five TLSAs is more efficient 

than installing three TLSAs. Table 5.5 summarizes the critical current and its probability causing 1BFO 
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and 2BFO depending on the TLSA installation. The table provides the critical current derived without 

considering the power frequency voltage. The 1BFO occurrence, in other words, the lightning fault rate, 

can be reduced to 84% and 37% of the TLSA uninstalled line by three and five TLSAs, respectively. In 

[3], it has been reported that 1BFO occurrence was reduced by about 60% by installing three TLSAs 

and about 30% by installing five TLSAs in an actual HV transmission line. The 2BFO, in which the 

voltage drop becomes noticeable in the HV transmission line, can be reduced to 71% and 0% by three 

and five TLSAs, respectively, compared to the TLSA uninstalled line. Considering the lightning fault 

rate and the occurrence of 2BFO, the installation of five TLSAs is more efficient than installing three 

TLSAs. However, it should be noted that the installation of three TLSAs avoids the double-circuit fault. 

One can determine the TLSA arrangement accomplishing the desired lightning fault rate based on the 

analysis conditions recommended in Section 5.1.2.D. 

Table 5.5 Critical current and its probability causing 1BFO (lightning fault rate) and 2BFO (rate 

of temporary voltage drop) depending on the TLSA installation in the HV transmission line without 

the power frequency voltage a.  

Number of TLSAs 
1BFO 2BFO 

Icc [kA] F(Icc), % Icc [kA] F(Icc), % 

0 –23 57 (1.00) –23 57 (1.00) 

3 –27 48 (0.84) –31 41 (0.71) 

5 (AHL) –48 21 (0.37) — — (0) 

a In parenthesis, relative probability, [probability of TLSA of each case] / [probability of TLSA-uninstalled case], 

is provided. 

5.2 Performance Analysis of TLSAs for EHV Transmission Lines 

5.2.1 Analysis conditions and cases 

The BFO analysis was performed for a vertical double-circuit EHV transmission line, including: 

1) a TLSA uninstalled line; 

2) a line with three TLSAs in one circuit; 

3) lines with two TLSAs (two types of TLSA arrangement). 

Fig. 5.7 illustrates the studied 64-m high EHV transmission tower and line and the arrangement of the 

TLSAs. For the two TLSAs installed lines, two types of the TLSAs arrangement were considered: the 

installation for the upper and middle phase of the second circuit (ARU2M2) and that for the upper phase 

of both circuits (ARU1U2). The installation of three TLSAs for one circuit of the line is adopted for 

avoiding the double-circuit fault as done in the HV transmission line case [6]. The installation of two 

TLSAs is adopted in line with a multiphase auto-reclosing [6]. In the multiphase auto-reclosing, the 

reclosing can be performed at least two phases with different power frequency angles are in a healthy 
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power transmission state [10]. Note that in EHV transmission lines with direct grounding, the voltage 

drop of the fault phase comparing to the healthy state is noticeable even in the single-phase BFO. 
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Fig. 5.7 Configuration of the studied EHV transmission tower and arrangement of the TLSAs. 

Fig. 5.8 illustrates a circuit analysis model, and Table 5.6 summarizes circuit analysis conditions. 

The transmission tower was represented by the TEM-delay tower model with cross-arms considering 

the mutual coupling among the cross-arms, the TEM-delay line model represented the 400-m 

transmission line, the model by the LPM represented the FO at the arcing horn, and the TLSA was 

represented by the series-connected nonlinear resistance and FO model by the LPM. The gap length of 

the arcing horn was set to 2.65 m, and the FO was modeled by the LPM with the constants presented in 

[11], [12]. Note that the FO characteristics depending on the polarity were not considered since the 

leader onset condition provided by (4.3) was used. The gap length of the TLSA was set to 1.5 m. The 

model by the LPM also represented the FO across the gap of the TLSA. Fig. 5.9 shows the VI 

characteristics of the ZnO element. The V–t characteristics of the FO and the TLSA model were 

computed by an impulse generator equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5.10, and Fig. 5.11 shows the derived 

characteristics. The TLSAs operate before the occurrence of BFOs at the phases without the TLSAs. 

In each line with each TLSA arrangement, the following analyses were performed: 

1) Calculation of the critical current causing N-phase BFOs without the power frequency voltages. 

2) Calculation of the critical current causing N-phase BFOs with considering the power frequency 

voltages (in line with the asymmetrical phase rotation). 

The phase angle of the power frequency voltage was incremented by 15 degrees. The tower foot was 

modeled by a 10- linear resistor. 
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Fig. 5.8 Circuit model for BFO analysis of an EHV transmission line for evaluating the 

performance of TLSAs using TEM-delay transmission tower and line models. 

Table 5.6 Analysis cases and conditions for lightning surge analysis of an EHV transmission line 

considering the TLSAs. 

Current waveform 

5/70 s triangular current, 

waveform presented by Javor and Rancic considering the 

correlation of the current peak and the steepness 

Current peak 
Incremented by 1 kA for current lower than 150 kA 

and 10 kA for current higher than 150 kA 

Lightning channel impedance 1000  

Power frequency voltage Incremented by 15 degrees 

Phase rotation Asymmetrical rotation 

Tower model 
TEM-delay tower model with cross-arms considering 

mutual coupling among cross-arms 

Line model TEM-delay line model 

FO model Model by the LPM 

TLSA model 
Series connected nonlinear resistance and 

FO model by the LPM 

Number of TLSAs 0, 3, 2: ARU2M2, ARU1U2 

Tower footing model 10- linear resistor 
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Fig. 5.9 VI characteristics of the ZnO element of a TLSA for the EHV transmission line [1]. 

0.026 F

300 H

400 

7713  1000 pF
Arcing horn

or

TLSA model

400 

2.9 mH

 

Fig. 5.10 Equivalent circuit model of an impulse generator for deriving breakdown characteristics of 

the arcing horn and TLSA for the EHV transmission line [11]. 

 

Fig. 5.11 V–t characteristics of the FO across the arcing horn and the TLSA of the studied EHV 

transmission line. 
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Two types of current waveforms were used for the BFO analysis: the 5/70 s triangular current 

and current waveforms determined by the function and method presented by Javor and Rancic [13], 

considering the correlation between the peak current magnitude and the steepness [14] (mentioned as 

“correlated” in the abbreviated form). The 5/70 s triangular current has been used in the lightning fault 

rate analysis for current higher than 50 kA in Japan [15]. The latter current waveforms were adopted to 

consider the correlation between the maximum rate of rise and the peak current magnitude. The 

correlation is noticeable in the high current region, which causes the BFOs in EHV/UHV transmission 

lines. In [14], a correlation formula has been presented based on the observation of lightning currents at 

the top of transmission towers. The following formula represents the relation between the first peak 

current and front duration for linearly rising waveform defined by (first peak amplitude) / (maximum 

rate of rise) [14]: 

 ( )1.31exp 230f mt I=   (5.2) 

where tf [s] is the front duration corresponding to the maximum rate of rise, and Im [kA] is the current 

magnitude. The correlation coefficient between these parameters is 0.983. Fig. 5.12 shows the 

correlation. 

 

Fig. 5.12 Correlation between the peak current magnitude and front duration for linearly rising 

wavefront defined by (first peak amplitude) / (maximum rate of rise) [14]. 

The maximum rate of rise and the current peak magnitude were determined based on (5.2) and 

represented by the current waveform function presented in [13]. Though there are other functions for 

expressing the channel base current [16]–[18], this function waveform was adopted because its 

waveshape can be determined by the small number of the constants considering the maximum rate of 

rise. The following is the current waveform function. 
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Among the constants in (5.3), tm provides the time of the peak current value, a determines the 

characteristics of the rising part, and b determines the characteristics of the falling part. The maximum 

rate of rise of the current expressed by (5.3) is calculated by: 

 ( )
1

max

1 1
exp 1 , at 1 .

a

m
m

m

Idi
a a t t

dt t a a

−

   
= − = −   

   
  (5.4) 

The peak current time tm for determining the current waveshape was set to 35 s, and the constant a was 

determined based on (5.4) for each current peak magnitude Im for satisfying (5.2).  

The current waveforms considering the correlation with peak magnitude ranging from –50 kA 

to –200 kA are shown in Fig. 5.13 as an example. As is evident from the normalized waveform shown 

in Fig. 5.13 (b), the current with a higher peak magnitude has slower rising characteristics. Note that the 

time to half value at the wave-tail was set to around 75 s by setting b = 0.8 (time to half value at the 

wave-tail generally does not affect the BFO occurrence, though). Also, note that each current waveform 

was shifted so that each waveform had the same rising point at t = 0 s. For the current with a magnitude 

higher than 200 kA, the same waveform as 200 kA was employed, not the waveform with the rising part 

determined by (5.2), considering the application limit of the correlation equation. Table 5.7 summarizes 

the current peak magnitude, constant a, equivalent wavefront duration tf, and the maximum rate of rise 

Sm. The current magnitude for deriving critical current was incremented by 1 kA for current lower than 

150 kA and 10 kA for that higher than 150 kA. If this current incrimination did not yield the designated 

number of BFOs, the current was incremented by the lower step. 

Table 5.7 Peak current Im, constant, equivalent wavefront tf, and maximum rate of rise Sm of 

current waveforms determined by the function and method presented by Javor and Rancic [13] 

considering the correlation of the peak magnitude and the steepness [14]. 

Im [kA] a tf [s] Sm [kA/s] 

50 1208 1.63 30.7 

75 967.9 1.82 41.3 

100 774.7 2.02 49.4 

125 619.7 2.26 54.4 

150 495.4 2.51 59.6 

175 395.7 2.80 62.4 

200 315.7 3.12 64.0 
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(a) Original waveforms 

 

(b) Normalized waveforms for comparing wavefront characteristics 

Fig. 5.13 Current waveforms determined by the function and method presented by Javor and Rancic 

[13] considering the correlation of the peak magnitude and the steepness [14]. 

5.2.2 Back-flashover phases and critical currents derived by each arrangement 

A TLSAs uninstalled line 

In the TLSAs uninstalled EHV transmission line, BFO phases and critical current show a similar 

dependency on the power frequency voltages derived in the TLSAs uninstalled HV transmission line. 

Also, the same effect of the power frequency voltages on the BFO phase as in the HV transmission line 

case is derived: the BFO occurrence at phases with positive power frequency voltages is prioritized. 

However, a much higher critical current is required to cause BFOs in the EHV transmission line case 

owing to its longer air gap. The power frequency voltage has a relatively small influence on the 

occurrence of 1BFO. 

The BFO phases derived by the 5/70 s triangular current are shown in Fig. 5.14. Similar BFO 

phases are derived by the current waveform determined by the function and the method presented in 

[13], considering the correlation between the peak magnitude and the steepness. Note that the voltages 

Im = –50 kA 

Im = –200 kA 

Im = –50 kA 

Im = –200 kA 
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of the first and second circuits are shown above and below the corresponding voltages to provide better 

visibility. The BFO occurs at phases with positive power frequency voltages since the negative current 

is injected. The effect of the power frequency voltage on the BFO phases is the same in the HV and 

EHV transmission lines. Note that in the EHV transmission line case, the BFO occurs at the lightning-

struck side (the first circuit in the present analysis case) due to the difference of insulator voltages 

depending on the strike side. 

 

(a) 1BFO 

 

(b) 2BFO 

Fig. 5.14 BFO phases derived in the TLSA-uninstalled EHV transmission line derived by the 

5/70 s triangular current (this figure follows to the next page). 

Upper Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

Upper Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

Upper 

Upper 
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(c) 3BFO 

 

(d) 4BFO 

 

(e) 5BFO 

Fig. 5.14 BFO phases derived in the TLSA-uninstalled EHV transmission line derived by the 

5/70 s triangular current (this figure is followed from the previous page). 

Upper Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

Upper Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

Upper,  

Middle 

Upper,  

Middle 

Upper Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

Upper, 

Lower 
Middle 
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The critical current derived by the 5/70 s triangular current is much higher than that derived by 

the current determined based on the Javor and Rancic function considering the correlation between the 

peak magnitude and the rate of rise. Fig. 5.15 shows the critical currents and their probabilities. The 

probability is derived by the log-normal distribution presented in [14], a median peak current of 29 kA 

and dispersion of 0.28, and the distribution was applied to the whole current magnitude. The much 

higher current for the 5/70 s triangular current is derived owing to the slower wavefront and the lower 

rate of rise. For instance, the current rate of rise of 150-kA peak 5/70 s triangular current is 30 kA/s 

while that of the correlated current is 60 kA/s, according to (5.2). The selection of current waveforms 

and the validity of the critical current should be discussed based on the comparison between the 

simulation and observation. The ratio between the critical current for 1BFO and multiphase BFOs is 

more prominent in the current with the correlation than the 5/70 s triangular current because the 

wavefront becomes longer in the higher current magnitude. For instance, the ratio in average between 

critical currents for 1BFO and 6BFO in the 5/70 s triangular current is 2.9, while that in the correlated 

current is 4.6. The variation of critical current depending on the power frequency voltage is similar in 

both current waveforms. The highest probability of lightning fault (1BFO) is derived around 330 degrees. 

Around this phase angle, the upper phase insulator voltage of the first circuit (lightning struck side) 

becomes maximum due to the power frequency voltage. 

Table 5.8 summarizes the critical current derived with and without considering the power 

frequency voltages by both current waveforms. A similar critical current, and thus the similar lightning 

fault rate, can be derived with and without considering the power frequency voltages. The same 

discussions on the FO voltage and the maximum value of the power frequency voltage in the HV 

transmission line case can be applied here. The power frequency voltage is negligible if the lightning 

fault rate is not discussed in severe conditions. The effect of the power frequency voltage is significant 

in the multiphase BFO cases in the EHV transmission line case as well. 

Table 5.8 Minimum current Icc in kA causing N-phase BFOs at the TLSAs uninstalled EHV 

transmission line and its probability a. 

Num. of 

BFOs 

w/o AC 

5/70 s 

w/o AC 

Correlated 

with AC, 5/70 s with AC, Correlated 
b mean b min b mean b min 

1 –152 (0.51)  –98 (2.94) –158 (0.43) –150 (0.54)  –90 (3.88)  –85 (4.77) 

2 –170 (0.30) –111 (1.87) –184 (0.21) –170 (0.30) –111 (1.85)  –95 (3.29) 

3 –180 (0.23) –115 (1.63) –212 (0.10) –180 (0.23) –133 (0.91) –110 (1.93) 

4 –260 (0.03) –180 (0.23) –271 (0.03) –220 (0.08) –183 (0.21) –123 (1.25) 

5 –340 (0.01) –260 (0.03) –351 (0.01) –260 (0.03) –270 (0.03) –170 (0.30) 

6 –430 (0.00) –350 (0.01) –492 (0.00) –390 (0.00) –410 (0.00) –300 (0.01) 

a probability of the minimum current is shown in the parenthesis. 
b “mean” provides the mean current of the 24 cases of phase angles for the power frequency voltages, and “mini” 

provides the minimum current among them.  
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Fig. 5.15 Critical currents causing N-phase BFOs and their probability derived in the TLSA-

uninstalled EHV transmission line with the asymmetrical phase rotation.  

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO    4BFO       5BFO    6BFO 

(a-1) 5/70 s current, critical current 

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO    4BFO       5BFO    6BFO 

(a-2) Correlated, critical current 

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO    4BFO       5BFO    6BFO 

(b-1) 5/70 s current, probability 

(b-2) Correlated, probability 1BFO       2BFO      3BFO 
4BFO       5BFO    6BFO 
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The occurrence of BFOs with a quite high current can be negligible. In [19], it has been shown 

that the theoretical maximum lightning current is about 300 kA in temperate regions and 450 kA–500 kA 

in the tropics. Thus, the BFO generated by the current higher than these extreme values is negligible. 

The maximum current reported in [14] was 130 kA, where 120 cases of negative first lightning were 

observed at the top of transmission towers in Japan. Therefore, lightning with a peak current higher than 

about 130 kA is quite rare in the negative lightning in Japan. A much higher current has been observed 

in winter lightning regions and caused a lightning fault of transmission lines [20], [21]. Even in these 

regions, the maximum current observed as of today is 340 kA [22] (the higher current has been estimated 

by lightning location systems (LLSs), though). This discussion on the maximum current should also be 

applied to the critical current derived in the TLSAs installed line cases discussed in the next section. 

B Three TLSAs installed line 

In the three TLSAs installed EHV transmission line, characteristics of BFO phases, the dependency of 

the critical current, and its probability on the power frequency voltage are similar to those in the TLSA 

uninstalled HV transmission line with the symmetrical rotation, which was discussed in Section 5.1.2.A. 

The minimum value of the critical currents derived considering the power frequency voltages is much 

lower than those derived without considering the voltages. Thus, the power frequency voltage should be 

considered if the lightning fault rate is discussed based on severe conditions. 

The critical current and its probability derived by both currents are shown in Fig. 5.16, and the 

BFO phase derived by the 5/70 s triangular current is shown in Fig. 5.17. Note that the 1BFO and 

2BFO phases are shown above and below the corresponding power frequency voltages to prove better 

visibility. Similar BFO phases are derived by both current waveforms. The BFO phases are similar to 

those derived in the TLSA uninstalled HV transmission line with the symmetrical phase rotation (see 

Fig. 5.2 (a)). Further, the variations of the critical current and its probabilities are similar to those derived 

in the TLSA uninstalled HV transmission line with the symmetrical phase rotation as well, except for 

the 1BFO dependence on voltages (see Fig. 5.3 (a-1) and (b-1)). Similar variations are derived because 

the BFO characteristics of the TLSA uninstalled circuit are determined by the same power frequency 

voltages in those cases. Note that the probability of 1BFO derived in the three TLSAs installed lines is 

about 30% smaller than that derived in the TLSA uninstalled line due to TLSA operations. This aspect 

will be summarized and discussed in Section 5.2.3. 

Table 5.9 summarizes the critical currents and their probabilities derived with and without 

considering the power frequency voltages. In the three TLSAs installed line, the difference of critical 

currents and their probabilities derived with and without considering the power frequency voltages is 

significant. The significant difference is derived since the BFOs in the TLSAs installed line are 

interpreted as the multiphase BFOs, as discussed in the HV transmission line cases. If the lightning fault 

rate is discussed based on severe conditions, the power frequency voltages should be considered.  
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Fig. 5.16 Critical current and its probability derived in the three TLSAs installed EHV transmission 

line.  

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO 

(a-1) 5/70 s current, critical current, three TLSAs 

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO 

(a-2) Correlated, critical current, three TLSAs 

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO 

(b-1) 5/70 s current, probability, three TLSAs 

(b-2) Correlated, probability, three TLSAs 

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO 
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Fig. 5.17 BFO phases derived in the three TLSAs installed EHV transmission line by the 5/70 s 

triangular current. 

Table 5.9 Minimum current Icc in kA causing N-phase BFOs in the three TLSAs installed EHV 

transmission line and its probability a. 

Num. of 

BFOs 

w/o AC 

5/70 s 

w/o AC 

Correlated 

with AC, 5/70 s with AC, Correlated 
b mean b min b mean b min 

1 –220 (0.08) –127 (1.10) –194 (0.16) –160 (0.40) –119 (1.44)  –93 (3.53) 

2 –260 (0.03) –180 (0.23) –274 (0.02) –200 (0.14) –203 (0.13) –124 (1.21) 

3 –440 (0.00) –350 (0.01) –406 (0.00) –250 (0.04) –322 (0.01) –170 (0.30) 

a probability of the minimum current is shown in the parenthesis. 
b “mean” provides the mean current of the 24 cases of phase angles for the power frequency voltages, and “mini” 

provides the minimum current among them. 

C Two TLSAs installed line 

In the two TLSAs installed lines, two types of TLSAs arrangements, installations for the upper and 

middle phases of one circuit of the line (ARU2M2) and that for upper phases in both circuits (ARU1U2), 

were analyzed as introduced in Section 5.2.1. The latter arrangement performs better in the studied case 

because the highest voltage is induced at the upper phase if the FO, TLSAs, and power frequency 

voltages are not considered. The power frequency voltage has a significant influence on the critical 

current in these cases as well. 

The BFO phases derived by the 5/70 s triangular current in each TLSA arrangement are shown 

in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.19. Note that voltages of the first and second circuits are shown above and below 

the corresponding voltage to provide better visibility. Also, note that the power frequency voltages of 

the TLSAs installed phases are omitted from the figure. Basically, the BFOs occur at phases with the 

positive power frequency voltage in both TLSAs arrangements. Fig. 5.20 and Fig. 5.21 show the critical 

current and its probability derived in each TLSA arrangement by both current waveforms. A higher 

critical current is required in line with TLSAs installed for the upper phase of both circuits (ARU1U2). 

This arrangement performs better since the upper phase insulator voltage is the highest if the FO, TLSAs,  

Lower Middle Upper 

1BFO       2BFO 

Middle 

Upper 
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(a) 1BFO 

 

(b) 2BFO 

 

(c) 3BFO 

Fig. 5.18 BFO phases derived in the EHV transmission line with two TLSAs installed for 

the upper and middle phases of one circuit (ARU2M2) by the 5/70 s triangular current.  

Upper Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

Upper Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

Upper Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

Upper 

Upper 

Middle 
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(a) 1BFO 

 

(b) 2BFO 

 

(c) 3BFO 

Fig. 5.19 BFO phases derived in the EHV transmission line with two TLSAs installed 

for the upper phase of both circuits (ARU1U2) by the 5/70 s triangular current.  

Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

Middle Lower 1st cir. 2nd cir. 

1st cir. 
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Fig. 5.20 Critical current and probability of the critical current derived in the two TLSAs installed 

EHV transmission line 

(ARU2M2, a line with TLSAs installed for the upper and lower phases of the second circuit).  

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO    4BFO 

(a-1) 5/70 s current, critical current, ARU2M2 

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO    4BFO 

(a-2) Correlated, critical current, ARU2M2 

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO    4BFO 

(b-1) 5/70 s current, probability, ARU2M2 

(b-2) Correlated, probability, ARU2M2 

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO    4BFO 
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Fig. 5.21 Critical current and probability of the critical current derived in the two TLSAs installed 

EHV transmission line 

(ARU1U2, a line with TLSAs installed for the upper phase of both circuits).  

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO    4BFO 

(a-1) 5/70 s current, critical current, ARU1U2 

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO    4BFO 

(a-2) Correlated, critical current, ARU1U2 

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO    4BFO 

(b-1) 5/70 s current, probability, ARU1U2 

(b-2) Correlated, probability, ARU1U2 

1BFO       2BFO      3BFO    4BFO 
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and power frequency voltages are not considered. Note that the double-circuit fault may be avoided 

efficiently in the installation of TLSAs for the upper and middle phase (ARU2M2) since two phases in one 

circuit are protected by the TLSAs. The highest probability is derived around 300 degrees in the upper 

and middle phase installation case (ARU2M2) because the TLSA-uninstalled upper phase voltage in the 

first circuit becomes the highest due to the power frequency voltage. In the installation for the upper 

phase of both circuits (ARU1U2), the highest probability is derived around 210 degrees since the TLSA-

uninstalled middle phase voltage becomes the highest due to the power frequency voltage. 

Table 5.10 summarizes the critical currents and their probabilities derived with and without 

considering the power frequency voltages in each arrangement by each current waveform. As mentioned, 

installing TLSAs for the upper phase of both circuits performs better than that for the upper and middle 

phase of one circuit for suppressing 1BFO. The power frequency voltage significantly influences the 

critical current magnitude in these two TLSAs installation cases as well since BFOs in the TLSAs 

installed line can be interpreted as the multiphase BFOs, as discussed in the HV line cases. If the 

lightning fault rate is discussed based on severe conditions, the power frequency voltages should be 

considered. 

Table 5.10 Minimum current Icc in kA causing N-phase BFOs in the two TLSAs installed EHV 

transmission lines and its probability a. 

(a) TLSAs installation for the upper and middle phases of the second circuit (ARU2M2) 

Num. of 

BFOs 

w/o AC 

5/70 s 

w/o AC 

Correlated 

with AC, 5/70 s with AC, Correlated 
b mean b min b mean b min 

1 –220 (0.08) –127 (1.10) –190 (0.18) –160 (0.40) –117 (1.55)  –89 (4.10) 

2 –250 (0.04) –170 (0.30) –257 (0.04) –200 (0.14) –186 (0.20) –122 (1.29) 

3 –390 (0.00) –300 (0.01) –350 (0.01) –250 (0.04) –278 (0.02) –170 (0.30) 

4 –480 (0.00) –400 (0.00) –482 (0.00) –330 (0.01) –400 (0.00) –260 (0.03) 

(b) TLSAs installation for the upper of both circuits (ARU1U2) 

Num. of 

BFOs 

w/o AC 

5/70 s 

w/o AC 

Correlated 

with AC, 5/70 s with AC, Correlated 
b mean b min b mean b min 

1 –240 (0.05) –180 (0.23) –221 (0.08) –200 (0.14) –162 (0.38) –120 (1.38) 

2 –280 (0.02) –223 (0.08) –267 (0.03) –240 (0.05) –205 (0.12) –180 (0.23) 

3 –290 (0.02) –230 (0.07) –347 (0.01) –270 (0.03) –272 (0.03) –220 (0.08) 

4 –380 (0.00) –290 (0.02) –482 (0.00) –350 (0.01) –378 (0.00) –270 (0.03) 

a probability of the minimum current is shown in the parenthesis. 
b “mean” provides the mean current of the 24 cases of phase angles for the power frequency voltages, and “mini” 

provides the minimum current among them. 

Fig. 5.22 shows the insulator voltages of an EHV transmission line with tower footing resistance 

Rgr of 10  and 30  generated by the 1-A peak 2/70 s and 5/70 s triangular current. In the 30- 

tower footing resistance case, the upper phase insulator voltage is the lowest among the voltages 
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generated by the 5/70 s current. For transmission lines with lower tower footing resistance such as 

10 , the TLSA installation for the upper phases in both circuits is the most efficient. However, the 

TLSA installation for the middle or lower phase can be more efficient for the transmission lines with a 

relatively higher tower footing resistance, such as 30 . The TLSAs installation phases should be 

carefully determined considering the shape of the transmission tower, the tower footing resistance, and 

the resultant height dependence of the insulator voltages. Note that depending on the shape of the tower 

foot and the soil characteristic, the tower footing impedance can also affect the insulator voltages. 

 

(a) Rgr = 10  

 

(b) Rgr = 30  

Fig. 5.22 Insulator voltages of an EHV transmission tower with tower footing resistance Rgr of 10  

and 30  generated by the 1-A peak 2/70 s and 5/70 s triangular currents. 

5.2.3 Discussions on the TLSA arrangement and effectiveness 

An installation of two TLSAs for the upper phase in both circuits of the line performs best to reduce the 

occurrence of the lightning fault. Table 5.11 summarizes the critical current and its probability causing 

2/70 s 

5/70 s 

2/70 s 

5/70 s 

Solid:  Struck side 
Dashed: Other side 

Upper 
Middle 
Lower 

Solid:  Struck side 
Dashed: Other side 

Upper 
Middle 
Lower 
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1BFO depending on the TLSA installation. The table provides the mean critical current derived with 

considering the power frequency voltage. The 1BFO occurrence, namely, the lightning fault rate and the 

temporary voltage drop in EHV lines with the direct grounding, can be reduced to about 40%, 40%, and 

15% of the TLSA uninstalled line by installing three TLSAs for one circuit, installing two TLSAs for 

the upper and middle phases in one circuit, and installing two TLSAs for the upper phase of both circuits, 

respectively. The reduction of the 1BFO occurrence in line installing two TLSAs for the upper and 

middle phase of one circuit derived here is consistent with that experienced in an actual EHV 

transmission line, as reported in [3]. Considering the lightning fault rate, the installation of two TLSAs 

in the upper phase of both circuits performs best in the lines with the multiphase auto-reclosing. However, 

the double-circuit fault may be avoided efficiently in the TLSAs installation for the upper and middle 

phases of one circuit. The installation of three TLSAs performs almost the same as that of the two TLSAs 

installed line. However, note that the installation of three TLSAs can avoid the single-circuit fault in any 

line with any grounding system. One can determine the TLSA arrangement accomplishing the desired 

lightning fault rate based on the analysis discussed in this section. 

Table 5.11 Critical current and probability causing 1BFO (the lightning fault rate and the rate of the 

temporary voltage drop) depending on the TLSA installation in the EHV transmission line (mean 

current and probability derived by the case considering the power frequency voltage) a.  

Number of TLSAs 
1BFO, 5/70 s 1BFO, Correlated 

Icc [kA] F(Icc), % Icc [kA] F(Icc), % 

0 –158 0.43 (1.00) –90 3.88 (1.00) 

3 –194 0.16 (0.37) –119 1.44 (0.37) 

2 (ARU2M2) –190 0.18 (0.42) –117 1.55 (0.40) 

2 (ARU1U2) –221 0.08 (0.19) –162 0.38 (0.10) 

a In parenthesis, relative probability between the TLSAs uninstalled case and the installed case, [probability of 

TLSA of each case] / [probability of TLSA-uninstalled case], is provided. 

Note that similar effectiveness of the TLSAs was derived by the installation of three TLSAs in 

one circuit of the line and the two TLSAs for upper and middle phases of the one circuit of the line. This 

result can be attributed to the BFO phases in both TLSA arrangements. Fig. 5.18 showed the BFO phases 

derived in the two-TLSA installed case. The 1BFO occurred all in the phases located on the first circuit, 

where no TLSA is installed, and these BFO phases are similar to those of the three TLSAs installed case 

(see Fig. 5.17, the BFO phases in 60 deg. and 120 deg. are different, and the others are identical). The 

lower phase arcing horn in the second circuit, where the TLSAs are installed at the upper and middle 

phases, does not experience the BFO until the 2BFO occurs in this arrangement. In other words, the 

probability of the lower-phase TLSA operation in the three TLSAs installed line is low, and the 

probability of the BFO at the phases (especially upper) of the TLSA uninstalled circuit is high. Thus, 
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the similar effectiveness of the TLSAs was derived by the installation of three TLSAs in one circuit of 

the line and the two TLSAs for the upper and middle phases of the one circuit of the line. 

The validity of the critical current magnitude should be discussed based on the comparison 

between the observation of the BFOs and simulation. In [3], the lightning fault rate computed using the 

multistory tower model was compared by the experienced fault rate. The 2/70 s triangular current, 

which is relatively severe in discussing BFOs in an EHV transmission, was used in the analysis. In the 

analysis results, the lightning fault rate experienced in the summer lightning season was estimated within 

a 10% difference, while that in the winter lightning season was estimated about 30% lower. The insulator 

voltages computed by the multistory tower model are lower than those computed by the FDTD method 

and the presented TEM-delay model, as shown in Chapter 3. The successfully estimated lightning fault 

rate in the summer lightning season can be attributed to the use of the severe lightning current waveform 

and the multistory tower model, which yields lower voltages. The lower estimated lightning fault rate 

in the winter lightning season can be attributed to the modeling of the FO using the V–t crossover method 

for the arcing horn and TLSAs, as pointed out in [3]. It can be considered that the effect of the FO 

modeling on the lightning fault rate becomes noticeable in the winter lightning season since the 

probability of lightning with a high current is higher than that in summer lightning. The use of the 

presented tower and line models, FO and TLSAs model with the LPM, and realistic current waveform 

have the potential to provide a better estimation of the lightning fault rate. A comparison between the 

simulated and experienced lightning fault rates for EHV transmission lines should be performed. 

5.3 Conclusions 

BFO analyses for HV and EHV transmission lines have been carried out to discuss the effectiveness of 

the TLSA installations to reduce the BFO occurrences. Installations of three TLSAs for one circuit of 

the line and five TLSAs have been analyzed in the HV transmission line, while the installations of two 

and three TLSAs have been analyzed in the EHV transmission line. 

In the HV transmission line, the installation of five TLSAs except for the lower phase performs 

best as long as the tower footing resistance is lower than around 40  for the studied tower case. This 

arrangement performs best since the lower phase insulator voltage becomes the lowest among the phases. 

Each three and five TLSAs installations reduces the lightning fault rate by around 20% and 60%, 

respectively, and occurrence of temporary voltage drop around 30% and 100% compared to the TLSAs 

uninstalled line, respectively. Note that both TLSAs installation can avoid the double-circuit fault. The 

power frequency voltages can be negligible in discussing the BFO rate in the TLSAs uninstalled line, 

owing to the relation between the maximum value of the power frequency voltage and the FO voltage. 

However, the power frequency voltage significantly influences the BFO rate in the TLSAs installed line 

since the TLSAs operate in advance of the BFOs at the phases without the TLSAs.  
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In the EHV transmission line, the installation of two TLSAs for the upper phase in both circuits 

performs best as long as the tower footing resistance is lower than around 30  for the studied tower 

case since the upper phase insulator voltage becomes the highest among the phases. The installation of 

three TLSAs can avoid the double-circuit fault in any line with any grounding and reclosing systems. 

The installation of two TLSAs for the upper and middle phases of one circuit and the upper phases of 

both circuits can maintain the reclosing condition in lines with multiphase auto-reclosing. The 

installation of three TLSAs reduces the BFO occurrence by around 60%, that of two TLSAs for the 

upper and middle line of one circuit also reduces by around 60%, and that of two TLSAs for the upper 

phase of both circuits reduces by 85% compared to the TLSAs uninstalled lines, respectively. In the 

EHV transmission line case as well, the power frequency voltages can be negligible in discussing the 

BFO rate in the TLSAs uninstalled line, but they have a more significant influence on that in the TLSAs 

installed lines. 

The performance of the TLSAs for HV and EHV transmission lines has been clarified in this 

chapter by the many times transient analyses with nonlinear calculation considering various conditions. 

It has been achieved by fully taking advantage of the numerical circuit analysis approach. The presented 

methodology can be utilized for any voltage class of the transmission lines. Thus, one can apply the 

methodology to design new transmission lines and to evaluate the reduction of lightning fault rates by 

installing TLSAs for those under operation. Furthermore, the reduction of the analysis cases based on 

the careful discussions can lead to the possibility of using the numerical electromagnetic analysis method, 

such as the FDTD method, for evaluating the specific case, not only reducing the analysis case and time 

in using the circuit analysis. 
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6 Conclusions 

This thesis has proposed transmission tower and line models for lightning surge analysis of overhead 

transmission lines by means of circuit analysis. The non-TEM characteristics of the lightning-struck 

transmission tower and line have been revealed, taking advantage of three-dimensional numerical 

electromagnetic field analysis. The proposed tower and line model can represent the non-TEM 

characteristics in the circuit analysis, enabling faster simulation with smaller memories than the 

numerical electromagnetic analysis. BFO analyses of transmission lines have been carried out by the 

proposed model, assuming various conditions taking advantage of the circuit analysis method. In the 

analyses, the optimized FO and TLSA models have been employed as well. The characteristics of BFO 

occurrence and TLSA operation have been discussed. 

Chapter 1 

Chapter 1 has provided an overview of lightning-related accidents in transmission lines, namely the 

shielding failure and subsequent SFFO, BFO, and mid-span BFO. Then general features of the lightning 

surge analysis method have been discussed. The SFFO and BFO mainly initiate lightning-related 

accidents in power systems. An accurate analysis of the lightning overvoltage can accomplish to prepare 

cost-effective countermeasures. The transmission tower and line characteristics are essential for 

discussing BFO characteristics since they preliminary determine the voltage of insulator strings.  

For analyzing lightning surges in transmission systems, theoretical, experimental, and numerical 

approaches have been utilized. The numerical approaches, which have been validated from the 

theoretical and experimental viewpoint, can become a powerful tool for evaluating the lightning 

performance of transmission systems. The thesis has adopted numerical electromagnetic field analysis 

for revealing characteristics of a lightning-struck transmission tower and line taking its advantage: 

directly solving Maxwell’s equations. Based on the analysis, new circuit models that can consider the 

revealed characteristics have been proposed, and practical lightning surge analyses have been carried 

out taking its advantage: executable with small computational resources. 

Chapter 2 

In Chapter 2, non-TEM characteristics of the lightning-struck tower and line have been discussed using 

the FDTD method and the most basic TEM-mode circuit analysis model. Comparisons of the analyzed 

results and discussions on them with referencing the experimental results reported in the past have 

revealed the non-TEM characteristics of the lightning-struck tower and line: 1) the gradual rise of the 

tower surge impedance with time, 2) the gradual rise of the self and mutual surge impedance of the 

transmission line with time and the time delays of mutual coupling among lines corresponding to their 

separation distances, and 3) the significant wave attenuation characteristics along the tower. Also, 
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suppose the lightning strikes the tip of the tower top cross-arm. In that case, the insulator voltages 

generated at the lightning-struck side can be higher than those at the other side due to the electromagnetic 

shielding by the tower and farther distances. The numerical circuit analysis model of the transmission 

tower and lines, which can consider the above characteristics, can enhance the validity and usefulness 

of the circuit analysis method.  

Existing transmission tower and line models have also been overviewed. The models include a 

simplified model with constant surge impedances, a multistory tower model, a multi-section distributed 

line model, tower models based on the numerical electromagnetic field analysis, frequency-dependent 

models, and non-uniform line models. Some of the models, such as the model based on the numerical 

electromagnetic field analysis, frequency-dependent model, and non-uniform model, can partly consider 

the non-TEM characteristics of the lightning-struck transmission tower and line. However, they have 

rarely been employed for practical lightning surge analysis due to their relatively sophisticated modeling 

process. As a result, the multistory tower model, which cannot consider the non-TEM characteristics but 

is relatively accurate and simple compared to other models, has long and widely been employed for 

practical lightning surge analysis. Although the multistory tower model has been utilized for analysis 

and many findings have been accomplished, its accuracy and applicability to other towers than the 

original 500-kV tower should be re-evaluated. In this view, new transmission tower and line models, 

which can consider the non-TEM characteristics, and whose model parameters can be directly 

determined from the shape of the tower and line, have been presented in the thesis. Besides, lightning 

surge analysis has been carried out with the proposed model and the multistory tower model. 

Chapter 3 

The TEM-delay transmission tower and line models have been presented and validated in Chapter 3. 

The proposed TEM-delay model represents the non-TEM characteristics by 1) tower and line surge 

impedances provided by first-order delay functions, 2) phase-domain modeling of transmission line 

considering time delay in mutual coupling corresponding to the separation distances among the line, and 

3) propagation function considering the significant attenuation characteristic of traveling waves along 

the tower. The model parameters can be derived from the configuration of the tower and line. No trial-

and-error process or electromagnetic field analysis is required for determining the model parameters.  

The proposed model has been validated by comparing measured and simulated tower surge 

responses and insulator voltages. Regarding the tower surge response, measured responses of the 500-

kV tower reported in the past have been reproduced by the TEM-delay tower model. Regarding the 

insulator voltages, measured voltages of 500-kV and UHV transmission towers reported in the past, and 

simulated voltages by the FDTD method of HV/EHV transmission towers, have been reproduced by the 

TEM-delay tower and line models. The TEM-delay tower model considering tower cross-arms can even 

analyze the lightning strike to a tip of tower top cross-arm and resultant insulator voltages. The validity 
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and applicability of the proposed TEM-delay model have been shown. Besides, it has been shown that 

the existing tower models could have been underestimated the insulator voltages. 

Chapter 4 

In Chapter 4, insulator voltages of lightning-struck HV transmission towers have been evaluated 

considering tower footing characteristics. Then the FO and TLSA models for BFO analysis have been 

presented. Based on these models, the BFO characteristics of the HV transmission line have been 

clarified. 

Regarding the insulator voltage, the TEM-delay tower model can reproduce the insulator 

voltages of the HV transmission line in various tower footing resistance cases. In contrast, the existing 

models provide lower insulator voltages due to the low tower surge impedances and lack or insufficient 

implementation of propagation characteristics of traveling waves. The characteristics of the existing 

models are caused by the experimental setups for developing the multistory tower model. The reverse 

T-shape tower foot can be modeled by a linear resistor for soil resistivity ranging from 20 m to 

1000 m, the typical value in Japan.  

The FO model of the arcing horn includes the model by the LPM and V–t crossover method. The 

TLSA comprises the series-connected non-linear resistor representing VI characteristic of ZnO element 

and FO model by the LPM representing the air gap. The measured V–t characteristics of the arcing horn 

and TLSA reported in the past have been reproduced precisely by adjusting the constants of the LPM 

and V–t crossover method. 

The BFO characteristics of the HV transmission line have been clarified. Suppose the negative 

lightning strikes the transmission tower or OHGWs. In that case, the BFO primarily occurs at phases 

with positive power frequency voltages since the insulator voltages become higher (the voltage rise of 

the tower cross-arm and the phase conductors have the opposite polarity). This characteristic does not 

mean that the BFO does not occur at phases with positive power frequency voltage in the negative 

lightning case. The minimum currents causing N-phase BFOs, critical current, are significantly 

dependent on the power frequency voltages. The BFO phases and critical currents derived by the 

proposed TEM-delay model well support the observed results reported in the past, but the existing model 

cannot support both or one of them. The TEM-delay model also reproduced TLSA operation and 2BFOs 

observed in the past. Regarding the FO model, the LPM is suitable for single and multiphase BFO 

analysis, but the V–t crossover method is only applicable to single-phase BFO analysis. Consideration 

of the leader developing process is attributed to this difference. Regarding the current waveform, the 

2/70 s triangular current and double-peak current representing median values of natural lightning 

provide similar BFO phase and critical current since the steep-rising part is responsible for the BFO 

occurrence. 
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Chapter 5 

In Chapter 5, BFO analyses for HV and EHV transmission lines have been carried out to discuss the 

effectiveness of the TLSA installations to reduce the BFO occurrences. The specific reduction rate of 

the lightning fault and the threshold of tower footing resistance can variate depending on the conditions, 

such as the configuration of the tower and lines. However, the modeling process and methodology of 

the BFO analysis can be applied to any transmission line. 

The installation of three TLSAs for one circuit of the line and that of five TLSAs have been 

analyzed in the HV transmission line. The installation of five TLSAs except for the lower phase performs 

best as long as the tower footing resistance is lower than around 40  since the lower insulator voltage 

is the lowest among the phases in this condition for the studied line. The installation of three and five 

TLSAs reduces the lightning fault rate by around 20% and 60%, respectively, compared to the TLSAs 

uninstalled line. These installations reduce the occurrence of temporary voltage drop around 30% and 

100%, respectively, also compared to the TLSAs uninstalled line. Note that both TLSAs installation can 

avoid the double-circuit fault. The power frequency voltages can be negligible in discussing the BFO 

rate in the TLSAs uninstalled line since the maximum power frequency voltage is less than about 10% 

of the FO voltage. However, they have a relatively significant influence on that in the TLSAs installed 

line since the operations of TLSAs initiate the BFOs at the phases without the TLSAs. 

In the EHV transmission line, the installation of three TLSAs in one circuit of the line, two 

TLSAs for the upper and middle phases of one circuit, and that for the upper phase of both circuits have 

been analyzed. Among three types of TLSAs arrangements, the installation of two TLSAs for the upper 

phase in both circuits performs best as long as the tower footing resistance is lower than around 30  

for the studied tower case since the upper insulator voltage becomes the highest among the phases. The 

installation of three TLSAs can avoid the double-circuit fault in any line with any grounding and 

reclosing systems. The installation of two TLSAs for the upper and middle phase of one circuit and the 

upper phase of both circuits can maintain the reclosing condition in lines with the multiphase auto-

reclosing. The installation of three TLSAs reduces the BFO occurrence by around 60%, that of two 

TLSAs for the upper and middle line of one circuit also reduces by around 60%, and that of two TLSAs 

for the upper phase of both circuits reduces by 85% compared to the TLSAs uninstalled lines, 

respectively. In the EHV transmission line case as well, the power frequency voltages can be negligible 

in discussing the BFO rate in the TLSAs uninstalled line, but they significantly influence that in the 

TLSAs installed lines. 

The proposed tower and line models have been validated and applied to practical lightning surge 

analysis in this thesis. The proposed models can be widely utilized for lightning surge analysis if they 

are implemented in the EMT-simulators as standard models. In this view, more and more practical 

analyses should be performed by the proposed models, and their validity should be discussed in detail. 
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The presented methodology for evaluating the BFO occurrence with various line arrangements can be 

applied to any voltage class transmission line. The development of software for calculating the lightning 

fault rate of transmission lines can help engineers in utilities. From the viewpoint of the insulation design, 

the proposed models should be extended for analyzing lightning surges intruding substations. The 

modeling of interaction among the lightning channel, transmission tower, inclined entrance conductors, 

and gantry becomes more critical in those analyses.  
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Appendix 

A1 Fundamentals of the FDTD Analysis 

This appendix section describes the basic formulation of the FDTD method [1] and the computational 

resources required for the analysis. As discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, the FDTD method allows 

us to analyze the characteristics of a lightning-struck transmission tower and line in detail, though it 

requires massive computational resources comparing to other analysis techniques such as the numerical 

circuit analysis. Here the FDTD method in the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system is 

discussed.  

The FDTD method solves Maxwell’s equations by using spatial and time discretization. The 

electric and magnetic field components, Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, and Hz, are placed as shown in Fig. A 1 and 

they are updated as described below. Ampere’s low is provided by: 
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where H and E are the magnetic- and electric-field vectors, J is the conduction-current-density vector, 

 is the electric conductivity, and n–1/2 is the present time step number. By applying the central finite 

difference to the time derivative term of (A 1), the following can be derived: 
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where Dt is the time step, and En–1/2 is approximated by its average value. The update equation for the 

electric field at the step n can be derived by rearranging (A 2), and it is given by the one time-step 

previous electric field En–1 and half time-step previous magnetic field rotation 1 2n−  H as: 
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Fig. A 1 Electric- and magnetic-field placement of the FDTD method in the three-dimensional 

Cartesian coordinate system. 
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The updating equation for the z-direction electric field Ez
n at the point (i, j, k+1/2) can be expressed by: 
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where the spatial derivative terms for the magnetic field are approximated by their central finite 

differences. The updating equations for the x- and y-direction electric fields Ex
n and Ey

n can be derived 

in the same manner. 

The derivation of the updating equations for the magnetic field is started from Faraday’s low: 
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where n is the present time step number and  is the permeability. In this case as well, the central time 

difference is applied to the time-derivative term, and the following equation is derived: 
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The update equation for the magnetic field at the step n+1/2 can be derived by rearranging (A 6), and it 

is given by the one time-step previous magnetic field Hn–1/2 and half time-step previous electric-field 

rotation 
n  E as: 
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The updating equation for the x-direction magnetic field Hx
n+1/2 at the point (i, j–1/2, k+1/2) can be 

expressed as: 
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where the spatial derivative terms for the electric field are approximated by their central finite 

differences. The updating equations for the x- and y-direction magnetic fields Hx
n+1/2 and Hy

n+1/2 can be 

derived in the same manner. 

The excitations, such as the voltage and current sources, are modeled by forcing the electric and 

magnetic fields. The lumped elements, such as the resistor, inductor, and capacitor, are modeled by 

modifying electric- and magnetic-field updating equations considering characteristics of each element 

[2]. In order to analyze the unbounded space, absorbing boundary conditions, such as Liao’s conditions 

[3] and perfectly matched layers [4], are utilized. Other specific modeling methods, such as the 

representation of thin wires, lossy conductors, coaxial cables, nonlinear elements, and others, have been 

developed and used for lightning surge analysis (e.g., [5] and references therein). 

Regarding the computation resources, the FDTD analysis of the 76-m high transmission tower 

performed in Chapter 2 requires about 10 GB of memory. It took about 6 hours to derive 3-s long 

transient response by Intel Core i7-6700K, 4.00 GHz (RAM 64 GB) environment. The number of cells 

of this analysis was 600 × 600 × 400 = 14.4 million cells. Note that the use of nonuniform cells reduces 

the computation memory. Furthermore, parallel computation by multi-core computing and/or by multi-

node computing can reduce the computation time [6], though not simple programming is required. 
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A2 Fundamentals of the Numerical Circuit Analysis 

This appendix section describes the basics of the numerical circuit analysis method. The numerical 

circuit analysis used in this thesis was the nodal-analysis-based circuit analysis method. Distributed 

parameter line theory was included to analyze the transmission towers and lines. 

In the numerical circuit analysis, the circuit formulation is carried out based on the nodal analysis 

technique. The original version of EMTP has adapted the basic nodal analysis method [1], whereas the 

modified ones have been developed and adapted in the other programs [2]–[4]. The Tableau method [5] 

has been adapted in XTAP [6]. 

The time-domain response is derived by applying a numerical integration technique to the 

differential equation of each circuit element. The trapezoidal rule is the representative technique since 

it is simply implemented but provides an accurate solution. Note that the numerical oscillation emerges 

in some cases, and thus specific methods such as the critical damping adjustment using the backward 

Euler method [7], [8], and two-stage diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta method [9] have been developed. 

Upon applying the trapezoidal rule, each circuit element is represented by the resistance and current 

source parallel circuit. For instance, the inductance voltage vL and current iL has the following relation: 

 ( )
( )L

L

di t
v t L

dt
=   (A 9) 

where L is the inductance. The following can be derived by applying the trapezoidal rule to (A 9): 
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  (A 10) 

where Dt is the computation time step. The second term of the right-hand side of (A 10) becomes the 

history term JL(t). Therefore, the inductance can be modeled by the parallel circuit of resistance and 

current source, as shown in Fig. A 2.  

RL

JL

RC

JC

vL vC

iL iC

(a) Inductance (b) Capacitance  

Fig. A 2 Representation of the inductance and capacitance in the numerical circuit analysis. 
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In the same manner, capacitance can also be represented by the resistance and current source parallel 

circuit: 
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  (A 11) 

Distributed lines are also represented by the parallel circuit of the resistance and the current 

source [1]. The voltage and current of the line at point x can be written by the forward and backward 

traveling waves Ff and Fb as: 
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( ) ( ) ( )

0

0

, , 2

, , 2

f

b

v x t Z i x t F t x vel
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  (A 12) 

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance, and vel is the propagation speed of the traveling wave. These 

equations can be written at nodes s and r as: 
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where  is the one-way propagation time of the line, derived by dividing line length with the propagation 

speed. As shown in (A 13), the sending-end voltage and current influence the receiving-end voltage and 

current, and vice versa. Finally, the following relation can be derived for representing the distributed 

line in the numerical circuit analysis, as shown in Fig. A 3: 
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Fig. A 3 Representation of the distributed parameter line in the numerical circuit analysis. 
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Note that the characteristic impedance Z0 has been set constant value or frequency-dependent value 

derived based on the TEM-mode assumption. 

The node conductance matrix G is readily derived for the circuit to be studied by applying the 

above formulation to each circuit element: 

  ( ) ( )G v J=   (A 15) 

where v is the unknown voltage vector and J is the current vector composed of the independent current 

sources and the history terms. For instance, the transient analysis of the 76-m high transmission tower 

performed in Chapter 2 requires 23 nodes. The node conductance matrix becomes 22 × 22 matrix, and 

the 3-s long transient response is calculated in 0.094 s. Note that the representation of other models 

such as the switches, control circuits, and nonlinear elements have been developed and used in the 

transient analysis [10]. 
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